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If you are planning to set up a new company, to
expand your existing company or if, as an investor, you are interested in Brandenburg as a
business location, here you will find introductory information about funding programmes
for investment and growth in the state of
Brandenburg.
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We will provide you with an attractive location with
excellent funding conditions. At the same time, we
will inform you with regard to all the points of contact at your disposal to advise and support you
in the implementation of your plans. In the network, you will find all the information you need at
foerdernavigator-brandenburg.de
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BRANDENBURG’S
ECONOMIC GROWTH
COMPARED TO OTHER
FEDERAL STATES

1st half of 2017 in %

The state of Brandenburg is on the
right path. This is made clear by
the fact, among other things, that
the gross domestic product is growing significantly above the national
average (3.7% in the first half of 2018)
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PREFACE

Dear founders, dear entrepreneurs,
The Brandenburg economy has developed dynamically in recent years. The state presents
itself today as a modern, attractive and innovative business location. The unemployment
rate has reached a low-point and ever more
people have found employment at a level subject to social insurance contributions. The basis for this success has been provided by the
workers, entrepreneurs, the social partners and
chambers and associations by means of their
commitment to this state. However, the targeted funding policy of the state of Brandenburg
has also contributed to this development. From
guarantees to loans and venture capital for
start-ups to subsidies from the state, the federal government and the European Union, companies are in receipt of tailor-made funding.
The top priority in this is support for small and
medium-sized enterprises as an important
growth engine in the state. Take, for example,
the area of start-ups and company successions. For the crafts, there is the Master Craft
Foundation Bonus, by which means we support start-ups and business transfers by master
craftsmen and women We have also started
up the Master Bonus, by which means we acknowledge the commitment of young master
craftsmen and women. There is the Innovative
Start-Ups programme, by which means the
Ministry of Employment supports innovative
businesses in the first three years following
their founding or transfer. And there are financing instruments, such as the early phases and
growth funds. Or even the Brandenburg Microcredit, which allows us, as the Ministry of Economics, to help young companies.
However, it is not only the founders who are
able to build on our support, but also existing
entrepreneurs looking to expand or modernise
their operations. And of course, we are also
there for those wanting to invest in Brandenburg and settle here with their companies. This
brochure provides – in conjunction with our
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Support Guide – an overview of the various
funding and support instruments provided by
the federal state of Brandenburg, the federal
government and the European Union.
We want to help you to find the right programme
and the right contacts – whether the issue is securing skilled employees, digitalisation, innovations or anything else. This publication cannot,
however, act as a substitute for thorough consultation. For this purpose, the investment bank
and the business development agency of the
state of Brandenburg and the various chambers should be your first port of call.
I can only appeal to all entrepreneurs to take
advantage of the extensive offers of support,
so that your company can compete successfully and promote Brandenburg as an economic
location.

Jörg Steinbach
Minister for Economy and Energy
for the State of Brandenburg
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ECONOMIC SUPPORT IN THE STATE OF BRANDENBURG

A good bit of help to get you started
– our targeted location promotion

Location quality and the best possible support on site are critical success factors.

The state of Brandenburg realigned its business development agency in 2005 with regional and sectoral priorities and thereby supports a
variety of economic policy measures. Under the
motto “Strong for the Future – Joining Forces”,
it has been further developed and improved.

For this reason, the state government has, for
some years now, promoted towns and municipalities with high economic and scientific potential on a targeted basis – The Regional Growth
Cores (RWK). Based on integrated location
development concepts, projects are supported to further improve the location quality in the
RWKs, as are measures by which means it is
aimed to improve the appearance of the Growth
Cores to their surrounding communities.

Regional Growth Cores
Regional growth cores, which
include several towns or
municipalities:
Schwedt/Oder

Prignitz
Neuruppin

Eberswalde
O-H-V

OranienburgHennigsdorf-Velten (O-H-V)
Oranienburg
Hennigsdorf
Velten
Prignitz
Perleberg
Wittenberge
Karstädt
Westlausitz
Finsterwalde
Großräschen
Lauchhammer
Schwarzheide
Senftenberg
Schönefelder Kreuz
Königs Wusterhausen
Wildau
Schönefeld
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Strausz
Strausberg

Brandenburg
an der Havel

Potsdam
Ludwigsfelde

Fürstenwalde/Spree
Schönefelder
Kreuz

Frankfurt (Oder)Eisenhüttenstadt

Luckenwalde

Cottbus

Spremberg
Westlausitz
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Strong Together – Innovation policy
of the states of Berlin and Brandenburg
The joint innovation strategy of the states of
Berlin and Brandenburg (innoBB) has formulated the goals for a successful innovation policy.
The aim is to support synergies in the region as
a whole, to activate innovation in the economy
and to increase networking between the companies and the knowledge and research landscape of the capital city region. This strengthens
the competitiveness of companies and research
institutions in the clusters.
The core of the innoBB is formed by five crossstate clusters, which display excellent knowhow, dense value chains and the spatial proximity of companies and scientific research
institutions and thus have good pre-conditions
for further growth:
►► Energy Technology
►► Health Economy
►► ICT, media and creative industries
►► Optics and photonics
►► Transport, mobility and logistics
The state of Brandenburg supports four further
Brandenburg-specific clusters with a view to satisfying the pecularities in terms of the region’s
economic structures:
►► Food Industry
►► Plastics and Chemicals
►► Metals
►► Tourism
These four clusters play an important role in
terms of added value and employment in Brandenburg. They form an integral part of the regional innovation strategy of the state of Brandenburg (innoBB plus) and stand on an equal
footing with the five joint Berlin-Brandenburg
clusters.

the economic and research structures with the
companies and to improve supra-regional and
international visibility.

Here you’ll get the support you need
– stable funding policy
In light of the necessary process of economic
recovery, continuing to promote growth and employment in the state of Brandenburg remains
the primary objective of the economic policy. This
objective is being pursued by means of sustainable measures and target-oriented instruments.
The economic policy strategy “Strong for the Future - Joining Forces” is directed towards small
and medium-sized enterprises and is based
on the innoBB plus innovation strategy. The
framework conditions exist in the successfully
developed economic location of Brandenburg.
Investing here is a worthwhile endeavour. Brandenburg offers attractive conditions for work
and leisure. The companies’ competitiveness
has improved noticeably. The state particularly
supports medium-sized companies in securing
trained staff, digitalisation and the design of their
energy turnaround. For you as an investor, the
benefits are clear. The locations’ attractiveness
is being improved in a targeted manner.
With 266 commitments in 2017 amounting to
around €163 million and a resulting investment
volume of around €960 million, the commercial
investment support within the framework of the
joint task, “Improvement of Regional Economic
Structures” (GRW commercial) is one of the financially strongest funding instruments currently in use in Brandenburg. Here, funds from both
the state of Brandenburg and the Federal Government are deployed growth-rich industries
are supported, as required, and incentives for
co-operation are offered across the value chain.

The goals are to promote a high degree of economic dynamism through the expansion and
deepening of the value chains, the networking of
7
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The ICT sector is a driver of
innovation
More than 248,000 people work in the 48,000
companies in the media/information and communication technologies and in the creative
economy in Berlin and Brandenburg. As a
cluster of the digital economy and thus drivers of digitalisation, this includes IT and software companies, geo-data companies and
tele-communications providers alongside media companies, game developers, design and
usability agencies and a large section of the
start-up scene in the capital city region. The
cluster is based on the distinctive research and
higher education landscape in the capital city
region. One of its hotspots in Brandenburg is the
Hasso-Plattner Institute for Digital Engineering
in Potsdam.

Automotive suppliers in a strong
position in the capital city region
The automotive sector in the Berlin-Brandenburg region includes more than 200 companies
with about 21,000 employees. Regional focal points include Ludwigsfelde, Brandenburg
an der Havel, Eberswalde, Finsterwalde und
Fürstenwalde. Included in this is the core area
(production of original parts, chasses, bodies)
as well as the supplier sector. The capital city
region has particular strengths in the areas of
drive technology, new fuels, transport and vehicle safety, and – with rapidly increasing importance – in intelligent mobility. There is also
a strong emphasis on lightweight construction
and production technology. Furthermore, the
producers in this sector are increasingly transferring research and development tasks to suppliers. This results in close interlinking of the
supplier structure in the industry.
Research and development requirements exist
on the part of the companies, for example in
the optimisation of production processes. Scientific R&D expertise is primarily to be found at
the Brandenburg Technical University of Cottbus (BTU) Cottbus-Senftenberg, at the Wildau
8

Technical University, at the Technical University of Brandenburg, the Technical College for
Sustainable Development in Eberswalde, the
University of Potsdam and at the Fraunhofer
Institutes, such as the Fraunhofer Application
Centre.

Traditionally strong plastics and
chemical industry
Approximately 13,200 workers are currently
employed in the plastics processing and chemical industries in the state of Brandenburg. Locations such as Schwarzheide, Schwedt, Fürstenwalde and Neuruppin generate revenues of
€3.4 billion.

Excellent R&D potential with wellknown institutes
Non-university research institutes of the Fraunhofer, Max Planck and Helmholtz societies and
the Leibniz Association are based in Brandenburg and provide the universities and colleges
in the state with important R&D capacity. The
Fraunhofer Institute for Applied Polymer Research (IAP) in Potsdam-Golm with the PYCO
division for polymaterials and composites in
Teltow, the Leibniz Institute for Agricultural Engineering and Bio-economy in Bornim (ATB)
and the Max Planck Institute for Colloids and
Interface Research in Potsdam-Golm are all reliable partners.

Companies invest here
The establishment of well-known companies
such as dm-drogeriemarkt GmbH & Co. KG
(logistics centre), Oxford PV and DHL are symbolic of the good reputation of Brandenburg as
an investment location. The air transport industry is already very well developed in Brandenburg. With the commissioning of the new Berlin
Brandenburg Airport (BER), this development
will be further strengthened. The prospects for
companies with their own site at, or in the vicin-
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ity of, the BER are excellent. In addition to the
large companies such as Lufthansa, MTU and
Rolls Royce, these also include providers and
cleantech and life science companies.

Excellent infrastructure with the
benefit of a central location
Brandenburg boasts excellent, well-developed
infrastructure with optimal road, rail, water and
air transport connections. As a result, logistics
and aviation technology are established competence industries. Brandenburg hosts the ILA
– Innovation & Leadership in Aerospace, which
is one of the leading aerospace trade fairs in the
world. The strategic further development of the
leading innovation trade fair for the aerospace
industry will strengthen Brandenburg as technology location.

At the very front of the development
of the fibre optic network
The development concept “Brandenburg – Fibre
Optic Expansion 2020” will see Brandenburg
improve its position in the national rankings
from being in one of the last places to being at
the very fore. Among the eastern states, Bran-

denburg is currently in second place. Nearly
69.7% of households have a broadband connection with a capacity of 50 Mbit/s and more.
With the implementation of the federal funding
guideline “Funding to support the broadband
expansion in the Federal Republic of Germany”
of 22nd October 2015, Brandenburg expects a
further increase in supply and a place in the top
rankings. Especially for space-intensive investments, Brandenburg is able to offer over 700
commercial, industrial and office premises in all
locations. The land and building land costs are
favourable. Employees will feel at home here
because Brandenburg offers a good quality of
life.

Brandenburg as a destination
Numerous tourist companies, which are also
able to avail themselves of the support provided
by the financial aid listed here, offer the opportunity to linger, recuperate and, if necessary, work
in the midst of nature in the vast natural environment, which is nevertheless in close proximity to
the commercial, industrial and office premises.
3,000 lakes, many thousands of kilometres of
rivers and streams, vast landscapes, forests,
nature reserves and an extensive network of
9
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cycle paths make Brandenburg one of the most
attractive capital city regions in Europe. At the
same time, Brandenburg and Berlin offer one of
the most interesting and diverse art and cultural
scenes in the world: with the Potsdam UNESCO World Heritage Site, numerous festivals,
over 500 historic castles and parks, 170 museums and more than 150 theatres.

Here, science and industry come
together – Brandenburg as a
research environment
The Berlin-Brandenburg capital city region has
a research and academic landscape that is
unique in Europe: 62 colleges of higher education – including eight universities – and 100
publicly-funded non-university research facilities train new scientific talent and promote the
turning of innovations into marketable products
and services.
A total of around 48,000 students are enrolled
in the four Brandenburg universities at the locations of Potsdam, Cottbus-Senftenberg and
Frankfurt (Oder) and the four technical colleges
in Brandenburg an der Havel, Potsdam, Wildau
and Eberswalde. More than 350 programmes
of study are on offer. All the universities and colleges have distinctive profiles.
The European University Viadrina in Frankfurt
(Oder) has a particularly international outlook
and, together with the Polish Adam Mickiewicz
University in Słubice, it operates the Collegium
Polonicum.
The University of Potsdam is home to two of
the special research areas funded by German
Research Community. The largest university in
the state also boasts an equally comprehensive
and attractive range of subjects. The Digital Engineering Faculty jointly established by the university and the Hasso-Plattner Institute is the
first privately-funded faculty in a public university in Germany.
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One of the most attractive research
landscapes in Europe
The federal states of Berlin and Brandenburg
have a density of scientific facilities that is
unique in Europe. Meaning that well-trained,
highly-flexible specialist staff, who are willing
to engage in further training, are at companies’
disposal. Among the 16 federal states, Brandenburg has one of the highest proportions of
technical college and university graduates and
of employees who have completed vocational
training.
►► studieren-in-brandenburg.de

Advancing digitalisation
The ERDF-funded Centre for Digitalisation in
the Crafts, which is being built up by the TH
Brandenburg technical college, is aimed at
small businesses, especially craft operations,
which currently display only a small level of
digitalisation and automation in their processes, business models and products and assists
them in coping with the challenges of the “Economy 4.0.” (Wirtschaft 4.0) It supports companies in gaining the necessary knowledge and in
getting to grips with their own digitalisation projects, with a view to securing a higher degree of
digitalisation and innovation.
With its research focus on highly relevant future technologies and its intensive collaboration
with companies, the Brandenburg Technical
University of Cottbus-Senftenberg (BTU) is a
significant driver for the Lausitz region. To support Brandenburg’s medium-sized enterprises,
particularly in the manufacturing sector, in 2015
with funding from the European Union (ERDF),
the Brandenburg Innovation Centre for Modern
Industry (IMI) was built at the Institute of Automation Technology of the BTU Cottbus-Senftenberg.
As a central point of contact for small and medium-sized companies, the IMI helps to integrate
innovations in production processes developed
in universities and scientific institutions and
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thus to increase the dynamic of the companies
in terms of automation and digitalisation.
The new “SME 4.0 Competence Centre” in Cottbus, which was sponsored for three years in November 2017 by the Federal Economic Ministry
of Economics and Technology (BMWi) serves
as a further important building block in the range
of offers for companies and businesses. Its task
is to support small and medium-sized enterprises in their digitalisation and to offer training and
training measures to assist them in this. The
programme specifically addresses employees
in small and medium-sized enterprises and promotes their digital accreditation.
►► kompetenzzentrum-cottbus.digital

The strongest research universities
in Germany are in Brandenburg
With the establishment of the “Brandenburg
Health Campus”, the BTU and the University of
Potsdam co-operate with the non-governmental
Medical College of Brandenburg (MHB).
Potsdam’s Babelsberg Konrad Wolf Film University is the only film college with university
status in the Federal Republic. The “greenest”
technical university in Germany is also located in the state: the College for Sustainable
Development in Eberswalde. Measured in
terms of their acquisition of third-party funding, Brandenburgʼs four technical universities number among the strongest research
universities in the country. They have also
significantly increased the number of dual
programmes of study and have thus widened
the opportunities for the linking of academic
and professional qualifications. All the major
German research communities are represented in the state of Brandenburg by means of
various institutes and centres. They co-operate closely with the universities. Some of the
most well-known of these include, for example, the Potsdam Geo-Research Institute, the
Institute for Innovative Micro-Electronics in
Frankfurt (Oder) and the German Institute of
Nutritional Research and the Potsdam Insti-

tute for Climate Impact Research. The density
of academic infrastructure is an invaluable location benefit for innovative and internationally-oriented companies – both because of the
optimal opportunities for collaboration in the
areas of R&D and because of the great potential provided by a scientifically-educated work
force.

Brandenburg is at the forefront of
technology transfer
In 2017, Brandenburg was the first federal
state to draw up a nationwide transfer strategy. The technology transfer offices offer, particularly to small and medium-sized enterprises in the state of Brandenburg, the combined
innovation competence from the Brandenburg
scientific institutions and comprehensive services – from the mediation of experienced
specialist staff to the organisation of specialised events to the initiation of R&D projects
between industry and science and the administrative support in the processing of such.

Brandenburg scores well with
technology centres and incubators
In the Berlin-Brandenburg region, young and
technology-oriented companies can set up in
numerous publicly-funded technology centres
and incubators, in which variable, cost-effective commercial premises and professional
advice and support for existing entrepreneurs
and founders are available.
The technology centres and incubators (TGZ)
are service centres for both business founders
and businesses, especially those in their startup and growth phases. They are points-of-contact for conceptual, commercial and other operational issues and assist in the financing and
management of projects. Via the TGZs, companies are able to obtain, among other things, individual business premises and services subject
to favourable conditions as required.
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The lively contact between the companies,
which effects an intensive exchange of experience, leads to collaboration and opens up new
market opportunities, is also a primary focus.
Last but not least, the development of effective
networks for founders is the be-all-and-end-all
in the successful launching of a company.
Further information, including on the various
orientations of the individual TGZs, is available
at:
►► tgbev.de
College graduates who want to start a business, can get support from the technology
transfer offices or in the alumni networks of the
various universities.
►► innovatives-brandenburg.de

Networks in the capital city region –
where you’ll meet like-minded
people
Brandenburg recognised the promotion of networks as an important factor in the sustainable
economic development of the state at an early
stage. Today, Brandenburg has a dynamic network landscape whose partners come together
to master the challenges of a globalised economy.
By means of collaboration networks, we help
companies and investors to come together and
develop their strengths. In particular, small and
medium-sized enterprises can avail themselves
of cost advantages and market opportunities,
which might otherwise prove difficult to access.
In a small-scale economic structure, networks
enable new forms of co-operation with research
and development facilities in terms of sales and
especially in terms of exporting.
The Federal Government and the state of Brandenburg have jointly taken it upon themselves to
ensure that Brandenburg’s network landscape
is built up and expanded. Within the framework
of the joint task “Improvement of Regional Economic Structure (GRW)”, so-called GRW-fund12

ed networks have been gradually established
since 2015 in virtually all existing clusters.
By means of this funding instrument, the Brandenburg companies’ ability to handle competition and adaptability is strengthened and growth
drivers are supported through the promotion of
regional and supra-regional collaboration between companies, research institutions and
business-related institutions. The GRW networks are fundamentally open to Berlin and
Brandenburg companies and institutions and to
potential collaboration partners from other federal states.
A total of 30 networks have been supported,
on a one-off or repeated basis, by means of a
funding subsidy of around €17 million. Eleven
networks are currently supported within the
framework of the GRW. Following the expiry of
their funding, a further ten networks have been
established and now operate on a self-financed
basis. Furthermore, there are further, non-funded networks in the capital city region, which
work together with the cluster management
structures. An overview of the networks and
clusters can be found in the service section.
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Brandenburg is exemplary in terms
of successful networking
In terms of the competition between regions and
locations, Brandenburg can successfully claim
the following: the Brandenburg Lightweight Metal Network initiates and supports innovative individual and collaborative projects for the application of metal and hybrid lightweight solutions for
Brandenburg companies.
The CURPAS co-operation network makes a
decisive contribution to anchoring the issue of
“civilian use of unmanned aircraft systems” in
the capital city region and driving forward the
economic development of these young emerging industries.
In 2007, in the Diagnostic-BB network, diagnostics and device manufacturers, suppliers and
end-users in clinics, routine laboratories and research institutions in the Berlin-Brandenburg region concluded a powerful alliance. This enables
the network members, to cover the entire value
chain of in-vitro diagnostics. The GRW networks
also engage in a close exchange of knowledge
and experience among themselves and benefit
from the interfaces between the individual industry synergies and innovation potential.
The Federal Government supports the network
promotion within the framework of the Central
Innovation Programme for SMEs (ZIM).
Network management services and the R&D
projects conceived in the network can be promoted in the ZIM. The ZIM networks consist of
at least six independent small and medium-sized
enterprises. Other partners can additionally participate (e.g. research institutions, academic institutions, large companies and other bodies).
The basis of the co-operation is a joint idea for
the development and commercialisation of innovative products, processes or technical services
in a technologically or regionally -oriented alliance or along a value chain.
►► zim.de

Europe promotes Brandenburg –
innovation and growth through the
ESI fund
In order to reduce existing developmental differences in Europe’s regions and cities, from
2014 to 2020 the European Union will invest
around €352 billion in the European Structural
and Investment Fund (in short: ESI Fund). This
corresponds to around at least one third of the
EU budget. This will act to promote the creation
of new jobs, to increase the competitiveness of
companies and to generate economic growth,
which will serve the sustainable development and
improvement of the quality of life of EU citizens
In recent decades, it has been possible for
numerous measures by businesses, schools,
universities, research institutes and cultural institutions in the state of Brandenburg to be implemented as a result of public funding. In the
funding period from 2014 to 2020, the European regional policy will follow the central guidelines of the Europe 2020 strategy for intelligent,
sustainable and integrated growth. In specific
terms, this means:
Intelligent growth
►► Increasing investment in research and
development
►► Raising the employment level
►► Improving educational standards and
improved use of information and
communication technologies
Sustainable growth
►► Promoting a resource-efficient and greener
economy
►► Increasing the share of renewable energies
Integrated growth
►► Raising the employment level, particularly
for women, young people and older workers
►► Investment in general and vocational
education
►► Poverty reduction
13
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The ERDF in the state of
Brandenburg

The ESF in the state of
Brandenburg

The European Regional Development Fund
(ERDF) is used in order to enhance Brandenburg’s competitiveness.

The European Social Fund (ESF) supports employment policies and social cohesion in the EU
Member States. Education, good jobs for all,
securing specialist staff and getting long-term
unemployed people into work – these are the
central concerns of the Brandenburg employment policy with the ESF.

The focal points of the ERDF in Brandenburg
for the period 2014 to 2020:
►► Strengthening applied research,
development and innovation
►► Strengthening the competitiveness of small
and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs)
►► Reduction of CO2 emissions
►► Integrated development of urban and rural
areas
Funding opportunities with the assistance of
the ERDF are numerous and are usually in the
form of grants, but also take the form of loans
in some cases.
Together with state funds or with funds from
other public or private sponsors, projects can
be up to 80% co-financed by the ERDF.
The main areas of support are cluster-related
research, development and innovation, knowledge and technology transfer and the strengthening of the competitiveness of businesses in
all business stages from set-up or expansion
to market development and acquisition. Thanks
to its low rate of interest and uncomplicated
application requirements, the Brandenburg Microcredit is, for example, an attractive financial
instrument, especially for smaller companies.
Since 2000, a total of around 16,400 projects
and measures have been funded by the ERDF
in the state of Brandenburg. In the funding period from 2014 to 2020, the state of Brandenburg
will have access to ERDF funding in the amount
of €846 million. A selection of ERDF-funded
projects from various focus areas and current
information pertaining to the ERDF in Brandenburg are available on the internet.
►► efre.brandenburg.de
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In the EU funding period from 2014 to 2020,
Brandenburg has a new status: formerly seen
as being weak in terms of structure, thanks to
the successes of the past two decades, the state
is now a so-called transition region. As a result,
the EU funding for the state has decreased in
comparison to the funding period from 2007 to
2013. A total of €362.42 million will be available
to the state in the period from 2014 to 2020 for
the issues covered by the ESF. This will mean
a reduction of ESF funding to 58%. The support
focusses on the following priorities:
►► Improving educational participation and
transitions into professional life
►► Enabling lifelong learning and higher
qualifications
►► Promoting innovation and entrepreneurship
►► Promoting getting disadvantaged groups
into work
Current information is available online:
►► esf.brandenburg.de
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Single Point of Contact in the state
of Brandenburg – the service
provider for service providers
All those who would like to become independent, open a branch, or become active in Brandenburg from another Member State of the EU,
can access help from the Single Point of Contact for the state of Brandenburg (EAPBbg) in
their dealings with the authorities and administrative procedures. The EAPBbg is a central
service point, which was created on the basis
of the EC services directive. In the service portal, service providers can process their necessary paperwork online and centrally. They will
also find here a wide range of information so
that they can quickly form a picture of the main
formalities of an approval process. The advantage of the EAPBbg is that, in this way, it is no
longer necessary to visit the various offices in
person. The Single Point of Contact for the state
of Brandenburg offers support in orienting the
necessary administrative procedures for the admission or modification of a service project. In
this, the EAPbg receives all the necessary documents and forwards them to the appropriate
authorities, which then process the procedure.
►► eap.brandenburg.de

Short paths for
promoting investment
Brandenburg attaches the greatest importance
to having short paths for potential founders and
investors and therefore offers expert assistance
in finding the right programme or the optimal
combination of means of funding. The co-operation partners of the Business Development
Agency of the State of Brandenburg GmbH
(WFBB) and of the Investment Bank of the State
of Brandenburg (ILB) work together closely.
Together with BFB Brandenburg Capital GmbH,
the WFBB and ILB co-operation partners offer all
the services connected with business development from a single source. The WFBB supervises and advises interested parties in its Potsdam
headquarters and five regional centres. It offers

support in terms of setting-up, expansion, innovation, internationalisation and networking, mediates in the acquisition and the further training
of specialist staff, advises in terms of financing
and funding issues and acts as a pilot through
the administrative procedures. As an energy
savings agency, it is also closely involved in the
implementation of the state’s energy strategy.
After 17 years of existence, the WFBB can boast
a proud record: the organisation has supported
more than 6,600 company projects, including
over 1,600 set-ups. These are connected to more
than 55,500 jobs and an investment volume of
around €10.8 billion. The WFBB’s excellent record is also a confirmation of the new direction
of the economic policy with its strengthening of
economic priorities, which has given rise to projects in all rural districts and towns.
►► wfbb.de
The ILB is the development bank of the state of
Brandenburg. It supports the state of Brandenburg and other public sponsors in the fulfilment
of their tasks. Its core business is the promotion
of public and private investments in the areas
of business, labour, infrastructure and housing.
The ILB offers cost-free advice on all questions
pertaining to funding at almost 40 locations
across the entire state of Brandenburg.
In the 25th year of its existence, with commitments of around €1.6 billion, the ILB achieved
the best funding results of the past ten years.
The monies will support a total of 4,190 projects
in the fields of business, labour, infrastructure
and housing. This will entail investments in the
amount of €2.9 billion in Brandenburg and create or secure 12,731 jobs. In addition, 6.472 residential units will be newly built and modernised.
Since 1990, the ILB has supported over 124,000
projects and thereby pledged more than €40
billion for Brandenburg. With these funds, it
has been possible to kick-start investments of
around €79 billion. As a result, 174,000 new jobs
have been created in Brandenburg.
►► ilb.de
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BFB Brandenburg Kapital GmbH is a wholly-owned subsidiary of the ILB. The aim of
the company is to support the equity bases of
small and medium-sized companies (SMEs)
in the state of Brandenburg. To this end, BFB
Brandenburg Kapital GmbH manages, holds
and sells public and silent investments in highgrowth technology companies in their early and
growth phases. The funds for the investment
business come from the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF), the Ministry of
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Economy and Energy of the Federal State of
Brandenburg (MWE) and from the ILB’s own
resources.
►► brandenburg-kapital.de

Introduction

FUNDING AWARD CRITERIA

From requirement to funding

Age and the size of the company

Potential founders and investors are advised
at all levels and receive support in the acquisition of investment funds or in the search for
suitable business locations. In the state of Brandenburg, the entire investment and innovation
process, from the project idea to the submission
of applications and the technical review to the
beginning of the project is therefore professionally supported. An overview of the funding programmes in Brandenburg and further points of
contact can be found in our service section and
in the service brochure, “Brandenburg Economic Support Guide”. In view of the large number of
possible funding programmes in Brandenburg,
it is important to find the right one. The decisive
criteria in the search and selection of the right
programme are the age and size of a company,
the economic sector in which the company operates, the financing needs and the earmarking
of the funding programmes.

Many funding programmes for company founders may also be of interest to established young
companies, but they set limits according to the
age and the size of the company. The ERP
Start-up Credit can be granted as Start-up credit
and ERP funds for setting-up within five years or
the Brandenburg Microcredit for within ten years
after the commencement of business activities.
Other programmes only support companies with
up to a certain number of employees or up to a
certain level of turnover.

Financial needs

Some funding programmes support all types
of investment, others support specific initial investment, long-term investment or replacement
investment. Some programmes only cover investments in operating units and changes in
production. Others also support the purchase
of a business, an investment in a company or
expenses for equipment, procurement or the
stocking-up of a warehouse.

The programmes differ in the nature of the financial contribution. Whether a grant, loan, investment or guarantee: there are programmes
for each of these types of contribution. Further
significant differences between the various
funding programmes involve the amount of the
potential contributions. The spectrum ranges
from a grant in the amount of €500 for the further
training of employees, a maximum of €5000 for
a small innovation voucher to up to €25,000 via
the Brandenburg Microcredit, the ERP Start-up
Credit of up to €100,000 and entrepreneur loans
of up to €25 million. In this, monies from funding
programmes should not only directly ensure the
financing of start-up and investment projects. To
some extent, they also have the goal of improving a companyʼs equity base and thus increasing the chances of obtaining further credit from
the open market. This is also the aim of investments, which are accounted for as equity in the
company.

The business sector
A number of funding programmes are only available to companies from certain business sectors
or only support certain types of investment.

Earmarking of funding programmes

In addition, there are programmes that provide
support for special tasks and problems of the entrepreneur: for instance, in talking part in a trade
fair, coaching managers, building up networks
or temporary existing financial constraints. In
some cases, the conditions for funding involve
a particular technological orientation of the company, an expected structural effect of the investment or an expected employment effect, which
must be proven.
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Corporate governance
Brandenburg promotes corporate advice by
external professionals as well as manager
coaching and thereby offers supports in terms
of corporate management. This involves, for

example, programmes such as “Business-oriented qualification for SMEs”. In order for entrepreneurs to find the right option in the complex
web of requirements, limitations and conditions
for obtaining funding, they should in all cases
seek advice.

Examples of different funding programmes
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Funding programmes

Type of
support

Maximum amount
of funding

Narrowing conditions

GRW funding for the improvement
of regional economic structure GRW DIrective - Small Enterprises

Grant

A maximum of 30%, on the border
with Poland up to 40% of the material
or labour costs

Only projects with funding-eligible
expenditure of at least €60,000 and
max. €2 million are supported

GRW funding for the improvement
of regional economic structure GRW DIrective - Large Enterprises

Grant

►►a maximum of 10% for the
fulfilment of structural effects
►►for medium-sized enterprises,
award of 10%, 20% for small
businesses
►►further award in the amount of
10% on the border with Poland

Projects with funding-eligible
expenditure of at least €100,000 are
supported

Master Craft Foundation Bonus

Grant

►►basic funding up to €8,700
►►labour and training funding
up to €3,300

Qualification as master craftsman
may not be more than 3 years prior

RENplus 2014 - 2020

Grant

►►for companies 35 - 50%
►►for research institutions max. 80 %

80% only as de minimis

Brandenburg Microcredit

Loan

up to €25,000

For start-up projects

Brandenburg credit for small and
medium-sized enterprises

Loan

maximum of €25 million per project,
payment 100%

Companies must have been active
on the market for at least 5 years

ProFIT

Loan/Grant

maximum of €3 million as a loan or
grant

The grant per project is limited to a
maximum of €3 million grant (and €3
million loan)

BFB Area III Early-stage financing

Investment/
guarantee

►►minority stake of 15% of the
nominal/share capital
►►sub-ordinated loans (A maximum
of € 1.2 million, including public
investment)

No co-investor required; however,
a contribution by the founders,
shareholders or third parties is
preferable

BFB Area III Growth financing

Investment/
guarantee

As public investment and/or
quasi-equity investment at least
€300,000
Max. €3,875,000

Firms in difficulty
cannot be financed

Introduction

FROM CONSULTATION TO PAYOUT –
HOW DO I APPLY FOR THE FUNDS

Your company in its “start-up
period” – ask questions,
get answers
There are many reasons for founding a company. Whether or not oneʼs own livelihood is the
primary issue, whether inventors want to market
their own idea, take over a company or get on
board with an existing operation: start-ups are
one of the driving forces for growth and employment. Therefore, potential founders will find optimum support and demand-oriented funding in
Brandenburg.

Brandenburg supports growth and
employment
Companies that invest in Brandenburg and
business founders in their growth phase are
supported by means of funding from the state,
the Federal Government and the EU. Particular attention is given to small and medium-sized
enterprises.
In essence, investment funding consists of
two pillars:
Measures to reduce the personal capital requirements of the investor, such as:
►► grants (e.g. from GRW funding)
►► public credit programmes and equity
assistance
►► state and federal guarantees
Measures for reducing operating costs, such as:
►► wage cost subsidies
►► qualification and training funding
►► support for research and development
Brandenburg offers a wide range of funding programmes. If a company is already in existence
or entrepreneurs are making a new investment
– the funding programs cover a diverse range
of needs.

GRW funding for the industrial
sector
One of the key funding programmes is the joint
task, “Improvement of Regional Economic Structures”. It assists a company with funds provided by the state and the Federal Government in
creating and securing competitive, qualified and
permanent jobs. It also helps companies to remain competitive in economically weak regions.
Investments are supported if they are intended for production, service and craft businesses or tourism projects. Business founders with
cross-regional sales are also accordingly supported, provided that they are not excluded from
the funding on the basis of their sector.
The amount of GRW funding is staggered. Depending on the fulfilment of structural effects, up
to 10% and in the eastern border region up to
20% may be granted for funding-eligible investments.
For small and medium-sized enterprises, there
are awards of 20% or 10%.
According to the Small GRW G Directive, in the
case of funding-eligible investments, small businesses may, up to €2 million, receive the maximum possible funding at the location regardless
of the cluster membership or the fulfilment of
structural effects.

Which funding programmes might
come into question?
The funding programmes listed in the “Brandenburg Economic Support Guide” involve a selection of the most important funding options. The
funding programmes are listed according to the
type of contribution - from grants to loans and investments up to guarantees or equity financing,
so that you are able to find your way around the
list based on your financing needs. Whether a
project is eligible for further funding programmes
is best clarified by means of a personal consultation from one of the above points of contact.
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Important notes on applying for funding:
Anyone who is looking for, or would like to make
use of, a funding programme for their project
should also take the following into account:
The “Brandenburg Economic Support Guide”
brochure is only able to present a selection of
the programmes. Further information can be
obtained by means of personal consultation.
Neither the brochure nor the information available on the internet can replace specialist, personal advice!
The application for funding must always be
made before the commencement of a project.
Retrospective funding is not possible.
The registered office of the company or the operating facility must be in the state of Brandenburg.
The financial resources of the individual support programmes are limited, meaning that it
may be the case that they will be exhausted
before the end of the year. It is advisable to
commence with the planning of a project in a
timely manner and to be competently advised
by the above service facilities.
The funding programmes are described based
on the most important framework data. It is important, therefore, to make enquiries regarding
the exact terms and conditions and any special
features (e.g. specific projects that are excluded from the funding).

cruitment grant, if it is takes on an unemployed
person. Upon founding or acquisition of a craft
operation, under certain conditions, master
craftsmen and women may receive, for example, financial support in the form of the Master
Craft Foundation Bonus.
►► ilb.de ► Zuschüsse ► Meistergründungsprämie-Brandenburg
Or visit:
►► ilb.de ► Zuschüsse ► GRW-G
Loans
A whole range of funding programmes offer
specifically-designed loans for start-up projects
and young companies. Current information is
available online:
►► kfw.de
The KfW currently offers:
►► ERP Start-up Credit – StartGeld
Up to €100,000 for full financing
►► ERP Founding Capital
Up to €500,000 for partial financing
►► ERP Start-up Credit – Universal
loans up to 100% of the external financing
needs, max. €25 million
With the Brandenburg Microcredit funding programme supported by the EU, the state promotes small, medium-sized and young companies with business start-up and succession
projects through the granting of subsidised
loans of up to €25,000.
►► mikrokredit.brandenburg.de
Investments

Funding programmes for business
start-ups
Grants
Founding investments are grant-eligible investments within the meaning of the GRW funding.
Special grants for business start-ups are also
offered via programmes provided by employment agencies. A company may receive a re20

Investments aim to strengthen a companyʼs equity base and to facilitate the obtaining of credit
on the open market. It is also possible to obtain funding in the form of investments from the
state of Brandenburg’s early-stage and growth
fund. Here, equity financing is provided for innovative, technology-based companies with
their headquarters and/or place of business in
Brandenburg in both their seed and start-up
and growth phases.

Introduction

Technology-oriented companies are funded especially, for example from High-Tech Start-up
Fund and, in particular, via the equity/start-up
division of the ILB. Current information is available online:
►► ilb.de/existenzgruendung
Guarantees
Bürgschaftsbank Brandenburg GmbH (Brandenburg Guarantee Bank) grants default guarantees and warranties with terms of up to 15
years in the amount of up to €1.25 million. By
means of the “Guarantee without a Bank” programme, the Guarantee Bank especially funds
business founders, small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) and freelancers by guaranteeing all forms of credit financing for operational
measures up to a credit amount of €400,000.

For large investment projects with a guarantee
liability from €1 million, the state assumes default guarantees for loans and sureties (jointly
with the Federal Government from €10 million).
Loans for financing film productions and project developments in the media can be secured
by guarantees. Current information is available
online:
►► mdf.brandenburg.de ► Landesbürgschaften

Fotolia.de © REDPIXEL
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BRANDENBURGʼS MOST IMPORTANT INDUSTRIES AND EMPLOYEES

61.651

Tourism

37.656

Metal
Industry

57.333

Food
industry

13.224

Plastics and
Chemicals

Source: MWE, Data as of 2017
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How does the state of Brandenburg support those interested in setting up or taking over a
business?
Brandenburg particularly supports those interested in setting up or taking over a business
by means of valuable consulting and grant instruments. The most important introductory information and links on the issues of founding
a business, corporate management and corporate succession can be found here. The ILB,
the KfW and the Guarantee Bank of the State
of Brandenburg offer advice on the financing
of business founding projects. Please note
that as a potential business founder, it is imperative that you make use of the consultancy
services on offer. You can review your professional and personal credentials, review your
business idea, develop a business plan, select
a foundation basis and legal form and plan your

financing. From the financial plan to the determination of the necessary start-up capital to the
review of the various funding programmes in
Brandenburg and the application for funds, you
will learn which insurance policies are essential
conditions for the business activities and where
you can find support in the completion of the
necessary formalities – from business registration to applying for special permits. The perfect
introduction into the “networks” enables you to
take part in trade fairs and founder and idea
competitions. The Federal Governmentʼs largest regional start-up initiative is the Berlin-Brandenburg Business Plan Competition (BPW).
►► b-p-w.de

Where can you get additional support for your start-up or succession project?
The most important introductory information and
links pertaining to setting up a business, corporate governance practices and corporate succession can be found in the Brandenburg startup network. Here, are all the relevant partners
for business start-up support are gathered together: representatives of the state government,
the six Brandenburg chambers of commerce,
the Brandenburg Guarantee Bank and the Berlin-Brandenburg Directorate-General of the Federal Agency for Employment and of the ILB and
WFBB. The chambers of commerce and industry and the chambers of crafts in Brandenburg
offer orientation for both business start-ups and
business succession. Further contact partners
include the municipal and regional economic development agencies.
►► gruendungsnetz-brandenburg.de

In addition, start-ups being founded by the unemployed can obtain support from the employment agencies. Potential business founders
and successors can obtain coaching and advice
from the pilotage services; potential business
founders from universities from the universities’
start-up services; migrants via the pilotage services for migrants; innovative start-up or succession projects within the framework of IbM
– (“Innovations need Courage”) – by the WFBB
and potential start-ups/successions for up to 30
years via the start-up workshops. These offers
are supported by the Ministry of Labour, Social
Affairs, Health, Women and Family (MASGF)
and the Ministry of Economy and Energy of the
State of Brandenburg (MWE) using funds from
the European Social Fund (ESF).
►► innovationen-brauchen-mut.de

Is there special set-up support for women?
Designed specifically for female entrepreneurs,
the nationwide Female Founders’ Agency
(Gründerinnenagentur/BGA) provides a range
of consultancy services. You will get competent
24

advice and support in all phases of founding
your company.
►► existenzgruenderinnen.de

Potential business founders from universities
and non-university research institutions, who
would like to turn their start-up idea into a business plan are supported by the EXIST Start-up
Grant. This should involve technically innovative
start-up projects with good economic prospects.
The EXIST Start-up Grant is a funding pro-

Founding

How are start-ups from science supported?
gramme of the Federal Ministry of Economy and
Energy (BMWi) and is co-financed by the European Social Fund (ESF). The universities’ startup services act as points of contact. Information
on this can be found at:
►► exist.de

Which funding programmes might come into question?
In the “Brandenburg Economic Support Guide”,
we offer you an overview of the funding programmes for potential founders and investors
in Brandenburg. These funding programmes
provided by the state, the Federal Government
and the EU are each aligned to specific target
groups and funding purposes.
As further assistance, here you will find all the
contact information relevant to the appropriate
consulting bodies, to central points of contact
and to bodies offering advice on special issues,
with reference to the corresponding websites in
each case.

The funding programmes listed in the “Brandenburg Economic Support Guide” represent a
selection of the most important funding options.
The funding programmes are listed according to
the type of contribution – from grants to loans
and investments up to guarantees or equity financing – enabling you to find you way around
the list on the basis of your financing needs.
Whether further funding programmes come into
question for your project, is best clarified by
means of personal consultation with one of the
above points of contact.
►► foerdernavigator-brandenburg.de

What do I need to consider when applying for funding?
If you are looking for, or wish to make use of,
a funding programme for your project, you
should:
►► 
Examine your professional and personal
requirements,
►► Review your business plan,
►► Choose a start-up type and legal form,
►► Plan the financing; starting with the financial
plan, calculating the required seed capital,
right through to reviewing the various funding programmes in Brandenburg and applying for funding,
►► Find out which types of insurance are imperative for your business activity,

►► And finally, find support for dealing with the
necessary formalities ranging from business
registration to applying for special permits.
Fotolia.de
©  industrieblick
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What funding programmes are currently available?
Grants and advice

Aufstiegs-Bafög (formerly Meister-Bafög)

10

Berlin-Brandenburg Business Plan Competition (BPW)

14

Integration Grant (§ 16 SGB II)

16

EXIST Start-up Grant

20

Start-up Guidelines

20

“Research and Innovation” funding advisory service provided by the
Federal Government

22

Innovative Start-ups

27

Start-up Grant (in accordance with § 93 SGB III)

27

Regional Economic Restructuring Funds: Improving Regional Economic
Structure – Large Enterprises (GRW G)

28

Regional Economic Restructuring Funds: Improving Regional Economic
Structure – Small Enterprises (GRW G)

29

Services for the integration of self-employed persons (§16c SGB II)

33

Brandenburg Master Craft Foundation Bonus

37

Loans and equity assistance

In the “Brandenburg Economic
Support Guide” on page

Brandenburg Credit: Start-ups

45

ERP StartGeld Start-up Credit

47

ERP Founding Capital

48

Brandenburg Microcredit

55

Guarantees and investments

26

In the “Brandenburg Economic
Support Guide” on page

In the “Brandenburg Economic
Support Guide” on page

BFB Area 3 Early-Stage and Growth Funds –
Early-Stage Financing

57

Micro Mezzanine Investments for Small and Micro-Enterprises

63

Founding investments are usually grant-eligible investments within the meaning of the GRW
funding and investment funding. In addition, the
employment agencies also offer special grants
for business start-ups. Companies can, for example, receive inclusion grants if they take on
an unemployed person. Upon founding or ac-

Founding

What can grants be applied for?
quiring a craft business, master craftsmen and
women can, under certain conditions, obtain financial support in the form, for example, of the
Master Craft Foundation Bonus.
►► ilb.de ► Wirtschaft ► Existenzgründung ► Förderangebote nach Förderart ►
Zuschüsse

What loans can I obtain?
A whole series of funding programmes offer special loans for start-up projects and young companies. In particular, the KfW supports potential
start-up companies with lending as the ERP
Start-up Credit – StartGeld, the ERP Founder
Capital or the ERP Start-up – Universal. With the
Brandenburg Microcredit funding programme

supported by the EU, the state promotes both
small, medium, and young companies and business start-up and succession projects by means
of granting subsidised loans of up to €25,000.
►► foerdernavigator-brandenburg.de
►► kfw.de
►► mikrokredit.brandenburg.de

How can investments help in the start-up phase?
Investments should serve to strengthen a companyʼs equity base and facilitate borrowing on
the open market. With the early phases and
growth fund provided by the state of Brandenburg, equity financing is made available to innovative, technology-based companies with their
headquarters and/or place of business in Brandenburg both in their seed and start-up phases

and in their growth phase. Technology-oriented
companies are supported in particular, for example by means of the High-Tech Start-up fund and
especially via the equity/start-up division of the
ILB.
►► ilb.de ► wir über uns ► Beteiligungen
►► brandenburg-kapital.de

How can guarantees support business start-ups?
Bürgschaftsbank Brandenburg GmbH grants
default guarantees and warranties with terms of
up to 15 years in the amount of up to €1.25 million. With the “Guarantee without a Bank”, startups, SMEs and freelancers are supported by
means of the guaranteeing of all forms of credit
financing for operational measures up to a credit
amount of €400,000. For large investment proj-

ects, with a guarantee liability from €1 million,
the state assumes default guarantees for loans
and sureties (together with the Federal Government from €10 million). Loans for financing film
productions and project developments in the
media can be assured by means of guarantees.
►► mdf.brandenburg.de ► Bürgschaften ►
Landesbürgschaften
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What personal consulting and support services are there?
Description and explanation

Target group

Brandenburgischer Innovationsgutschein (BIG)

Small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) from the industrial economy, including craft businesses in Brandenburg

Programme to strengthen competitiveness and innovative strength,
supported by the Ministry of Economy and Energy of the State of Brandenburg (MWE) using funds from the European Regional Development
Fund (ERDF)

Einheitlicher Ansprechpartner Brandenburg (EAPBbg)
The first point of contact for service companies

Handwerkskammer (HWK) Potsdam

Founders of service companies or providers of cross-border
services

Founders of craft enterprises

Business consulting from the Chamber of Crafts

Handwerkskammer (HWK) Cottbus

Founders of craft enterprises

Business management advice on funding programmes from the Federal Government and the state and support for further training

Handwerkskammer (HWK) Frankfurt (Oder) - Region
Ostbrandenburg
Business and technical consultations on corporate governance
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Founders of craft enterprises

Contact/Website

The aim of the BIG is to facilitate access to science and research and thus to
strengthen competitiveness and innovation, to integrate external research and
development facilities into the innovation process and to support the development
of new products, processes, procedures or services or to qualitatively improve
existing ones. Support for operating and process innovations by means of digitalisation and for application for participation in EU support measures are also key
focal points of the BIG.

Investitionsbank des Landes Brandenburg (ILB)
Babelsberger Straße 21
14473 Potsdam

The Single Point of Contact for the state of Brandenburg provides support in
navigating one’s way through the necessary administrative procedures for the
admission or changing of a service project. In this it receives all the necessary
documents and forwards them to the appropriate authorities who then process
the procedure.

ILB funding advice hotline
Info Hotline for Economy & Infrastructure
Phone:
+49 (0)331 660 22 11
Fax:
+49 (0)331 660 16 90
Email:
beratung@ilb.de
Website: ilb.de
Einheitlicher Ansprechpartner
für das Land Brandenburg (EAPBbg)
im Ministerium für Wirtschaft und Energie (MWE)
Heinrich-Mann-Allee 107
14473 Potsdam
Phone:
Fax:
Email:
Website:

►►Personal, individual and practical advice
►►Free seminars for business founders
►►Regular surgery days in the consulting offices of the Chamber of Crafts

Founding

Services

+49 (0)331 866 18 06 or
+49 (0)331 866 18 18
+49 (0)331 866 17 32
eap@mwe.brandenburg.de
eap.brandenburg.de

Handwerkskammer (HWK) Potsdam
Charlottenstraße 34-36
14467 Potsdam
Contact: Corinna Grafe
Operational Consultant
Phone:
+49 (0)331 370 31 21
Fax:
+49 (0)331 370 381 21
corinna.grafe@hwkpotsdam.de
Email:
Contact: Heike Kaunath
Operational Consultant
Phone:
+49 (0)331 370 31 22
Fax:
+49 (0)331 370 381 22
heike.kaunath@hwkpotsdam.de
Email:
Website: hwk-potsdam.de

►►Personal, individual and practical advice
►►Free seminars for business founders
►►Regular surgery days in the consulting offices of the Chamber of Crafts

Handwerkskammer (HWK) Cottbus
Altmarkt 17
03046 Cottbus
Contact: Christina Lukas
Phone:
+49 (0)355 783 51 53
Fax:
+49 (0)355 783 52 84
Email:
lukas@hwk-cottbus.de
Contact: Karin Barbknecht
Phone:
+49 (0)3375 25 25 60
Fax:
+49 (0)3375 25 25 62
Email:
barbknecht@hwk-cottbus.de
Website: hwk-cottbus.de

Here, business founders can obtain information and advice
from the business consultants on matters including the following topics:
►►Advice for business start-ups
►►Assistance in the development of corporate concepts (business plans)
►►Regional partner for the “Promotion of Entrepreneurial Know-how”
programme
►►“Check-up for young companies”
►►Support for takeovers
►►Costing/Cost accounting
►►Opinions on public financing assistance and funding programmes provided by
the Federal Government and the state

Handwerkskammer (HWK) Frankfurt (Oder)
Region Ostbrandenburg
Bahnhofstraße 12
15230 Frankfurt (Oder)
Contact Appointment for consultation:
Mrs. Kaczmarek
Phone:
+49 (0)335 561 91 20
Fax:
+49 (0)335 561 91 23
Website: hwk-ff.de
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What personal consulting and support services are there?
Description and explanation

Target group

Industrie- und Handelskammer (IHK) Potsdam

Founders at the Chamber of Industry and Commerce in
Potsdam

Business start-up/corporate support specialist department

Industrie- und Handelskammer (IHK) Cottbus
Corporate support and succession/start-up business area

Industrie- und Handelskammer (IHK) Ostbrandenburg
Corporate Support Department

Innovationen brauchen Mut (IbM)
Supported by the Ministry of Labour, Social Affairs, Health, Women
and Family (MASGF) and the Ministry of Economy and Energy (MWE)
of the State of Brandenburg using funds from the European Social
Fund (ESF), the programme is implemented by Wirtschaftsförderung
Brandenburg GmbH (WFBB).

Innovationszentrum Moderne Industrie (IMI)
Point of contact for companies, which would like to receive advice on
the issue of the networking of production and information technologies.
The IMI Brandenburg belongs to the Department of Automation Technology at the BTU Cottbus Senftenberg and is funded by the Ministry
of Economy and Energy of the State of Brandenburg (MWE) and the
European Regional Development Fund (ERDF).
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Founders at the Chamber of Industry and Commerce in
Cottbus

Founders at the East Brandenburg Chamber of Industry and
Commerce

Innovative founders in the pre-start-up phase who want to set
up a business in the state of Brandenburg with new ideas and
innovative approaches

Small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) from the industrial economy in Brandenburg

Contact/Website

Colleagues in the business start-up/corporate support business area will be
happy to advise you on funding opportunities.

Industrie- und Handelskammer (IHK) Potsdam
Breite Straße 2a-c
14467 Potsdam

Founding

Services

Contact: Marion E.-Ahrendt
Specialist Consultant for Business start-ups/
Corporate support
Regional Centre Potsdam/Potsdam Mittelmark
Phone:
+49 (0)331 278 63 06
Fax:
+49 (0)331 278 62 92
Email:
marion.ahrendt@ihk-potsdam.de
Website: ihk-potsdam.de
Colleagues in the corporate support and succession/start-up business area will
be happy to advise you on funding opportunities.

Industrie- und Handelskammer (IHK) Cottbus
Goethestraße 1
03046 Cottbus
Contact: Bernd Hahn
Head of the Corporate Support and Succession/
Start-up business area
Phone:
Fax:
Email:
Website:

Colleagues in the corporate support business area will be happy to advise you on
funding opportunities.

+49 (0)355 365 14 00
+49 (0)355 365 261 400
hahn@cottbus.ihk.de
cottbus.ihk.de

Industrie- und Handelskammer (IHK) Ostbrandenburg
Puschkinstraße 12 b
15236 Frankfurt (Oder)
Contact: Daniel Jungmann
Head of Business Development
Phone:
+49 (0)335 562 110 20
Fax:
+49 (0)335 562 110 90
Email:
jungmann@ihk-ostbrandenburg.de
Website: ihk-ostbrandenburg.de

Tailored consulting and coaching solutions. Consulting and coaching are provided
on an individual and goal-oriented basis and is individually tailored to the current
needs and challenges. The costs for consulting and coaching are funded up to
100%. Furthermore, the free industry and cluster-specific competences of the
WFBB and its partners on all issues concerning company structure and market
entry, and the competences of the Investitionsbank des Landes Brandenburg
(ILB) in terms of start-up and growth financing are at your disposal. Both potential
academic founders from EU and non-EU states and founders from universities
and non-university research institutions can obtain special support; the nationwide female founders agency (Gründerinnenagentur/BGA) offers special start-up
information, work aids and event information for female entrepreneurs.

Wirtschaftsförderung
Land Brandenburg GmbH (WFBB)
Babelsberger Straße 21
14473 Potsdam

Free support in the development and implementation of innovations in the fields of
automation technology, the digital factory and Industry 4.0, e.g.
►►Funding information
►►Technology scouting
►►Mediation of development and implementation partners
►►Initiation of collaborative projects

BTU Cottbus-Senftenberg
Lehrstuhl Automatisierungstechnik
Siemens-Halske-Ring 14
03046 Cottbus

Phone:
Email:
Website:

Phone:
Fax:
Email:
Website:

+49 (0)331 730 610
info@wfbb.de
wfbb.de

+49 (0)355 694 228
+49 (0)355 692 387
imi4bb@b-tu.de
imi4bb.de
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What personal consulting and support services are there?
Description and explanation

Target group

Investitionsbank des Landes Brandenburg (ILB)

Founders and companies who would like to invest

Mittelstand 4.0-Kompetenzzentrum Cottbus

Small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) from the industrial economy in Brandenburg

The small and medium-sized enterprises 4.0 Competence Centre in
Cottbus supports small and medium-sized enterprises in Brandenburg
in dealing with the challenges of increasing change in the world of work
and the resulting and necessary training measures.

Regionale Lotsendienste
Consultancy network facility in all rural districts and towns that is funded
by the Ministry of Labour, Social affairs, Health, Women and Family of
the State of Brandenburg (MASGF), which to date has supported over
21,500 potential founders from Brandenburg. Supported with funds
from the European Social Fund (ESF) and the state of Brandenburg.

Wirtschaftsförderung Land Brandenburg GmbH (WFBB)
Economic Development Agency of the state of Brandenburg
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Primarily unemployed people on their way to professional
independence, also for migrants, students, scientific employees, and graduates

Companies looking to invest

Contact/Website

Precise advice to founders and companies – Funding by means of grants,
subsidised loans, liability exemptions and risk and venture capital.

Investitionsbank des Landes Brandenburg (ILB)
Babelsberger Straße 21
14473 Potsdam
Phone:
Fax:
Email:

Founding

Services

+49 (0)331 66 00
+49 (0)331 660 12 34
postbox@ilb.de

ILB funding advice hotline
Hotline:
+49 (0)331 660 22 11
Fax:
+49 (0)331 660 16 90
Email:
beratung@ilb.de
Website: ilb.de
Support for companies and their employees in increasing their digital competency, including free
►►Events
►►Needs-based training
►►Learning partnerships
►►Practical examples
►►Demonstrators

Free training and advice on starting up a business and/or independence. Start-up
workshops are also available for young people who are unemployed or potential
founders who are threatened with unemployment and are aged up to 30 with
completed vocational training.

BTU Cottbus-Senftenberg
Lehrstuhl Automatisierungstechnik
Siemens-Halske-Ring 14
03046 Cottbus
Phone:
Email:
Website:

A detailed list of the regional pilotage services can be
found at: MASGF ► Arbeit ► Existenzgründung
Ministerium für Arbeit, Soziales, Gesundheit, Frauen
und Familie des Landes Brandenburg (MASGF)
Henning-von-Tresckow-Straße 2-13
14467 Potsdam
Phone:
Fax:
Email:
Website:

Advice in all phases of the investment project from finding a location to completion
of your facility, support for the financial planning, application for public funding
programmes, industry information, the mediation of potential co-operation partners, acquiring specialist staff to the tailor-made training of your employees.

+49 (0)355 693 144
info@mittelstand-cottbus.digital
kompetenzzentrum-cottbus.digital

+49 (0)331 866 0
+49 (0)331 866 58 01
poststelle@masgf.brandenburg.de
masgf.brandenburg.de

Wirtschaftsförderung
Land Brandenburg GmbH (WFBB)
Babelsberger Straße 21
14473 Potsdam
Contact: Peter Effenberger
Divisional Manager for Investment & Innovation
+49 (0)331 730 612 01
Phone:
Fax:
+49 (0)331 730 612 09
Email:
peter.effenberger@wfbb.de
Website: wfbb.de
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What personal consulting and support services are there?
Description and explanation

Target group

“young companies”

Founders

The STIC Wirtschaftsfördergesellschaft Märkisch-Oder-Land mbH
“young companies” project is funded by the Ministry of Labour, Social
Affairs, Health, Women and Family (MASGF) and the Ministry of Economy and Energy of the State of Brandenburg (MWE) using funds from
the European Social Fund (ESF) and the state of Brandenburg.

What network initiatives are there?
Description and explanation

Target group

Gründungsnetz Brandenburg

Potential business founders and successors

The Brandenburg Founding Network brings together all the relevant
partners relating to a business start-up: representatives of the state
government, the six Brandenburg chambers of commerce, the Brandenburg Guarantee Bank, the Berlin-Brandenburg Directorate-General
of the Federal Agency for Employment and both the ILB and the WFBB.

Wirtschaftsinitiative Lausitz e. V.
Regional, sectoral and cross-border campaign and network platform
comprising companies, institutions, chambers of commerce and municipalities in Brandenburg and Saxon Lusatia.
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The main concern is the sustainable strengthening of the
economic location on the basis of the “Lusatia Future Pact”.

Contact/Website

“young companies” provides assistance during the “first steps” (applications, approvals, funding, grants, etc.), offers a network of experienced entrepreneurs,
chambers of commerce, associations, institutions and representatives of the
press and hosts regular exchanges of experience and network meetings.

STIC Wirtschaftsfördergesellschaft
Märkisch-Oderland mbH
Garzauer Chaussee
15344 Strausberg

“young companies” offers the following support:
►►Reviewing your business idea and the personal credentials
►►Support in the development of a business idea, review of the
marketability
►►Professional assistance in the creation of a business concept
►►Individual coaching
►►Practical workshops (taxes, marketing, sales, social media, communication,
sustainability, etc.)
►►Women-specific advisory services

Phone:
Fax:
Email:
Website:

Founding

Services

+49 (0)3341 335 213
+49 (0)3341 335 216
info@young-companies.de
young-companies.de

Frankfurt (Oder)
Contact: Manuela Salomon
Phone:
+49 (0)3361 357 15 14
Email:
m.salomon@young-companies.de
Bernau/Prenzlau/Schwedt
Contact: Björn Baugatz
Phone:
+49 (0)3334 826 04 01
Email:
b.baugatz@young-companies.de
Erkner
Contact: Constanze Schütt
Phone:
+49 (0)3341 335 213
Fax:
+49 (0)3341 335 216
Email:
c.schuett@young-companies.de

Services

Contact/Website

The Founding Network responds to the most important questions encountered
on the way to setting up your own company. It contributes to offering founders
tailor-made support and to promoting the start-up environment in the state of
Brandenburg.

Gründungsnetz Brandenburg
c/o Ministerium für Wirtschaft und Energie
des Landes Brandenburg (MWE)
Heinrich-Mann-Allee 107
14473 Potsdam
Phone:
Fax:
Email:
Website:

The content of the work of the WiL is based on three thematic focal points, which
are implemented in specific projects and events:
►►Bringing together and marketing regional economic strength
►►Training and securing young talent and specialists
►►Networking and expanding research and commerce

+49 (0)331 866 17 70
+49 (0)331 866 15 91
info@gruendungsnetz.brandenburg.de
gruendungsnetz.brandenburg.de

Wirtschaftsinitiative Lausitz e. V.
Büro Brandenburg
Altmarkt 17
03046 Cottbus
Phone:
Fax:
Email:
Website:

+49 (0)355 289 130 90
+49 (0)355 289 130 99
info@wil-ev.de
wil-ev.de
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What network initiatives are there?
Description and explanation

Target group

Zentrales Innovationsprogramm Mittelstand (ZIM)

Small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), with research
institutions, higher education institutions, large companies
and other bodies as further partners

Network support as part of the Central Innovation Programme for SMEs
(ZIM) through network management and support of R&D projects
without restriction regarding specific technology fields and industries.
Networks comprising at least six small and medium-sized enterprises
(SMEs), further partners can also take part. Funded by the Federal
Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy (BMWi).

What competitions are there?
Description and explanation

Target group

Businessplan-Wettbewerb Berlin-Brandenburg (BPW)

Founders who have a good business idea and are planning its
implementation in Berlin or Brandenburg

Germanyʼs largest regional competition for business start-ups. The
BPW is jointly supported by the Senate Department for Economics,
Energy and Operations of the State of Berlin and the Ministry for the
Economy and Energy of the State of Brandenburg (MWE) and funds
from the European Social Fund (ESF).
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Network management services and the support of R&D projects conceived within the network on the basis of common ideas related to the development and
commercialisation of innovative products, processes or technical services in a
technologically or regionally-oriented alliance or along a value chain

Founding

Services

Contact/Website
VDI/VDE Innovation + Technik GmbH
Projektträger ZIM-Netzwerke und deren FuE-Projekte
Steinplatz 1
10623 Berlin
Phone:
Fax:

+49 (0)30 310 07 80
+49 (0)30 310 078 102

Support of ZIM networks
Phone:
+49 (0)30 310 078 380
Support of R&D projects in ZIM networks
Phone:
+49 (0)30 310 078 492
Email:
zim@vdivde-it.de
Website: zim.de

Services

Contact/Website

Potential founders should make use of what the Berlin-Brandenburg Business
Plan Competition (BPW) provides. It offers participants – apart from the chance
of winning – seminars, individual coaching and personal feedback with a view to
optimising their business concept. Here, you can make contact with potential investors, partners or even customers and meet other founders, like-minded people
and contractors.

Businessplan-Wettbewerb Berlin-Brandenburg
Büro in der Investitionsbank
des Landes Brandenburg (ILB)
Babelsberger Straße 21
14473 Potsdam
Phone:
Email:
Website:

+49 (0)331 660 22 22
info@b-p-w.de
b-p-w.de
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What trade fairs are there?
Description and explanation

Target group

Deutsche Gründer- und Unternehmertage (deGUT)

Founders, young companies

Once a year in October, Germany’s largest founder and corporate fair
takes place. This is sponsored by the Ministry of Economy and Energy of the State of Brandenburg and the Senate Administration for the
Economy, Energy and Operations of the State of Berlin from resources
of the states and the European Social Fund (ESF).

Gründerwoche

Founders

The objective of the German Founders Week is to create impulses for
a new start-up culture and an environment more amenable to establishing a business.

Potsdamer Gründertag
Information stands, workshops, talks and experience reports provide
visitors with the chance to comprehensively and concisely inform themselves on the issue of business start-ups.
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Founders

Contact/Website

The deGUT (German Founder and Entrepreneur Days) is the most traditional
supra-regional fair for self-employment and entrepreneurship in Germany. Over
two days and in one place, potential founders and young entrepreneurs get all the
important information, valuable contacts, and individual advice they need. In addition to a comprehensive seminar programme, business development agencies,
employment agencies, banks and ministries, universities, technology centres and
incubators, chambers of commerce, professional associations and consultancies
are among those on hand to provide information. The event is organised by the
ILB and the IBB.

Website:

During the nationwide week of activity, which takes place every year in mid-November, the partners offer the Founders Week offer over 1,500 workshops, seminars, plan games, competitions and numerous other events around the theme of
self-employment.

Bundesministerium für Wirtschaft und Energie (BMWi)
Referat Öffentlichkeitsarbeit
Scharnhorststraße 34-37
10115 Berlin
Phone:
Fax:
Email:
Website:

The partners of the Potsdam Founders Day relevant to establishing a business
make themselves available to you for personal consultations and to respond to
your questions in a supporting information exchange. Potsdam Business Development Agency, the chambers of commerce, universities, the Bürgschaftsbank
Brandenburg GmbH, the Berliner Volksbank eG, the Mid-Brandenburg Savings
Bank (Mittelbrandenburgische Sparkasse), Wirtschaftsförderung Land Brandenburg GmbH, the investment bank of the state of Brandenburg, the Potsdam tax
office, the technology centres and incubators, the founding workshop enterprise,
the German patent and trademark office and many more are all there too.

Founding

Services

degut.de

+49 (0)30 186 156 141
+49 (0)30 186 155 208
kontakt@gruenderwoche.de
gruenderwoche.de

Gründerforum Potsdam
c/o Wirtschaftsförderung Potsdam
Friedrich-Ebert-Straße 79/81
14467 Potsdam
Phone:
Website:

+49 (0)331 289 28 45
potsdam.de/potsdamer-gruendertag
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Which publications and online portals provide helpful information?
Founding brochure of the Chambers of Industry and Commerce
In this start-up brochure (also available in English) the Brandenburg chambers of industry and commerce provide practical tips on issues from the founding idea to the business plan to investment,
financing and profitability planning. Questions and checklists aid self-review. Inform yourself about
the various possibilities offered by the start-up: start-up, transfer (succession) or franchising.
►► ihk-potsdam.de ► Gründen ► Gründungsbasics ►Gründungsbroschüre

“Gründen im Land Brandenburg” – The guide for your business start-up
The “Starting a business in the state of Brandenburg” guidebook issued by the East Brandenburg
IHK in Cottbus offers start-ups, and those who want to be, information and service related to stepby-step preparation for founding a company. The brochure gives practical tips on issues from the
founding idea to the business plan to the investment, financing and profitability planning. Questions
and checklists aid self-review. Over a total of 75 pages, potential founders learn what things they
will have to pay attention to and where to get help. The brochure can be downloaded as a PDF. It
is also available in printed form at the East Brandenburg IHK.
►► ihk-ostbrandenburg.de ► Gründen-Fördern ► Erste Schritte für Gründer ►
Ratgeber: “Gründen im Land Brandenburg”

Förderfibel Tourismus
In the tourism industry, it is particularly often the case that fresh ideas are needed to attract new
guests and to re-inspire returning guests. However, for small and medium-sized companies, it can
be difficult to implement a great idea or the further development their offer from their own financial
resources. For this reason, the subsidy guide is designed specifically for businesses in the tourism
industry, with a view to giving these a better overview of the multi-faceted funding opportunities.
The brochure can be downloaded as a PDF.
►► tourismusnetzwerk-brandenburg.de ► Weiterbildung ► Förderfibel für Gastgeberinnen und
Gastgeber im Reiseland Brandenburg
Karlsruhe University online portal for female founders
Online course for female founders
►► gruenderinnen.de
Start-up portal of the Federal Ministry of Economics and Technology
Information, advice and services on the issue of business start-ups
►► existenzgruender.de
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EXIST online portal
EXIST is a funding programme provide by the Federal Ministry of Economy and Energy (BMWi),
which aims to improve the start-up environment at universities and non-university research institutions. Furthermore, the aim is to increase the number and success of technology-oriented and
knowledge-based business start-ups. In this, the BMWi supports graduates, scientists and students in the preparation of their technology-oriented and knowledge-based start-ups.
►► exist.de
Online portal of the Founder Competition – Digital Innovations
With the “Founder Competition – Digital Innovations” the BMWi rewards ideas for innovative business start-ups setting up in digital technologies.
►► gruenderwettbewerb.de
JUNIOR programme online portal/Wirtschaft erleben
The nationwide JUNIOR programme offers schoolchildren the opportunity to found their
own start-up at school.
►► junior-programme.de
Online portals to the technology centres and incubators of the state of Brandenburg
Information pertaining to all sites and focus orientations of the TGZs in the state of Brandenburg
►► tgbew.de
►► innovationszentren.de
Online portal to promote entrepreneurial know-how
►► bafa.de ► Wirtschafts- und Mittelstandsförderung ► Beratung und Finanzierung ► Unternehmensberatung
The ILB online portal for support programmes for business start-ups
►► ilb.de ► Wirtschaft ► Existenzgründung
►► ilb.de ► FörderFinder
Newsletter of the ILB – Information Service of the ILB on offers of funding
►► ilb.de ► Service ► ILB-Newsletter

Other contacts and addresses
Contacts and contact information can be found in the service section of this brochure.
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BRANDENBURGʼS GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT

2006

2010

2017
€69.100 billion

€50.423 billion
€45.972 billion

Source: Berlin-Brandenburg Office for Statistics 2017

fotolia © hanmaomin
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How does the state of Brandenburg support growth and expansion investments?
Companies that invest in Brandenburg, are
able to take advantage of various forms of
support by means of funding from the state,
the Federal Government and the EU. Measures to reduce investors’ equity requirements
can be granted in the form of grants, public
credit programmes and equity assistance or
state and federal guarantees.

A reduction in operating costs can be achieved
by means of wage cost subsidies, qualification
and training funding and support for research
and development.

Who will support you in terms of growth and expansion investments?
You will receive specialist advice and support in
terms of your investment from the Single Point of
Contact for the state of Brandenburg (EAPBbg)
at the Ministry of Economy and Energy of the
state of Brandenburg (MWE), the investment
bank of the state of Brandenburg (ILB) and
Wirtschaftsförderung Brandenburg GmbH
(WFBB).

specialist staff to tailor-made training of employees are also issues with which the WFBB
actively supports investors and investors.

The ILB can offer special funding advice in person, on the phone and even online; the aim of
which is the sustainable strengthening of the
competitiveness of the Brandenburg economy
through targeted promotion of future-oriented
investments. Investors can obtain advice on
funding programmes and financing instruments
for the funding of public and private investment
projects in the areas of commerce, employment, infrastructure.

Additional contacts are the local and regional
economic development agencies.

Alongside the ILB, the WFBB is also an important contact partner for companies considering
investment and expansion.
At the WFBB, the Investment and Innovation
department can put a professional team at
your disposal. Here, you will receive valuable
support in all phases of the investment project,
from selecting a location to the establishment of
your premises, in planning the financing and in
applying for public funding programmes.
Sector-specific information, help with the mediation of potential co-operation partners and
44

The chambers of commerce and industry, and
the chambers of crafts in Brandenburg also offer a wide range of advice and support options,
for example, with regard to applying for funding.

In Lusatia (Lausitz), companies considering
investment can count on the support of the
Lausitz Economic Initiative, a regional cross-industry and national network of companies, institutions, associations and municipalities.
The perfect introduction to the “networks” enables you to take part both in trade fairs and in
founder and idea competitions.
Whether a grant or free advice, a loan or guarantee – many funding programmes are funded
by the Federal Government or the state or by
funds from the European Union.
►► foerdernavigator-brandenburg.de

Which funding programmes might come into question?

As further assistance, you will find here all the
contact information relevant to the appropriate
consulting bodies, central points of contact and
to bodies able to provide advice on special issues, with reference to the corresponding websites in each case.

The funding programmes listed in the “Brandenburg Economic Support Guide” involve a selection of the most important funding options. The
funding programmes are listed according to the
type of contribution - from grants to loans and investments up to guarantees or equity financing,
so that you are able to find your way around the
list based on your financing needs.

Growing, Expanding, Investing

In the “Brandenburg Economic Support Guide”
service booklet, we offer you an overview of the
funding programmes for growth and expansion
investments in Brandenburg. All funding programmes are aligned to specific target groups
and funding purposes.

Whether further support programmes come
into question for your project is best clarified by
means of personal consultation from one of the
above points of contact.

What do I need to consider when applying for funding?
If you are looking for, or wish to make use of,
a funding programme for your project, you
should:
►► 
Examine your professional and personal
requirements,
►► Review your business plan,
►► Choose a start-up type and legal form,
►► Plan the financing; starting with the financial
plan, calculating the required seed capital,
right through to reviewing the various funding programmes in Brandenburg and applying for funding,
►► Find out which types of insurance are imperative for your business activity,
►► And finally, find support for dealing with the
necessary formalities ranging from business
registration to applying for special permits.

Fotolia.de
©  industrieblick
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What funding programmes are currently available?
Grants and advice
COSME EU programme to support the competitiveness
of SMEs

15

Support for culture and the creative industries

24

Support for rural development (LEADER)

24

Support for safety and the environment at road haulage
companies with HGVs – “de minimis”

25

Support for road haulage – “training”

25

GRW – support for commercially-related municipal infrastructure

28

GRW funding for the improvement of regional economic structures –
Large Enterprises (GRW G)

28

Regional Economic Restructuring Funds: Improving Regional Economic
Structure – Small Enterprises (GRW G)

29

Sustainable development of the city and the surrounding area
(NESUR)

38

Loans and equity assistance

46

In the “Brandenburg Economic
Support Guide” on page

In the “Brandenburg Economic
Support Guide” on page

Brandenburg credit for small and medium-sized enterprises

45

Brandenburg Credit: Start-ups

45

Brandenburg Credit: Innovation with indemnity

46

Brandenburg Mezzanine II

46

ERP Regional support programme

49

ILB syndicated financing for small and medium-sized businesses

49

KfW Energy Efficiency programme for production systems/processes

51

KfW Environmental programme

53

KfW Entrepreneurial Loan with SME window

54

KfW Entrepreneur Credit Plus

54

Consolidation and site safeguarding programme

55

Brandenburg Microcredit

55

Entrepreneurs Instant Credit

56

In the “Brandenburg Economic
Support Guide” on page

Default guarantee provided by the Brandenburg Guarantee Bank

57

BFB Area 3 Early-Stage and Growth Funds – Growth financing

57

Guarantee provided by the Federal Government and of the state of
Brandenburg

58

Guarantee provided by the state of Brandenburg

59

ERP Investment programme

60

ERP/EIF-Growth facility (venture capital funds)

61

State guarantee programme for small and medium-sized enterprises

62

MBG investments
Publikationen
Special programme provided by the Brandenburg Guarantee Bank –
Guarantee without a Bank

Growing, Expanding, Investing

Guarantees and investments

62
63
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What can grants be applied for?
Start-up and expansion investments are grant-eligible within the sense of the GRW funding. The
aim of the programme is to strengthen the competitiveness and adaptability of Brandenburg’s
economy. The programme creates and secures
jobs in the state of Brandenburg.
Investment projects from companies with supra-regional sales markets are supported. By
means of the GRW Directive - Large Enterprises

programme, the Ministry of Economy and Energy
of the State of Brandenburg (MWE) primarily supports large and medium-sized companies. Small
businesses may also receive funding for projects
larger than €2 million.
Please inform yourself before commencing the
investment.
►► ilb.de

What loans can I obtain?
A whole series of funding programmes specifically offer loans and equity investment to
companies looking to invest. The ILB supports
investments with loans, including the Brandenburg Credit: Innovation with indemnity. The KfW
also specifically offers investment loans, which

are applied for via the house bank at the KfW.
Many loans are funded by the EU.
►► foerdernavigator-brandenburg.de
►► ilb.de
►► kfw.de

How can guarantees and investments support investment?
Guarantees and investments aim to strengthen
the equity base of a company and facilitate borrowing on the open market. The state of Brandenburg offers, among other things, the default
guarantee provided by the Brandenburg Guarantee Bank or the special “Guarantee without a
Bank” programme. By means of the “Guarantee
without a Bank” programme, it supports small
and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) and freelancers who are potentially looking to set-up a
business by guaranteeing all forms of credit financing for operational measures up to a credit
amount of €400,000. For large investments from
a guarantee liability of €1 million, the state assumes guarantees for loans and sureties (from
€10 million, together with the Federal Government). With the early phases, and growth funds
of the state of Brandenburg, equity financing is
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made available for innovative, technology-based
companies with their headquarters and/or place
of business in Brandenburg both in their seed
and start-up phases and in their growth phase.
The KfW offers EU-funded programmes, such
as the ERP Investment Programme or the ERP/
EIF Growth Facility risk capital funds.
Loans for financing film productions and project
developments in the media can be secured by
guarantees.
►► foerdernavigator-brandenburg.de
►► ilb.de
►► kfw.de
►► mdf.brandenburg.de ► Bürgschaften ►
Landesbürgschaften

What are the benefits of the Brandenburg Innovation Grant (BIG)?

The target group for this programme is small
and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) in particular, the industrial economy, including craft
operations in Brandenburg.
 he ministry uses the Brandenburg Innovation
T
Grant (BIG) to issue grants:
► For commissioned R&D to solve scientific
and technological issues (BIG Transfer for
small and large enterprises),
► For private R&D activities (BIG-R&D),
► For digitisation activities in your own company (BIG-Digital),
► For consulting services to provide support in
applications in connection with an EU funding
measure (BIG-EU).

Information on the Brandenburg Innovation
Grant (BIG) can be obtained from the
Investitionsbank
des Landes Brandenburg (ILB)
Info Hotline for Economy & Infrastructure
Babelsberger Straße 21
14473 Potsdam

Growing, Expanding, Investing

By means of the Brandenburg Innovation Grant
(BIG), the Ministry of Economy and Energy of
the State of Brandenburg (MWE), has set up a
special programme to strengthen competitiveness and strength of innovation.

ILB funding advice hotline:
Hotline: +49 (0)331 660 22 11
Fax:
+49 (0)331 660 16 90
Email: beratung@ilb.de
Website: ilb.de
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What personal consulting and support services are there?
Description and explanation

Target group

Einheitlicher Ansprechpartner Brandenburg (EAPBbg)

Service companies which want to grow, expand or invest in
the state of Brandenburg

A first point of contact for service companies

Handwerkskammer (HWK) Potsdam
Business consulting from the Chamber of Crafts

Handwerkskammer (HWK) Cottbus
Business management advice on funding programmes from the
Federal Government and the state and support for further training

Handwerkskammer (HWK) Frankfurt (Oder) - Region
Ostbrandenburg
Business and technical consultations on corporate governance
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Craft entrepreneurs who want to learn about funding or obtain
business advice

Craft entrepreneurs who want to obtain advice on the topics
of finance and funding

Craft entrepreneurs who want to learn about funding or obtain
business advice

Contact/Website

The Single Point of Contact for the state of Brandenburg provides support in
navigating one’s way through the necessary administrative procedures for the
admission or changing of a service project. In this, it receives all the necessary
documents and forwards them to the appropriate authorities who then process
the procedure.

Einheitlicher Ansprechpartner
für das Land Brandenburg (EAPBbg)
im Ministerium für Wirtschaft und Energie
Heinrich-Mann-Allee 107
14473 Potsdam
Phone:
Fax:
Email:
Website:

Discussions in the form of information meetings or consultations, introductory advice, intensive supervision over several days and assistance in applying for the
“Master Craft Foundation Bonus” of the state of Brandenburg

Growing, Expanding, Investing

Services

+49 (0)331 866 18 06 or
+49 (0)331 866 18 18
+49 (0)331 866 17 32
eap@mwe.brandenburg.de
eap.brandenburg.de

Handwerkskammer (HWK) Potsdam
Charlottenstraße 34-36
14467 Potsdam
Contact: Corinna Grafe
Operational Consultant
+49 (0)331 370 31 21
Phone:
Fax:
+49 (0)331 370 381 21
Email:
corinna.grafe@hwkpotsdam.de
Contact: Heike Kaunath
Operational Consultant
Phone:
+49 (0)331 370 31 22
Fax:
+49 (0)331 370 381 22
Email:
heike.kaunath@hwkpotsdam.de
Website: hwk-potsdam.de

Individual advice tailored to the craft industries on economic, legal and technical
questions; assistance in applying for the state of Brandenburg’s “Master Craft
Foundation Bonus”

Handwerkskammer (HWK) Cottbus
Altmarkt 17
03046 Cottbus
Contact: Björn Bieling
Phone:
+49 (0)355 783 52 50
Fax:
+49 (0)355 783 52 90
Email:
bieling@hwk-cottbus.de
Contact: Bernd Roick
Phone:
+49 (0)3375 25 25 64
Fax:
+49 (0)3375 25 25 62
Email:
roick@hwk-cottbus.de
Website: hwk-cottbus.de

Information and advice on the following topics:
► Operational management and business analysis
► Advice and support for operational handover and takeover
► Costing/Cost accounting
► Opinions on public financing and funding programmes provided by the state
and Federal Government
► Preparation for discussions and support in talks with banks
► Marketing
► Assistance in crisis situations
► “Promotion of Entrepreneurial Know-how” regional partner programme
► Assistance when applying for the state of Brandenburg’s “Master Craft
Foundation Bonus”

Handwerkskammer (HWK) Frankfurt (Oder)
Region Ostbrandenburg
Bahnhofstraße 12
15230 Frankfurt (Oder)
Contact Appointment for consultation:
Mrs. Kaczmarek
Phone:
+49 (0)335 561 91 20
Fax:
+49 (0)335 561 91 23
Website: hwk-ff.de ► Betriebsführung ►
Förderung bestehender Betriebe
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What personal consulting and support services are there?
Description and explanation

Target group

Industrie- und Handelskammer (IHK) Potsdam

Companies at the Chamber of Industry and Commerce in
Potsdam

Business start-up/corporate support specialist department

Industrie- und Handelskammer (IHK) Cottbus
Corporate support and succession/start-up business area

Industrie- und Handelskammer (IHK) Ostbrandenburg
Corporate Support Department

Companies at the East Brandenburg Chamber of Industry and
Commerce

Investitionsbank des Landes Brandenburg (ILB)

Companies looking to invest

Wirtschaftsförderung Land Brandenburg GmbH (WFBB)

Companies looking to invest

Economic Development Agency of the state of Brandenburg
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Companies at the Chamber of Industry and Commerce in
Cottbus

Contact/Website

Colleagues from the Business start-up/corporate support specialist department
will be happy to advise you on financing options.

Industrie- und Handelskammer (IHK) Potsdam
Breite Straße 2 a-c
14467 Potsdam

Growing, Expanding, Investing

Services

Contact: Alexander Arnold
Specialist Consultant
Phone:
+49 (0)331 278 62 05
Email:
alexander.arnold@ihk-potsdam.de
Website: ihk-potsdam.de
Colleagues from the Corporate support and succession/start-up business area a
will be happy to advise you on funding options.

Industrie- und Handelskammer (IHK) Cottbus
Goethestraße 1
03046 Cottbus
Contact: Bernd Hahn
Head of the Corporate Support and Succession /
Start-up business area
+49 (0)355 365 14 00
Phone:
Email:
hahn@cottbus.ihk.de
Website: cottbus.ihk.de

Colleagues from the Corporate Support Department will be happy to advise you
on funding options.

Industrie- und Handelskammer (IHK) Ostbrandenburg
Puschkinstraße 12 b
15236 Frankfurt (Oder)
Contact: Daniel Jungmann
Head of Business Development
Phone:
+49 (0)335 562 110 20
Email:
jungmann@ihk-ostbrandenburg.de
Website: ihk-ostbrandenburg.de

Precise advice to start-ups and companies and support by means of grants,
low-interest loans, liability waivers, and guarantees and risk and equity capital

Investitionsbank
des Landes Brandenburg (ILB)
Babelsberger Straße 21
14473 Potsdam
ILB funding advice hotline
Wirtschaft & Infrastruktur
Phone:
+49 (0)331 660 22 11
Fax:
+49 (0)331 660 16 90
Email:
beratung@ilb.de
Website: ilb.de

Advice in all phases of the investment project from finding a location to completing
your premises, to support in planning the financing, applying for public funding
programmes, industry information, mediating potential co-operation partners,
sourcing specialist staff and the tailor-made training of your employees

Wirtschaftsförderung
Land Brandenburg GmbH (WFBB)
Babelsberger Straße 21
14473 Potsdam
Contact: Peter Effenberger
Divisional Manager for Investment & Innovation
Phone:
+49 (0)331 730 612 01
Fax:
+49 (0)331 730 612 09
Email:
peter.effenberger@wfbb.de
Website: wfbb.de
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What network initiatives are there?
Description and explanation

Target group

Wirtschaftsinitiative Lausitz e. V.

The main concern is the sustainable strengthening of the economic location on the basis of the “Lusatia Future Pact”.

Regional, sectoral and cross-border campaign and network platform
comprising companies, institutions, chambers of commerce and municipalities in Brandenburg and Saxon Lusatia.

What trade fairs are there?
Description and explanation

Target group

Deutsche Gründer- und Unternehmertage (deGUT)

Entrepreneurs, young companies

Once a year in October, Germany’s largest founder and largest company fair takes place. This is sponsored by the Ministry of Economy and
Energy of the State of Brandenburg (MWE) and the Senate Administration for Economics, Technology and Research of the State of Berlin
using resources from the states and the European Social Fund (ESF)

Which publications and online portals provide helpful information?
Brochure “Ihr Investitionsstandort Hauptstadtregion Berlin-Brandenburg”
Location brochure provided by Wirtschaftsförderung Land Brandenburg GmbH (WFBB/Business
Development Agency) with figures, data and facts, location advantages and interesting information
about the business location of Brandenburg
►► wfbb.de ► Aktuelles ► Downloadcenter ► Broschüre ► Ihr Investitionsstandort
Hauptstadtregion Berlin-Brandenburg

Service Package “Investieren” of the Wirtschaftsförderung Land Brandenburg GmbH (WFBB)
Advisory offers provided by the Brandenburg Business Development Agency (WFBB)
►► wfbb.de ► Unsere Services ► Für Investitionen ► Servicepaket

Newsletter “Treffpunkt Wirtschaft” provided by the Wirtschaftsinitiative Lausitz e. V.
►► wil-ev.de ► Downloads ► Newsletter “Treffpunkt Wirtschaft”
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Contact/Website

The content of the work of the economic initiative (WiL) is based on three
thematic focal points, which are implemented in specific projects and events:

Wirtschaftsinitiative Lausitz e. V.
Büro Brandenburg
Altmarkt 17
03046 Cottbus

►►Bringing together and marketing regional economic strength
►►Training and securing young talent and specialists
►►Networking and expanding research and commerce

Phone:
Fax:
Email:
Website:

Growing, Expanding, Investing

Services

+49 (0)355 289 130 90
+49 (0)355 289 130 99
info@wil-ev.de
wil-ev.de

Services

Contact/Website

The DeGUT (German Founder and Entrepreneur Days) is the most traditional
supra-regional fair for self-employment and entrepreneurship in Germany. Over
two days and in one place, potential founders and young entrepreneurs get all the
important information, valuable contacts, and individual advice they need. In addition to a comprehensive seminar programme, business development agencies,
employment agencies, banks and ministries, universities, technology centres and
incubators, chambers of commerce, professional associations and consultancies
are among those on hand to provide information. The event is organised by the
ILB and the IBB.

Website:

degut.de

Other contacts and addresses
Contacts and contact information can be found in the service section of this brochure.
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How does the state of Brandenburg support business successors?
Through the Common Guideline of the Ministry
for Labour, Social Affairs, Health, Women and
Family of the State of Brandenburg (MASGF)
and the Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy of the State of Brandenburg (MWE) on the
“Promotion of business start-ups and business
succession through qualification and coaching
measures”, the state government will be making available some €20.5 million with funding
from the European Social Fund (ESF) and the
State of Brandenburg until the end of 2020.
Business start-ups and future business successions are to be supported wherever possible. Many Märkisch companies established
after re-unification will be facing a generational
change in the next few years as their owners
enter into retirement.
Of course, those interested in succession can
avail themselves of the advisory services provided by the business start-up directive (Existenzgründungsrichtlinie). This support aims to
facilitate the path towards becoming ‘the boss’.
The Chambers of Industry and Commerce and
the Chambers of Crafts in the state of Brandenburg offer a free consultation service as
orientation for those interested in company
succession. Furthermore, alongside the the
emergency handbook, in co-operation with
the Potsdam Chamber of Crafts, the Potsdam
Chamber Industry and Commerce compiles the
successor handbook. It aims to offer assistance
in recognising the impending tasks associated
with a company succession and in addressing
these by means of a checklist.
Other contacts are the municipal and regional
economic development agencies. Those interested in succession can receive coaching
and consulting on pilotage services, potential
founders from universities, through the start-up
services of universities; innovative successor
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projects, within the framework of IbM – Innovation needs Courage – through Brandenburg
Invest (WFBB); and people up to the age of 30
interested in succession through start-up workshops.
► innovationen-brauchen-mut.de
or at:
► masgf.brandenburg.de ►Arbeit ►
Existenzgründung ► Lotsendienste
Gründungsnetz Brandenburg (Brandenburg
Founders’ Network) brings together all the relevant partners supporting business start-ups:
representatives from the state government,
the six Brandenburg Chambers of Commerce,
Bürgschaftsbank Brandenburg and the Berlin-Brandenburg Directorate-General of the
Federal Agency for Employment as well as the
ILB and Brandenburg Invest (WFBB). The most
important information and links on the topic
company succession can be found at:
► gruendungsnetz.brandenburg.de
At the same time, the state of Brandenburg is
dedicated to raising young people’s awareness
of the issue of start-ups and entrepreneurship.
Supported by the Federal Ministry for Labour,
Social Affairs, Health, Women and Family
(MASGF) and the Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy of the state of Brandenburg
(MWE) with funding from the European Social
Fund and the State of Brandenburg, the online
portal “young companies” was established to
address this issue. Here, young founders can
receive free support for the review, founding
and guidance of their business ideas, practical
workshops and women-specific consultation
services/offers. In addition, foundersʼ workshops and support centres are available in the
support centres of Brandenburg for a personal
on-site consultation.
► young-companies.de

What funding programmes might come into question?

Further support is provided with contact details
for the respective consultation centres, central
points of contact and offices offering advice on
specific issues.

The funding programmes are organised according to the type of financing – from grants and
loans to equity interests and sureties or equity
financing, so as to provide some guidance in the
list according to your financing needs.
A personal consultation with one of the contacts
listed will clarify whether your project is eligible
for other funding programmes.
Succession
Transfer

The “Brandenburg Economic Support Guide”
provides an overview of the funding programmes
for company succession and acquisition investments in Brandenburg. All funding programmes
are respectively aimed at specific audiences
and funding objectives.

The funding programmes listed in the “Brandenburg Economic Support Guide” are a selection
of the most important funding options.

What do I need to consider when applying for funding?
If you are looking for, or wish to make use of,
a funding programme for your project, you
should:
►► 
Examine your professional and personal
requirements,
►► Review your business plan,
►► Choose a start-up type and legal form,
►► Plan the financing; starting with the financial
plan, calculating the required seed capital,
right through to reviewing the various funding programmes in Brandenburg and applying for funding,
►► Find out which types of insurance are imperative for your business activity,
►► And finally, find support for dealing with the
necessary formalities ranging from business
registration to applying for special permits.

Fotolia.de
©  industrieblick
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What support programmes are currently available?
Grants and advice

In the “Brandenburg Economic
Support Guide” on page

Berlin-Brandenburg Business Plan Competition (BPW)

14

Start-up Guidelines

20

Sustainable Development – City and City Region (NESUR)

38

Loans and equity assistance

In the “Brandenburg Economic
Support Guide” on page

Brandenburg Credit:SMEs

45

Brandenburg Credit: Innovation with Indemnity

46

ERP Universal Start-Up Credit

48

ERP Founding Capital

48

ERP Regional Funding Programme

49

KfW Entrepreneur Credit for SMEs

54

Brandenburg Microcredit

55

Guarantees and investments

In the “Brandenburg Economic
Support Guide” on page

Early-Stage and Growth funds – Growth Financing

58

Micro Mezzanine Investments for Small and Micro-Enterprises
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What can grants be applied for?
Investments in the takeover of a plant that has
been shut down or threatened with closure
are eligible for GRW funding and investment
support. Support for company succession or
securing the existence of a company is provided among other things by the Existenzgründungsrichtlinie (start-up guidelines) of the state
of Brandenburg and the EU-funded NESUR
programme. The programme Gründung innovativ from the Ministry for Labour, Social Affairs,
Health and Family of the State of Brandenburg
(MASGF), which receives funding from the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF),
60

provides support for acquisitions of innovative
companies (SMEs) in the first three years after
takeover.
More information about the aforementioned
programmes can be found at:
►► foerdernavigator-brandenburg.de

What loans can I obtain?

The Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy
of the State of Brandenburg (MWE) supports
company successions with loans, among other things with the Brandenburg Microcredit or
the BFB Area III – Early-Stage and Growth
Funds – Growth Financing.

The KfW also provides special loans that can
be applied for via your local bank, for example
with the EU-funded instruments ERP Universal Start-Up Credit or ERP Regional Funding
Programme. Information on these and other
available loans can be found online at:
►► foerdernavigator-brandenburg.de
►► ilb.de
►► kfw.de
Succession
Transfer

A whole range of funding programmes provides special loans and equity assistance for
business succession and transfer.

How can sureties and equity interests help with transfers and successions?
Equity interests aim to strengthen a companyʼs
equity capital base and facilitate borrowing on
the open market.
The BFB Area III Growth Fund from the
Bürgschaftsbank Brandenburg GmbH provides equity financing for innovative, technology-based companies with headquarters and/or
operations in Brandenburg, both in their seed
and start-up phases and in their growth phase.
Support is especially provided in for technology-oriented companies, particularly through the
funding area of equity/equity capital/start-up of
the ILB and the High-Tech start-up fund.

The Micro Mezzanine Investment for Small and
Micro-Enterprises provided by the Bürgschaftsbank Brandenburg is another key funding instrument.
More information can be found online at:
►► foerdernavigator-brandenburg.de
►► ilb.de
►► kfw.de
►► mdf.brandenburg.de ► Bürgschaften ►
Landesbürgschaften
►► brandenburg-kapital.de

What are the benefits of the Brandenburg Innovation Grant (BIG)?
The Brandenburg Innovation Voucher (BIG) is
a special programme launched by the Ministry
for Economic Affairs and Energy of the State of
Brandenburg (MWE) to increase competitiveness and innovation.
This programme is aimed at small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), particularly those
in industry and crafts in the state of Brandenburg.
The Brandenburg Innovation Voucher (BIG)
provides grants for:

► Contract R&D work solving/finding solutions
to/addressing scientific, technological issues
(Small and Large BIG-Transfer)
► In-house R&D activities (BIG-R&D module),
► For digitalisation activities at your own company (BIG Digital),
► For consultancy/consultation services to assist in application processes with an EU funding programme (BIG-EU).
More information can be found on page 49.
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What personal consulting and support services are there?
Description and explanation

Target group

Einheitlicher Ansprechpartner Brandenburg (EAPBbg)

Corporate successors for services companies or providers of
cross-state services

First point of contact for service companies

Handwerkskammer (HWK) Potsdam

Entrepreneurs who are looking to sell their business

The Chamber of Crafts Potsdam helps with the market-consistent valuation of a business and its assets. A well-founded statement on the
purchase price can only be provided after an assessment has been
carried out.

Business consultation on federal and state funding programmes and
support for further training

Handwerkskammer (HWK) Frankfurt (Oder) - Region Ostbrandenburg

Craft enterprises seeking advice on issues of financing and
funding/development support

Craft enterprises seeking advice on issues of financing and
funding/development support

Business consultation on federal and state funding programmes and
support for further training

Industrie- und Handelskammer (IHK) Potsdam
Bankensprechtag mit Experten
The Chamber of Industry and Commerce in Potsdam (IHK), together with
the ILB, offers regular information and consultation appointments for potential entrepreneurs and potential successors, to ensure that a planned
company succession does not fail due to a lack of funding.
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Business successors

Services

Contact/Website

Single Point of Contact for the state of Brandenburg provides support in navigating the administrative procedures required for assuming or changing a service
project. The EAPBbg receives all the necessary documentation and forwards
them to the competent authorities, who then process the procedure.

Einheitlicher Ansprechpartner
für das Land Brandenburg (EAPBbg)
im Ministerium für Wirtschaft und Energie
Heinrich-Mann-Allee 107
14473 Potsdam

Fax:
Email:
Website:
The contact partners at the Chamber of Crafts Potsdam are specially trained and
provide support on all questions concerning the issue of sustainability and value
assessment.

+49 (0)331 866 18 06 oder
+49 (0)331 866 18 18
+49 (0)331 866 17 32
eap@mwe.brandenburg.de
eap.brandenburg.de

Succession
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Phone:

Handwerkskammer (HWK) Potsdam
Charlottenstraße 34-36
14467 Potsdam
Contact: Corinna Grafe
Operational Consultant
+49 (0)331 370 31 21
Phone:
Fax:
+49 (0)331 370 381 21
Email:
corinna.grafe@hwkpotsdam.de
Contact: Heike Kaunath
Operational Consultant
Phone:
+49 (0)331 370 31 22
Fax:
+49 (0)331 370 381 22
Email:
heike.kaunath@hwkpotsdam.de
Website: hwk-potsdam.de

Individual advice tailored to crafts on economic, legal and technical issues, assistance in applying for the Master Craft Foundation Bonus of the state of Brandenburg

Individual advice tailored to crafts on economic, legal and technical issues

Handwerkskammer (HWK) Cottbus
Altmarkt 17
03046 Cottbus
Contact: Anja Kappa
Operational Consultant
Phone:
+49 (0)355 783 51 59
Fax:
+49 (0)355 783 52 84
Email:
kappa@hwk-cottbus.de
Website: hwk-cottbus.de
Handwerkskammer (HWK) Frankfurt (Oder)
Region Ostbrandenburg
Bahnhofstraße 12
15230 Frankfurt (Oder)
Contact: Martin Stadie
Operational Consultant (Office Hennickendorf)
Phone:
+49 (0)33434 439 27
Fax:
+49 (0)33434 439 63
Email:
martin.stadie@hwk-ff.de
Website: hwk-ff.de

In a one-on-one interview with the successor consultant, business owners and
potential successors alike can find out about all aspects of the succession process.

Industrie- und Handelskammer (IHK) Potsdam
Breite Straße 2 a-c
14467 Potsdam
Contact: Andreas Lehmann
Company succession expert
Specialist department for company start-ups and
business support
Phone:
+49 (0)331 278 61 67
Email:
andreas.lehmann@ihk-potsdam.de
Website: ihk-potsdam.de
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What personal consulting and support services are there?
Description and explanation

Target group

Industrie- und Handelskammer (IHK) Cottbus

Business successors

Succession service provided by the Chamber of Industry and
Commerce

Industrie- und Handelskammer (IHK) Ostbrandenburg

Business successors

Succession service provided by the Chamber of Industry and
Commerce

Innovationszentrum Moderne Industrie (IMI)
Point of contact for companies seeking advice on networking production and information technologies. IMI Brandenburg is part of the Department of Automation Technology at the BTU Cottbus-Senftenberg
and is funded by the Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy of the
State of Brandenburg (MWE) and the European Regional Development
Fund (ERDF).

Innovationen brauchen Mut (IbM)
The “Innovations need Courage” programme is implemented by Brandenburg Invest (WFBB) and supported by the Ministry for Labour, Social
Affairs, Health, Women and Family (MASGF) and the Ministry of Economic Affairs and Energy of Brandenburg (MWE) by means of funding
from the European Social Fund (ESF).

Regionale Lotsendienste
The advisory network in all rural districts and independent cities, supported by the Ministry of Labour, Social Affairs, Health, Women and
Family of the State of Brandenburg (MASGF), which has already
provided support to more than 21,500 prospective founders in Brandenburg. Funded by the European Social Fund (ESF) and the state of
Brandenburg.
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Commercial small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) in
the state of Brandenburg

Innovative busines successors who wish to take over a company in the state of Brandenburg with new ideas and innovative approaches

Especially unemployed people making the transition to
self-employment, also for migrants, students, academic employees and graduates

Services

Contact/Website

In a one-on-one interview with the successor consultant, business owners and
potential successors alike can learn about all aspects of the succession process.

Industrie- und Handelskammer (IHK) Cottbus
Goethestraße 1
03046 Cottbus

In a one-on-one interview with the successor consultant, business owners and
potential successors alike can learn about all aspects of the succession process.

Succession
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Contact: Anja Beck
Project Manager
Division for generational change in companies
+49 (0)355 365 14 09
Phone:
Fax:
+49 (0)355 365 261 409
Email:
beck@cottbus.ihk.de
Website: cottbus.ihk.de
Industrie- und Handelskammer (IHK) Ostbrandenburg
Puschkinstraße 12 b
15236 Frankfurt (Oder)
Services Expert
Specialist
department for business support
+49 (0)335 562 113 15
Phone:
+49 (0)335 562 113 99
Fax:
schubert@ihk-ostbrandenburg.de
Email:
Website: ihk-ostbrandenburg.de
Free support in the development and implementation of innovations in automation technology, digital factories and Industry 4.0, for example
►►Funding information
►►Technology scouting
►►Establishing contact with development and implementation partners
►►Initiating collaborative projects.

Tailor-made consulting and coaching solutions, consulting and coaching take
place individually and in a target-oriented manner and are individually adapted
to current needs and challenges. Up to 100% of consulting and coaching costs
are subsidised. In addition, Brandenburg Invest and its partners provide industry-specific and cluster-specific expertise on all questions relating to start-up and
market entry as well as the expertise of the ILB on start-up and growth financing. Academics from EU and non-EU countries and those from universities and
non-university research institutions looking to take over a business receive special support.
Free training and consultation for business start-ups/self-employment and transfers. Start-up workshops are also offered for young people, which are aimed at the
unemployed or those facing unemployment and who are no older than 30 years
of age, with completed vocational training and who are interested in a start-up.

BTU Cottbus-Senftenberg
Lehrstuhl Automatisierungstechnik
Siemens-Halske-Ring 14
03046 Cottbus
Phone:
Fax:
Email:
Website:

+49 (0)355 694 228
+49 (0)355 692 387
imi4bb@b-tu.de
imi4bb.de

Wirtschaftsförderung
Land Brandenburg GmbH (WFBB)
Babelsberger Straße 21
14473 Potsdam
Phone:
Email:
Website:

+49 (0)331 730 610
info@wfbb.de
wfbb.de

A detailed list of regional pilot services can be found at:
MASGF ► Arbeit ► Existenzgründung
Website:

masgf.brandenburg.de
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What network initiatives are there?
Description and explanation

Target group

Gründungsnetz Brandenburg

Company founders and company successors

The Brandenburg Founders Network combines all the relevant partners for the promotion of start-ups: representatives of the state government, the six Brandenburg Chambers of Commerce, Bürgschaftsbank
Brandenburg and the Berlin-Brandenburg Directorate-General of the
Federal Employment Agency, the ILB and the Brandenburg Economic
Development Agency (Wirtschaftsförderung Brandenburg, WFBB).

Unternehmensbörse nexxt-change
Entrepreneurs who wish to sell their business or take over a business
can make use of this internet platform free of charge and anonymously
conduct a regional or nationwide search for external successors.

Entrepreneurs who wish to sell their business or take over a
business

►►nexxt-change.org

Wirtschaftsinitiative Lausitz e. V.
A regional, cross-sector and cross-state action and network platform of
companies, institutions, chambers and municipalities in the Brandenburg and Saxon Lusatia

The main objective is to sustainably strengthen the business
location on the basis of the “Zukunftspakt Lausitz” (“Lusatia
Future Pact”).

What competitions are there?
Description and explanation

Target group

Businessplan-Wettbewerb Berlin-Brandenburg (BPW)

Business successors who wish to take over a business in Berlin or Brandenburg

Germanyʼs largest regional competition for company founders. The
BPW is jointly supported by the Senate Administration for Economics,
Energy and Public Enterprises of Berlin and the Ministry of Economic
Affairs and Energy of the State of Brandenburg (MWE) and is funded
by the European Social Fund (ESF).

What trade fairs are there?
Description and explanation

Target group

Deutsche Gründer- und Unternehmertage (deGUT)

Entrepreneurs, young companies

The largest German trade fair for founders and entrepreneurs, funded
by the Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy of the State of Brandenburg (MWE) and the Senate Administration for Economics, Energy
and Public Enterprises of Berlin funded by the states and the European
Social Fund (ESF), is held once a year in October.
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Contact/Website

The aim of the “Gründungsnetz” start-up network is to provide answers to the key questions as you set up your own company. It provides initial information and links on start-ups, corporate management
and succession.

Gründungsnetz Brandenburg
c/o Ministerium für Wirtschaft und Energie
des Landes Brandenburg (MWE)
Heinrich-Mann-Allee 107
14473 Potsdam
Phone:
Fax:
Email:
Website:

The Chamber of Commerce in Potsdam provides assistance in specifying the selling and takeover wishes and with the formulation thereof.

The initiative’s substantive work focuses on three thematic priorities,
which are implemented in specific projects and events:
►►Bringing together and marketing regional economic strength
►►Training and securing young talent and specialist staff
►►Networking and expanding research and business

Industrie- und Handelskammer (IHK) Potsdam
Breite Straße 2 a-c
14467 Potsdam

Succession
Transfer

Entrepreneurs can search through the ads on the platform or even
place ads themselves.

+49 (0)331 866 17 70
+49 (0)331 866 15 91
info@gruendungsnetz.brandenburg.de
gruendungsnetz.brandenburg.de

Contact: Marion E.-Ahrendt
Phone:
+49 (0)331 278 63 06
Fax:
+49 (0)331 278 62 92
Email:
marion.ahrendt@ihk-potsdam.de
Website: ihk-potsdam.de
Wirtschaftsinitiative Lausitz e. V.
Büro Brandenburg
Altmarkt 17
03046 Cottbus
Phone:
Fax:
Email:
Website:

+49 (0)355 289 130 90
+49 (0)355 289 130 99
info@wil-ev.de
wil-ev.de

Services

Contact/Website

Potential company founders should make use of the offers provided
by the Berlin-Brandenburg Business Plan Competition (BPW). It offers
participants - in addition to the chance of winning - the opportunity to
take part in seminars, receive individual coaching and personal feedback on how to optimise their business concept. Here you will be able
to meet potential investors, partners or even customers, and meet other like-minded people and entrepreneurs.

Businessplan-Wettbewerb Berlin-Brandenburg
Büro in der Investitionsbank des Landes Brandenburg (ILB)
Babelsberger Straße 21
14473 Potsdam
Phone:
Email:
Website:

+49 (0)331 660 22 22
info@b-p-w.de
b-p-w.de

Services

Contact/Website

The deGUT (German Founders’ and Entrepreneurs’ Days) is the most
traditional supra-regional trade fair for self-employment and entrepreneurship in Germany. Over two days and at one location, prospective
company founders and young entrepreneurs are able to receive all the
information they need, valuable networking opportunities and individual consulting. In addition to a comprehensive seminar schedule, information is provided by business development agencies, employment
agencies, banks and ministries, universities, technology and start-up
centres, chambers of commerce, professional associations and management consultancies. It is organised by the ILB and IBB.

Website:

degut.de
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Which publications and online portals provide helpful information?
Succession guide provided by the Chamber of Commerce and Industry in Potsdam (HWK)
More than 40% of company owners in western Brandenburg are already over 50 years old, while
as many as 11,000 of the 75,000 entrepreneurs are 60 years of age and older. By preparing for
the transfer in a timely manner and with the support from the Chamber of Commerce and Industry, companies can increase their chances of emerging successfully from this difficult process.
A 52-page succession manual from the Chamber of Industry and Commerce in Potsdam/Chamber of Crafts in Potsdam gives a first guide to company owners. Interested parties can download
the digital manual as a .pdf or request the print version. The succession manual helps to identify
upcoming tasks and address them using checklists. Some of the topics include:
►► Preparation of business succession
►► Forms of handover of business ownership
►► Determining the business value
►► Planning the transfer
►► Financing by the successor
►► Tax & legal aspects
►► ihk-potsdam.de ► Informieren ► Unternehmensnachfolge ► Nachfolgeservice ►
IHK-Nachfolge-Handbuch

Emergency manual of the Chamber of Commerce and Industry Potsdam (IHK) for
companies
It can happen to any company - one moment everything is fine, and the next, the head of the company is gone due to an accident, illness or death.
What happens next? IHK Potsdam provides member companies with a digital emergency manual
free of charge. It provides suggestions, orientation and a tool to document the most important arrangements as to how they should be implemented in the event of an emergency.
The 66-page digital emergency manual includes a business and a private section. At the same
time, it acts as a good starting point for planning a business succession.
►► ihk-potsdam.de ► Informieren ► Unternehmensnachfolge ► Notfallhandbuch

Brochures and checklists from the Chamber of Commerce and Industry Potsdam (IHK)
►► Brochure on company succession provided by the IHK Potsdam
►► Checklist on successor financing provided by the IHK Potsdam
►► Checklist for business transfers provided by the IHK Potsdam
►► ihk-potsdam.de ► Informieren ► Unternehmensnachfolge ► Nachfolgeservice
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Brochures on company succession issued by the Chamber of Commerce in Potsdam (HWK)
►► Information on transfers of business ownership and successions
►► Business succession: framework conditions - factors for success - recommendations

Succession
Transfer

Transferring your own business is a unique and complex process. Where do I start? How can I talk
about it and who can I talk to about it? How much is my business even worth? How can I get funding?
Get expert answers to these and other tricky questions from the chambers of commerce. The business succession consulting is a focal point of the free consulting service provided by the chambers;
that is why all company consultants are trained in this subject and specialised in individual subareas. The emergency planning ensures that your company can continue to run if you are absent for
several weeks or longer. The emergency kit or the emergency manual serves to compile important
documents and information on the company in one central location.
►► hwk-potsdam.de ► Betriebsführung ► Unternehmensführung ► Nachfolge

nachfolg-o-mat
The Institute for Entrepreneurship, Small Business and Family Business (EMF) of the Berlin School
of Economics and Law offers an online analysis tool called “nachfolg-o-mat” to anyone interested in
the issue of company succession.
►► nachfolg-o-mat.org

Business exchange platform from the Chamber of Crafts in Potsdam (HWK)
The business exchange platform compiles the current offers of companies ready for transfer of
ownership and the queries from those looking for suitable company takeovers.
►► hwk-potsdam.de ► Service-Center ► Betriebsbörse

Other contacts and addresses
Contacts and contact information can be found in the service section of this brochure.
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Energy, Environment, Mobility

BRANDENBURG – THE STATE OF THE ENERGY TRANSITION
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By 2030, the share of renewable energies in the gross electricity production in the state of
Brandenburg should be 30%.
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The figures show the share
of renewable energy in gross
electricity production in the state of Brandenburg in the years
from 2008 to 2016.
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How does the state of Brandenburg promote investment in energy, environment and
mobility?
One core aspect of Brandenburg’s Energy
Strategy 2030 is increasing energy efficiency.
A great deal has already been achieved in this
area thanks to targeted investment. The largest
programme currently providing support to companies and public institutions in Brandenburg is
RENplus 2014-2020. Since the start of 2018, the
existing guideline has been divided into a guideline for economic organisations and a guideline
for non-economic organisations.
The guidelines are aimed at encouraging Brandenburg companies and public institutions to
focus even more on the issue of energy efficiency and optimise processes accordingly. To
this extent, the Ministry for Economic Affairs and

Energy of the State of Brandenburg (MWE) has
increased the RENplus budget, supported with
funding from the ERDF, from €25 million to €115
million compared with the previous investment
period (2007 to 2013). The programme is implemented by the ILB.
In addition to the “Brandenburg Economic Support Guide” service brochure, you can also
find an overview of the funding programmes at
foerdernavigator-brandenburg.de.
Other related links offer detailed information on
contact persons and details pertaining to applications. Other internet addresses can be found
in the service section of this brochure.

What counselling services are available in the state of Brandenburg?
Brandenburg Invest (Wirtschaftsförderung
Land Brandenburg GmbH, WFBB) is the support organisation of the energy savings agency,
WFBB Energie. WFBB Energieteam advises
companies and municipalities on all matters
concerning the efficient use of energy and increasing the share of renewable energies.
WFBB Energie advises:
► Companies from Brandenburg and investors
in Brandenburg
► Municipalities
The team is responsible for supporting the implementation, monitoring and further development of Brandenburg’s Energy Strategy 2030.
WFBB Energie is a member of Bundesverband
der Energie- und Klimaschutzagenturen e.v.
(Federal Association of Energy and Climate
Protection Agencies) (eaD).
More information can be found online at
►► energie.wfbb.de
The chambers of commerce and industry also
provide helpful consulting services for member
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companies who are ready to invest as part of
special energy consultations for the environment and energy. More information can be
found online at:
►► ihk.de/umwelt-und-energie
The “Energieberatung im Mittelstand” programme of the Federal Ministry for Economic
Affairs offers small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) funding opportunities for energy
consulting. The grant amounts to 80% of the
eligible consulting costs.
The maximum amount depends on the annual
energy costs.
►► www.bafa.de

Which funding programmes might come into question?

Additional information is provided in the form
of contact details for the corresponding consultation offices, on central points of contact and
bodies that offer advice for specific questions
together with the respective reference to their
websites.

The funding programmes listed in the “Brandenburg Economic Support Guide” offer a selection
of the most important funding options.
The funding programmes are organised according to the contribution – from grants and loans
to equity investments and guarantees or equity
financing, so as to provide some orientation in
the list according to your financing needs.
A personal consultation with one of the named
contact points will clarify whether your project is
eligible for other funding programmes.

Energy, Environment, Mobility

The “Brandenburg Economic Support Guide”
service brochure provides an overview of the
funding programmes for investment in energy,
environment and mobility in Brandenburg. All
funding programmes are geared towards specific target groups and funding objectives.

What do I need to consider when applying for funding?
If you are looking for, or wish to make use of,
a funding programme for your project, you
should:
►► 
Examine your professional and personal
requirements,
►► Review your business plan,
►► Choose a start-up type and legal form,
►► Plan the financing; starting with the financial
plan, calculating the required seed capital,
right through to reviewing the various funding programmes in Brandenburg and applying for funding,
►► Find out which types of insurance are imperative for your business activity,
►► And finally, find support for dealing with the
necessary formalities ranging from business
registration to applying for special permits.

Fotolia.de
©  industrieblick
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What support programmes are currently available?
Grants and advice
Energy Performance Contracting Consultation

11

BMUB Environmental Innovation

12

Electromobility (Eco Bonus)

17

Energy Consulting for SMEs

17

Energy-Efficient Construction and Renovation – Fuel Cell Grant

18

FONA3 “Innovative SMEs: Resource Efficiency and Climate Protection”

21

Pilot Project Funding Announcement: Heating Networks 4.0

21

“Electromobility on the Ground”: BMVI Funding Programme

23

Heating Optimisation

29

Investment Grants For High-Efficiency Cross-Sectoral Technologies in
SMEs

32

Charging Infrastructure for Electric Vehicles in Germany

33

Market Incentive Scheme: Heating with Renewable Energyv

34

National Innovation Programme: Hydrogen and Fuel Cell Technology
Phase 2 (NIP)

39

RENplus 2014-2020

40

Loans and equity assistance
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In the “Brandenburg Economic
Support Guide” on page

In the “Brandenburg Economic
Support Guide” on page

Renewable energy – Storage

47

KfW Energy Efficient Programme: Waste Heat

50

KfW Energy Efficient Programme: Energy-Efficient Building and
Renovation

50

KfW Energy Efficient Programme: Production Facilities/Processes

51

KfW Syndicated Loans: Energy and Environment

53

KfW Environmental Programme
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What can grants be applied for?

The Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy of
the State of Brandenburg’s (MWE) programme
RENplus 2014-2020 is funded by the EU and
provides support to economic organisations
with funds from the European Regional Devel-

opment Fund among other things for energy efficiency measures in technical processes and existing non-residential buildings, investments in
energy recovery and storage systems, and the
integration and use of renewable energy. It also
provides funding for investments in highly-efficient co-generation plants, remote heating/cooling systems in public infrastructure and other
non-investment measures, e.g. developing concepts. The grant is also provided for charging
infrastructure and energy management systems
in the sectors of eMobility (publicly available
charging stations (AC/DC), storage and energy
management systems, along with implementation concepts/studies). More information can be
found online at:
►► foerdernavi.online/c093

Energy, Environment, Mobility

Companies looking to invest in energy, environment and mobility have a large number of grants
and free consulting services at their disposal.
The Federal Government and the EU subsidise
consulting on energy-saving contracting and
converting company fleets from internal combustion engines to hybrid, hydrogen or electric
drive systems. The KfW and the Federal Office
of Economics and Export Control (BAFA) provide special financial grants to provide support
in the construction, modernisation and heating
sectors.

What loans can I obtain?
A number of funding programmes offer loans
and equity substitution especially for companies
willing to invest in the energy, environment and
mobility sectors.
KfW provides loans for investments, e.g. the
KfW Energy Efficient Programmes for energy-efficient construction and renovation and for
production facilities and processes with liability
exemption.

A special programme to increase resource efficiency and material saving is available with the
KfW Environmental Programme. Applications to
the KfW for investment loans are usually made
through the local bank. Information on available
loans can be found online at:
►► foerdernavigator-brandenburg.de
►► ilb.de
►► kfw.de
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What personal consulting and support services are there?
Description and explanation

Target group

Brandenburgische Energie Technologie Initiative (ETI)

Companies looking to implement the objectives of Energy
Strategy 2030

ETI is funded by the Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy of the
State of Brandenburg (MWE) and the East Brandenburg Chamber of
Industry and Commerce (IHK).

Handwerkskammer (HWK) Cottbus

Craft enterprises

Investitionsbank des Landes Brandenburg (ILB)

Companies looking to invest

WFBB Energie
Wirtschaftsförderung Land Brandenburg GmbH (WFBB)

Companies, investors and municipalities in the state of
Brandenburg

Sponsor of the energy savings agency of the state of Brandenburg. The
team is responsible for supporting the implementation, monitoring and
further development of Brandenburg’s Energy Strategy 2030.

What network initiatives are there?
Description and explanation

Target group

automotive BerlinBrandenburg e. V. (abb e. V.)

Automotive supplier

Association of the automotive supply industry in the capital city region
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Services

Contact/Website

A compilation of information and links on funding opportunities can be found on
the following topics:

Brandenburgische Energie Technologie Initiative (ETI)
c/o IHK Ostbrandenburg
Puschkinstraße 12b
15236 Frankfurt (Oder)

Free advice on:
►►funding programmes,
►►efficiency measures,
►►renewable energies,
►►Brandenburg environmental seal,
►►waste,
►►hazardous substances

Tailored advice for prospective company founders and companies and funding
with grants, low-interest loans, liability exemption, sureties and risk and venture
capital

Contact: Jens Jankowsky
Phone:
+49 (0)335 562 113 32
Mobile:
+49 (0)160 969 958 63
Fax:
+49 (0)335 562 113 90
Email:
jankowsky@ihk-ostbrandenburg.de
Website: eti-brandenburg.de
Handwerkskammer (HWK) Cottbus
Altmarkt 17
03046 Cottbus
Contact: Axel Bernhardt
Phone:
+49 (0)355 783 51 57
+49 (0)355 783 52 84
Fax:
Email:
bernhardta@hwk-cottbus.de
Website: hwk-cottbus.de

Energy, Environment, Mobility

►►Adapting to climate change
►►Initiating energy efficiency networks
►►TRAINEE qualification as EnergieScout
►►Energy efficiency and renewable energy

Investitionsbank des Landes Brandenburg (ILB)
Babelsberger Straße 21
14473 Potsdam
ILB funding advice hotline
Info Hotline for Economy & Infrastructure
+49 (0)331 660 22 11
Phone:
+49 (0)331 660 16 90
Fax:
Email:
beratung@ilb.de
Website: ilb.de

Free and provider-neutral initial consulting on issues of efficient energy use, increasing the share of renewable energies, energy management and funding programmes of the state of Brandenburg and the Federal Government
Information about services, funding opportunities, and events

WFBB Energie
c/o Wirtschaftsförderung
Land Brandenburg GmbH (WFBB)
Babelsberger Straße 21
14473 Potsdam
Contact: Bert Tschirner
Phone:
+49 (0)331 730 614 10
Fax:
+49 (0)331 730 612 29
Email:
energie@wfbb.de
Contact: Andrea Skowronek
+49 (0)331 730 614 12
Phone:
Fax:
+49 (0)331 730 612 29
Email:
andrea.skowronek@wfbb.de
Website: energie.wfbb.de

Services

Contact/Website

Support and guidance in the concept development of technology solutions; development of strategic partnerships; support in training employees; providing support
in the certification of companies; assistance in pre-financing funding programmes

Kooperationsnetzwerk
automotive BerlinBrandenburg e. V.
Fontanestraße 15
14476 Potsdam
Phone:
Fax:
Email:
Website:

+49 (0)33208 216 255
+49 (0)33208 216 257
info@ac-bb.de
ac-bb.de
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What network initiatives are there?
Description and explanation

Target group

Centrum für Energietechnologie Brandenburg
(CEBra e. V./CEBra GmbH)

Regional actors and partners in research, industry and the
state of Brandenburg

Cluster Energietechnik

Companies and research institutions in Berlin and the state
of Brandenburg

Core issues of renewable energies, energy efficiency, energy grids
and storage as well as turbo machinery and power plant technology

Cluster Verkehr, Mobilität und Logistik

Companies in the areas of transport, mobility and logistics

Cluster management with Berlin Partner für Wirtschaft und Technologie and the Brandenburg Economic Development Agency (WFBB)

e-mobiles Brandenburg – erneuerbar elektrisch!
Initiative of Brandenburg actors under the management of Institut für
Betriebliche Bildungsforschung IBBF
Funded by the Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy of the State of
Brandenburg (MWE)
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eMobility players and others interested in the subject

Services

Contact/Website

►►Industrial research
►►Consulting services
►►Project management
►►Training

CEBra e. V./CEBra GmbH Centrum für Energietechnologie Brandenburg
Friedlieb-Runge-Straße 3
03046 Cottbus
Phone:
Fax:
Email:
Website:

Support for innovation potential across states, networking of energy technology
companies in the capital city region with research institutions to increase turnover
with new products and services

+49 (0)355 693 330
+49 (0)355 692 208
cebra-ev@b-tu.de
cebra-ev.de

Wirtschaftsförderung
Land Brandenburg (WFBB)
Contact: Klaus Henschke
+49 (0)331 730 612 17
Phone:
Email:
klaus.henschke@wfbb.de
Website: wfbb.de

Providing support to companies in the development and application of new and
innovative solutions for the mobility of the future; providing support in the networking and development of co-operation projects

Energy, Environment, Mobility

Berlin Partner
für Wirtschaft und Technologie (BPWT)
Contact: Wolfgang Korek
Phone:
030 463 025 77
Email:
wolfgang.korek@berlin-partner.de
Website: energietechnik-bb.de
Wirtschaftsförderung
Land Brandenburg GmbH (WFBB)
Babelsberger Straße 21
14473 Potsdam
Contact: Juliane Reimer
Phone:
+49 (0)331 730 612 45
Email:
juliane.reimer@wfbb.de
Website: wfbb.de
Berlin Partner
für Wirtschaft und Technologie (BPWT)
Contact: Thomas Meißner
Phone:
+49 (0)30 463 025 61
Email:
thomas.meissner@berlin-partner.de
Website: mobilitaet-bb.de
The online portal provides an overview of organisations, actors and initiatives
with the help of an eMobility map. It also draws up recommendations for action for
the funding of electric vehicles in the state of Brandenburg.

Vereinigung für
Betriebliche Bildungsforschung e. V.
Gubener Straße 47
10243 Berlin
Phone:
Fax:
Email:

+49 (0)30 762 392 300
+49 (0)30 762 392 329
info@institut-bbf.de

Contact: Christine Schmidt
Phone:
+49 (0)30 762 392 304
Email:
Christine.schmidt@institut-bbf.de
Contact: Mathias Schäfer
Phone:
+49 (0)30 762 392 305
Email:
Mathias.schaefer@institut-bbf.de
Website: e-mobiles-brandenburg.de
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What network initiatives are there?
Description and explanation

Target group

Energieeffizienznetzwerk Brandenburg an der Havel | Westhavelland

Companies

The network sponsor is the Chamber of Industry and Commerce in
Potsdam (IHK Potsdam)

Energieeffizienznetzwerk Fläming

Companies, municipalities

The network sponsor is the Chamber of Industry and Commerce in
Potsdam (IHK Potsdam)

Kommunales Energienetzwerk Cottbus (KEN Cottbus)

Companies

KEN Cottbus is where all the majority holdings and in-house operations of the city of Cottbus work together.

Kommunales Energieeffizienz-Netzwerk by EMB Energie Mark
Brandenburg GmbH

Companies, municipalities

EMB is initiating the first energy efficiency network of municipalities in
the state of Brandenburg

LogistikNetz Berlin-Brandenburg e. V. (LNBB)

Companies in manufacturing, trade and services

Netzwerk Luft- und Raumfahrt Berlin-Brandenburg (Berlin-Brandenburg Aerospace Alliance - BBAA)

Aviation and aerospace companies, research institutes, universities

Regional association of the aviation and aerospace industry in the
capital city region
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Services

Contact/Website

In addition to the exchange of experiences, the network meetings are supported professionally by independent experts, while lectures and company tours
are also organised.

Energieeffizienznetzwerk Brandenburg
an der Havel | Westhavelland
c/o Industrie- und Handelskammer (IHK) Potsdam
Breite Straße 2 a-c
14467 Potsdam
Contact: Robert Kausmann
Phone:
+49 (0)331 278 62 81
Fax:
+49 (0)331 278 61 91
Email:
robert.kausmann@ihk-potsdam.de
Website: ihk-potsdam.de

Participating companies in the region receive subsidised energy consultation
and assistance in the development of economic solutions for all kinds of businesses. The aim is to advise partners on technical issues, provide information
on funding opportunities and to successfully receive funding at the end.

Energieeffizienznetzwerk Fläming
c/o Industrie- und Handelskammer (IHK) Potsdam
Breite Straße 2 a-c
14467 Potsdam

The objective of the energy network is to reduce costs in the long term, to
achieve transparency in energy consumption, to further expand companies’
in-house energy expertise, to make optimal use of funding programmes and
to profit from one another through the exchange of experiences.

Energy, Environment, Mobility

Contact: Robert Kausmann
+49 (0)331 278 62 81
Phone:
Fax:
+49 (0)331 278 61 91
Email:
robert.kausmann@ihk-potsdam.de
Website: ihk-potsdam.de
Kommunales Energienetzwerk Cottbus (KEN Cottbus)
c/o Stadtwerke Cottbus GmbH
Karl-Liebknecht-Straße 130
03046 Cottbus
Contact: Heike Schumann
Phone:
+49 (0)355 351 285
Fax:
+49 (0)355 351 298
Website: stadtwerke-cottbus.de
The aim of the network is to find solutions together to consume less energy
and to reduce the environmental impact in three years.

EMB Energie Mark Brandenburg GmbH
Großbeerenstraße 181-183
14482 Potsdam
Contact: Martin Fröbel
Phone:
+49 (0)331 749 52 14
Email:
froebel.ma@emb-gmbh.de
Website: emb-gmbh.de

Contact partner for all matters relating to infrastructure, logistics solutions,
business models, process consulting and funding opportunities

LNBB | LogistikNetz Berlin-Brandenburg e. V.
an der TH Wildau
Hochschulring 1
15745 Wildau
Contact: Michael Müller
Office Manager
Phone:
+49 (0)3375 508 409
Fax:
+49 (0)3375 508 275
Email:
office@logistiknetz-bb.de
Website: logistiknetz-bb.de

Strengthening the regional air and aerospace industries; network and synergies; representing members’ interests

Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt
Freiheitstraße 120
15745 Wildau
Contact: Prof. Dr. Andreas Timmermann
Managing Director
Phone:
+49 (0)3375 921 84 21
Email:
andreas.timmermann@bbaa.de
Website: bbaa.de
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What network initiatives are there?
Description and explanation

Target group

Netzwerk CURPAS e. V.

Manufacturers, suppliers and users

Umweltpartnerschaft des Landes Brandenburg

Companies in the State of Brandenburg

VIK Verband der industriellen Energie- und Kraftwirtschaft e. V.
(VIK Industrial Energy and Power Industry Association)

Companies

VIK is an association of some 300 companies in industry and commerce who are united by one issue: energy.

WindNODE
WindNODE is being funded by the Federal Ministry for Economic
Affairs and Energy (BMWi) for four years (2017-2020) as part of the
“Schaufenster intelligente Energie” (SINTEG) funding programme.
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WindNODE's project partners are fully integrated in the project work and receive financial support under the SINTEG research programme. Associated partners support the work of
the WindNODE Consortium but receive no financial support.
Sub-contractors are assigned specific duties by individual
project partners but receive no direct financial support.

Contact/Website

The network actively initiates the innovative development of carrier systems,
mission-specific sensors and actuators as well as the planning and execution
of missions in the interest of its target groups (manufacturers, suppliers and
users).

CURPAS e. V.
c/o Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt
Schönefelder Kreuz
Freiheitstraße 120 B
15745 Wildau

The network’s activities consist of providing support to potential users with regards to the design of new application scenarios, as well as addressing topics
of standardisation to support a dynamic market development.

Contact: Prof. Dr. Uwe Meinberg
Phone:
+49 (0)173 260 48 87
Email:
meinberg@curpas.de

Overall, the co-operation network thus makes a decisive contribution towards
strengthening the issue of the “civilian use of unmanned aerial systems” in the
capital region and promoting the economic development of this new, emerging
industry. This is achieved on the one hand through the initiation of the previously mentioned initiation of innovative developments, and on the other hand
through the promotion of advancement of market-relevant system solutions.

Contact: Dr. Christina Eisenberg
Phone:
+49 (0)173 379 10 95
Email:
eisenberg@curpas.de
Website: curpas.de

Support of sustainable and environmentally-conscious management and the
economic development of the environmental regulatory framework conditions.

Ministerium für Ländliche Entwicklung, Umwelt und
Landwirtschaft des Landes Brandenburg
Geschäftsstelle der Umweltpartnerschaft Brandenburg
Henning-von-Tresckow-Str. 2-13, Haus S
14467 Potsdam

Energy, Environment, Mobility

Services

Contact: Axel Steffen
Office Manager:
Tel.:
0331 866 73 00
Office
Tel.:
Fax:
E-Mail:
Through its many years of operation, VIK has succeeded in positioning itself
as a constructive organisation and making a difference in politics, for businesses, and in civil society. The VIK sees its role as lying in contributing to
the energy debate.

0331 866 78 88
0331 866 72 41
umweltpartnerschaft@mlul.brandenburg.de

VIK Verband der industriellen Energie- und
Kraftwirtschaft e. V.
Hauptgeschäftsstelle Essen
Richard-Wagner-Straße 41
45128 Essen
Berlin offices
Friedrichstraße 187
10117 Berlin
Contact: Birgit Heinrich
Communications Expert/Press Officer
Phone:
+49 (0)30 212 492 15
Email:
b.heinrich@vik.de
Website: vik.de

A network of flexible energy users who can align their electricity consumption
to the fluctuating supply of wind and solar power plants. The aim is to integrate
large amounts of renewable power into the energy system while keeping the
grid stable. This creates transferable model solutions that can also advance
the energy transition in other areas.

WindNODE Geschäftsstelle
c/o 50 Hertz Transmission GmbH
Heidestraße 2
10557 Berlin
Contact: Boris Schucht
Chair of the Board
Phone:
+49 (0)30 515 028 05
Fax:
+49 (0)30 515 028 77
info@windnode.de
Email:
Website: windnode.de
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What competitions are there?
Description and explanation

Target group

Energy Efficiency Award from the Ministry for Economic Affairs
and Energy of the State of Brandenburg (MWE)

Municipalities and companies with headquarters or branches
in the state of Brandenburg

Award for projects that are characterised
by particularly high energy efficiency and sustainability

PROMOTION OF
ENERGY, ENVIRONMENT AND MOBILITY
Which publications and online portals provide helpful information?
Online portal Cluster Transport, Mobility, Logistics
►► mobilitaet-bb.de
Online portal energy savings agency (WfBB Energie)
►► energie.wfbb.de
Online portal CEBra e. V./CEBra GmbH – Centrum für Energietechnologie Brandenburg
►► cebra-ev.de
Online portal WindNODE – A showcase for smart energy from the north-east of Germany
►► windnode.de
Online portal e-mobiles Brandenburg – erneuerbar elektrisch!
►► e-mobiles-brandenburg.de
Online portal IHK ecoFinder – Germanyʼs largest portal for environmental companies
►► ihk-ecofinder.de
Online portal Erneuerbare Energien in der Hauptstadtregion Berlin-Brandenburg
►► energietechnik-bb.de/erneuerbare-energien
Online portal Energie- und Klimaschutzatlas (EKS)
►► eti-brandenburg.de/karte
Online portal Energienetzte und Speicher
►► energietechnik-bb.de/energienetze-und-speicher
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Contact/Website

Annual competition initiated by the Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy
of the State of Brandenburg (MWE) with prize money of €15,000; rewarding
projects that are characterised by a particularly high energy efficiency and
sustainability

Wirtschaftsförderung
Land Brandenburg GmbH (WFBB)
Babelsberger Straße 21
14473 Potsdam

Categories: companies and municipalities, and a special prize

Contact: Birgit Batsch
Phone:
+49 (0)331 730 614 13
+49 (0)331 730 612 29
Fax:
Email:
birgit.batsch@wfbb.de
Website: energie.wfbb.de ► Energieeffizienzpreis

Energy, Environment, Mobility

Services

Online portal Forschungs- und Anwendungsverbundes Verkehrssystemtechnik (FAV)
►► fav.de
Online portal VIK Verband der Industriellen Energie- und Kraftwirtschaft e. V.
vik.de

Other contacts and addresses
Contacts and contact information can be found in the service section of this brochure.
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SCIENCE IN BRANDENBURG

INVESTMENTS

UNIVERSITIES AND
HIGHER EDUCATION
INSTITUTIONS

The state of Brandenburg invests more than €500 million annually in science and research.
Some 47,500 students learn and research at the state’s four universities and four universities of applied sciences. This in addition
to two colleges for administration and four private universities.
The major German research organisations are represented in

WORLD
RENOWNED
INSTITUTIONS

Brandenburg with 19 institutes: the Fraunhofer Society, Hermann
von Helmholtz Association, Leibnitz Society and Max Planck Society. The state is thus nationally and internationally very well positioned.

fotolia © StockPhotoPro
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How does the state of Brandenburg support investments in research, innovation and technology?
The capital city region of Berlin-Brandenburg
provides excellent conditions for companies in
the areas of research, innovation and technology. The common innovation strategy of Berlin
and Brandenburg (innoBB) and the unique research environment in the state of Brandenburg
provide excellent conditions for further growth.
In addition to providing consultation offers regarding the support and funding opportunities
offered by ILB and KfW, Mittelstand 4.0 – Competence Center Cottbus also provides support
to small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs).

Furthermore, the Federal Ministry of Education
and Research (BMBF) provides innovative
projects and ideas in research through targeted
support. The most important introductory information and links can be found here. In addition
to the “Brandenburg Economic Support Guide”,
you can also get an overview of the funding programmes at foerdernavigator-brandenburg.de.
Links provide detailed information on contacts
and details on how to submit an application.
Additional websites can be found at the end of
the brochure.

What funding programmes are there?
The “Brandenburg Economic Support Guide”
service brochure provides an overview of “Investing in research, innovation and technology”
funding programmes in Brandenburg. All funding programmes are aimed at specific target
groups and funding objectives. For further assistance, you can also find the contact details
for the corresponding consulting offices, central
points of contact and bodies that offer advice
on specific issues, with the respective reference to the internet presence. The funding pro-

grammes listed in the “Brandenburg Economic
Support Guide” are a selection of the most important funding opportunities. The funding programmes are organised according to the type
of contribution – ranging from grants, loans, investments to guarantees or equity finance, so
that you can use the list as a guide according to
your funding requirements. A personal consultation with one of the specified contact points
will clarify whether your project is eligible for
other funding programmes.

What are the benefits of the Brandenburg Innovation Voucher (BIG)?
The Brandenburg Innovation Voucher (BIG) is a
special programme launched by the Ministry for
Economic Affairs and Energy of Brandenburg
(MWE) to increase competitiveness and innovation. The target group for this programme is
small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs),
particularly those in the commercial economy,
including crafts businesses in the state of Brandenburg. With the Brandenburg Innovation
Voucher (BIG), the Ministry grants funding for:
► Contract R&D work for finding solutions to
scientific, technological issues (Small and
Large BIG-Transfer)
► In-house R&D activities (BIG-R&D module),
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► Digitalisation activities in your own company
(BIG Digital),
► Consultancy services to assist in application
processes associated with an EU funding
programme (BIG-EU).
Information on the Brandenburg Innovation
Voucher (BIG) can be found at
Investitionsbank
des Landes Brandenburg (ILB)
Info Hotline for Economy & Infrastructure
Babelsberger Straße 21
14473 Potsdam

ILB funding advice hotline:
Hotline: +49 (0)331 660 22 11
Fax:
+49 (0)331 660 16 90
Email: beratung@ilb.de
Website: ilb.de

How can ProFIT Brandenburg support the funding of research and development projects?

In addition to the maximum €3 million grant
per project for the research share, low-interest
loans of up to €3 million are also available to

fund the development phase and market launch.
The guideline additionally enables funding to be
provided for feasibility studies concerning the
preparation of research activities.
The competent regional centre of Brandenburg
Invest is available to offer help free of charge
when it comes to the submission of project ideas
and consultations on the detailed regulations.
►► wfbb.de ► wir über uns ► Ihre Ansprechpartner ► Bereich Investition und Innovation ► Team Regionalcenter
Research, Innovation, Technology

With its ProFIT Brandenburg programme, the
state of Brandenburg offers companies in Brandenburg the opportunity of financing research
and development projects – either alone or in
conjunction with other companies or scientific
institutions. It promotes innovative research and
development projects aimed at new or improved
products, processes and services, which among
other things are geared towards a growing market and are based on the cluster strategy of the
state of Brandenburg.

What do I need to consider when applying for funding?
If you are looking for, or wish to make use of,
a funding programme for your project, you
should:
►► 
Examine your professional and personal
requirements,
►► Review your business plan,
►► Choose a start-up type and legal form,
►► Plan the financing; starting with the financial
plan, calculating the required seed capital,
right through to reviewing the various funding programmes in Brandenburg and applying for funding,
►► Find out which types of insurance are imperative for your business activity,
►► And finally, find support for dealing with the
necessary formalities ranging from business
registration to applying for special permits.

Fotolia.de
©  industrieblick
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What funding programmes are currently available?
Grants and advice
BMUB Environmental Innovation

12

BMWi Innovation Voucher

13

Innovators for Brandenburg

13

Brandenburg Innovation Voucher (BIG)

14

EXIST Research Transfer

19

EXIST Start-up Grant

20

FONA3 “Innovative SMEs: Resource Efficiency and Climate Protection”

21

Federal Funding Advisory Service “Research and Innovation”

22

“Go Digital” Funding Programme

22

Innovative Start-Ups

27

Horizon 2020 KMU-Instrument Fast Track to Innovation

30

I 4.0 Pilot Projects – Mobilising SMEs for Industry 4.0

30

INVEST Grant for Venture Capital

31

SME Innovation: Entry-Level

32

ProFIT Brandenburg

40

WIPANO – Technology and Knowledge Transfer through Patents and
Standards

43

Economy-Oriented Technology and Knowledge Transfer and
Cluster Management

44

Central Innovation Programme for SMEs

44

Loans and equity assistance
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In the “Brandenburg Economic
Support Guide” on page

In the “Brandenburg Economic
Support Guide” on page

Brandenburg Credit: Innovation with Indemnity

46

Brandenburg Credit: Mezzanine II

46

ILB Syndicated Financing: Mid-Tier Businesses

49

KfW ERP Digitalisation and Innovation Credit

52

KfW-ERP-Mezzanine für Innovation

52

ProFIT Loans

56

Guarantees and investments

In the “Brandenburg Economic
Support Guide” on page

BFB Area III Early-Stage and Growth Funds –
Early-Stage Financing

57

BFB Area III Early-Stage and Growth Funds –
Growth Financing

58

Coparion (Venture Capital Funds)

59

High-Tech Start-Up Fund

61

MBG Equity Interests

62

What can grants be applied for?
available funding instruments can be found in
the “Brandenburg Economic Support Guide” or
online at:
►► foerdernavigator-brandenburg.de
Research, Innovation, Technology

Various grants and consultation services are
available for investments in research, innovation
and technology. Many of them are co-financed
with monies from the state, the Federal Government and the EU. A detailed overview of all

What loans can I obtain?
Among other things, the state of Brandenburg
supports the implementation of innovation projects in accordance with the programme for the
promotion of research, innovation and technologies (ProFIT Brandenburg) with loans (in addition to grants).
The funding programme “Brandenburg Credit:
Innovation with Indemnity” supports innovative
companies with loans to finance investments,

operating resources or business transfers. KfW
also provides special loans that can be applied
for at the local bank, for example the KfW ERP
Digitalisation and Innovation Credit or the KfW
ERP Mezzanine for Innovation. Information on
these and other available loans can be found
online at:
► foerdernavigator-brandenburg.de
► ilb.de
► kfw.de

How do guarantees and investments help support your investment?
Investments are designed to strengthen a companyʼs equity capital base and facilitate borrowing on the open market.
The EU-funded early-stage and growth fund of
the state of Brandenburg funds equity financing for innovative, technology-based companies

based in Brandenburg. Other guarantee and equity instruments are also available.
More information can be found in the “Brandenburg Economic Support Guide” or online at:
►► foerdernavigator-brandenburg.de
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What personal consulting and support services are there?
Description and explanation

Target group

Innovationszentrum Moderne Industrie (IMI)

Commercial small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) in
the state of Brandenburg

Point of contact for companies seeking advice on networking production and information technologies. The IMI Brandenburg is part of the
Department of Automation Technology at the BTU Cottbus-Senftenberg
and is funded by the Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy of the
State of Brandenburg (MWE) and the European Regional Development
Fund (ERDF).

Investitionsbank des Landes Brandenburg (ILB)

Companies looking to invest

Mittelstand 4.0-Kompetenzzentrum Cottbus

Commercial small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) in
the state of Brandenburg

Consortium:
Corsortium Leader Brandenburgische Technische Universität Cottbus
- Senftenberg (BTU C-S)
Technische Hochschule Wildau (TH Wildau)
Hochschule für nachhaltige Entwicklung Eberswalde (HNEE)
IHP – GmbH Leibnitz-Institut für innovative Mikroelektronik Frankfurt
(Oder)
IHK Cottbus as representatives of the Chambers of Commerce and
Industry in Brandenburg
Wirtschaftsförderung Land Brandenburg GmbH, WFBB
Supports technology transfer between industry and science
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Commercial small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) in
the state of Brandenburg and municipalities

Services

Contact/Website

Free assistance in the development and implementation of innovations in automation technology, digital factories and Industry 4.0, for example

BTU Cottbus-Senftenberg
Lehrstuhl Automatisierungstechnik
Siemens-Halske-Ring 14
03046 Cottbus

►►Funding information
►►Technology scouting
►►Establishing contact with development and implementation partners
►►Initiating group projects

Tailored advice for prospective company founders and companies and funding
with grants, low-interest loans, liability exemption, sureties, venture capital and
private equity

Phone:
Fax:
Email:
Website:

+49 (0)355 694 228
+49 (0)355 692 387
imi4bb@b-tu.de
imi4bb.de

Investitionsbank
des Landes Brandenburg (ILB)
Babelsberger Straße 21
14473 Potsdam
ILB funding advice hotline
Info Hotline for Economy & Infrastructure
Phone:
+49 (0)331 660 22 11
+49 (0)331 660 16 90
Fax:
Email:
beratung@ilb.de
Website: ilb.de
BTU Cottbus-Senftenberg
Lehrstuhl Automatisierungstechnik
Siemens-Halske-Ring 14
03046 Cottbus
Email:
Website:

Providing advice and guidance during the application process
►►Bringing potential partners together
►►Supporting innovation projects
►►Promoting state-wide networking and exchanges of experience between
science and industry
►►Events

info@mittelstand-cottbus.digital
kompetenzzentrum-cottbus.digital

Research, Innovation, Technology

Qualification measures to increase digital expertise

Wirtschaftsförderung
Land Brandenburg GmbH (WFBB)
Babelsberger Straße 21
14473 Potsdam
Contact: Dr. Jens Unruh
Phone:
+49 (0)331 730 613 31
Fax:
+49 (0)331 730 613 39
Email:
jens.unruh@wfbb.de
Website:	wfbb.de ► Unsere Services ► Für
Innovationen
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What network initiatives are there?
Description and explanation

Target group

Länderübergreifendes Cluster Optik und Photonik
(Cross-state Cluster Photonics)

Companies and research institutes

Part of the Berlin-Brandenburg innovation strategy (innoBB)

Forschungsnetzwerk Mittelstand
(Research network mid-tier businesses)

Company

Maintenance of the association of industrial research
associations “Otto von Guericke” e. V. (AiF)

Länderübergreifendes Cluster IKT, Medien und Kreativwirtschaft
(Cross-state Cluster ICT, Media and Creative Industries)

Companies in the digital economy

Digital economy cluster

RKW Rationalisierungs- und
Innovationszentrum der Deutschen Wirtschaft e. V.

Mid-tier businesses

Non-profit research and development organisation

Zentrales Innovationsprogramm Mittelstand (ZIM)
Federal initiative to promote innovative networks
as part of the ZIM
►►zim.de
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Mid-tier businesses and research institutions

Services

Contact/Website

Promoting innovation and co-operation between companies and research institutions, resulting in an increase in competitiveness for smart, sustainable and
inclusive growth

Fraunhofer-Institut für Nachrichtentechnik,
Heinrich-Hertz-Institut (HHI)
Einsteinufer 37
10587 Berlin
Contact: Prof. Dr. rer. nat. Martin Schell
Cluster speaker
Phone:
+49 (0)30 310 022 02
Website: optik-bb.de
AiF Arbeitsgemeinschaft industrieller Forschungsvereinigungen “Otto von Guericke” e. V.
Bayenthalgürtel 23
50968 Köln
Phone:
Fax:
Email:
Website:

Point of contact for the creative, media and ICT industries in Berlin-Brandenburg
for any issues concerning:
►►Innovative projects
►►Support in searching for contacts
►►Assistance in researching funding and financing offers

+49 (0)221 376 800
+49 (0)221 376 80 27
info@aif.de
aif.de

Wirtschaftsförderung
Land Brandenburg GmbH (WFBB)
Babelsberger Straße 21
14473 Potsdam
Contact: Till Meyer
Phone:
+49 (0)331 730 612 69
till.meyer@wfbb.de
Email:
Website: wfbb.de

Research, Innovation, Technology

Provides addresses of advisory bodies for the funding of entrepreneurial innovations

Berlin Partner
für Wirtschaft und Technologie (BPWT)
Contact: Manuel Friedrich
Phone:
+49 (0)30 463 025 35
Email:
manuel.friedrich@berlin-partner.de
Website: digital-bb.de
Developing solutions for the challenges of the future; platform for all those involved in the business on the issues of specialist staff, start-ups, innovation

RKW Rationalisierungs- und Innovationszentrum der
Deutschen Wirtschaft e. V., Kompetenzzentrum
Düsseldorfer Straße 40 A
65760 Eschborn
Contact: Stefanie Bechert
Phone:
+49 (0)6196 495 28 28
Email:
bechert@rkw.de
Contact: Dr. Matthias Wallisch
Phone:
+49 (0)6196 495 28 21
Email:
wallisch@rkw.de
Website: rkw-kompetenzzentrum.de

The Central Innovation Programme for SMEs (ZIM) supports creative
companies in the realisation of good ideas with specially-tailored funding options.
Individual or collaborative projects; funding for the management and organisation
of innovative company networks

VDI/VDE Innovation + Technik GmbH
Steinplatz 1
10623 Berlin
Phone:
Fax.:
Email:
Website:

+49 (0)30 310 07 80
+49 (0)30 310 078 141
vdivde-it@vdivde-it.de
vdivde-it.de
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Which publications and online portals provide helpful information?
Brochure “Zentrales Innovationsprogramm Mittelstand – Impulse für Innovationen”
The Central Innovation Programme for SMEs is a nationwide, technology and industryoriented funding programme for mid-tier businesses and research institutes that work with them.
► bmwi.de ► Service ► Themenportale ► Zentrales Innovationsprogramm Mittelstand (ZIM)
Online portal EXIST - start-ups in science
► exist.de
Online portal RKW-Kompetenzzentrum
Information for mid-tier businesses on the issues of specialist staff, start-ups and innovation
► rkw-kompetenzzentrum.de
Online portal Automatisierung und Technologie Verbund Brandenburg (AUTEV AG)
Information on industrial technology, environmental technology, building systems technology and
information/communication
► autev.de
Online portal Electronic Commerce InfoNet (ECIN)
Information, trends and experience reports from the electronic commerce sector
► ecin.de
Online portal Innovationsnetzwerk Optik Rathenow e.V.
Information on the precision mechanics and optics location
► optikrathenow.de
Online portal of the Mittelstand 4.0-Kompetenzzentrums Cottbus
Support in the introduction of digital solutions and work processes through targeted training
and educational measures for executives, specialist staff and staff representatives
► kompetenzzentrum-cottbus.digital
Online portal Netzwerk Technologiekooperation für den Mittelstand
Information on the funding of entrepreneurial innovations
► aif.de
Online portal Zentrales Innovationsprogramm Mittelstand (ZIM)
Information on the federal initiative to promote innovative networks
► zim-bmwi.de

Other contacts and addresses
Contacts and contact information can be found in the service section of this brochure.
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FOR YOUR NOTES:
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BRANDENBURGʼS MOST IMPORTANT EXPORT COUNTRIES
IN MILLION EUR 2017

1

Poland1.926

6

Italy583

2

USA1.684

7

Austria549

3

France904

8

UK449

4

Czech Republic823

9

Belgium420

5

Netherlands642

10

Canada377
Source: IHK Cottbus 2017

fotolia © Syda Productions
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Foreign trade
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How does the state of Brandenburg promote foreign trade?
Foreign trade is an important growth factor for
the Brandenburg economy. Business contacts
abroad increase competitiveness, help growth
and make an important contribution to creating
and securing jobs in Brandenburg. The state
provides diverse funding opportunities to enable
companies to maximise their development opportunities. The State Government aims to help
SMEs to tap into international markets in order
to bring more international investment into the
state and to promote the internationalisation of
cluster branches. For the first time, the stateʼs
foreign trade concept compiles all international

activities of market development, portfolio development, trade fair business and international investor acquisition. The spectrum of funding
instruments ranges from consulting and investment offerings provided by Brandenburg Invest
(WFBB) to EU-subsidised market development
programmes and trade fair participation offerings
for young, innovative companies, right through
to export guarantees via Hermes export credit
guarantees and investment guarantees from the
Federal Government. More information can be
found at:
►► foerdernavigator-brandenburg.de

funding programmes might come into question?
The “Brandenburg Economic Support Guide”
offers an overview of the funding programmes
for market development and foreign trade activities in Brandenburg. All funding programmes
are aimed at specific target groups and funding
objectives. Further assistance is provided here
with contact details for the relevant consultation centres, central points of contact and locations offering advice on specific issues. The
funding programmes listed in the “Brandenburg

Economic Support Guide” are a selection of the
most important funding options. The funding
programmes are organised according to the
type of contribution - from grants and loans to
equity interests and sureties or equity financing, so as to provide some guidance in the list
according to your financing needs. A personal
consultation with one of the specified contacts
will clarify whether your project is eligible for
additional funding programmes.

What do I need to consider when applying for funding?
If you are looking for, or wish to make use of,
a funding programme for your project, you
should:
►► 
Examine your professional and personal
requirements,
►► Review your business plan,
►► Choose a start-up type and legal form,
►► Plan the financing; starting with the financial
plan, calculating the required seed capital,
right through to reviewing the various funding programmes in Brandenburg and applying for funding,
100

►► Find out which types of insurance are imperative for your business activity,
►► And finally, find support for dealing with the
necessary formalities ranging from business
registration to applying for special permits.

What funding programmes are currently available?
Grants and consulting

In the “Brandenburg Economic
Support Guide” on page

Market development abroad and trade fairs (M2)

35

Market development programme for SMEs

36

Market development policy

36

Trade fair programme young, innovative companies

37

Guarantees and investments

In the “Brandenburg Economic
Support Guide” on page

ERP Export Finance Programme

60

Guarantees

In the “Brandenburg Economic
Support Guide” on page

Export guarantees (Hermes export credit guarantees)

64

Investment guarantees by the Federal Government for direct investment
abroad

64

What can grants be applied for?
there are also programmes co-funded with EU
funds such as the Markterschließungsrichtlinie
(market development guideline). Information on
grants that are available in the State of Brandenburg can be found in the brochure “Fördernavigator Wirtschaft Brandenburg”.
►► foerdernavigator-brandenburg.de

Foreign trade

In addition to the promotion programmes for
international market development and foreign
trade activities of companies in Brandenburg,
SMEs as well as company mergers, among
others, have access to the market development
and trade fair programme, which supports market adjustment, market development, trade fair
participation and market access. Furthermore,

How do sureties, equity interests and guarantees provide support?
Equity interests are meant to strengthen a companyʼs equity capital base and facilitate borrowing on the open market.

such as the Hermes export credit guarantee or
investment guarantees to safeguard German
export investments.

The ERP Export Finance Programme provides
you with a surety that covers up to 80% of the
risk if bank guarantees for your foreign trade
activities are not available in sufficient scope.
The Federal Government supports foreign trade
activities of companies with specific guarantees

You can find all the relevant information on this
topic in the brochure “Brandenburg Economic
Support Guide”
►► foerdernavigator-brandenburg.de
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What personal consulting and support services are there?
Description and explanation

Target group

AUMA
Ausstellung- und Messe-Ausschuss
der Deutschen Wirtschaft e. V.

Trade fair organisers, associations, exhibitors, service providers, trade fair visitors

Association of the German Trade Fair Industry

Euler Hermes Deutschland
Niederlassung der Euler Hermes SA

Companies

Federal guarantees

Commercial companies that are fully or mostly in private
hands

Investitionsbank des Landes Brandenburg (ILB)

Companies with their headquarters or a branch in the state
of Brandenburg

Handwerkskammer (HWK) Potsdam

(Craft) companies with headquarters or a branch in the state
of Brandenburg

Foreign trade consulting

Handwerkskammer (HWK) Cottbus
Foreign trade sector
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Craft businesses

Services

Contact/Website

►►Information for trade fair exhibitors and visitors
►►Commissioning of research projects
►►Supports education and training in the trade fair industry
►►Representation of interests

AUMA
Ausstellungs- und Messe-Ausschuss der Deutschen
Wirtschaft e. V.
Littenstraße 9
10179 Berlin
Phone:
Fax:
Email:
Website:

Export credit guarantees on behalf of the Federal Republic of Germany

Euler Hermes Deutschland
Niederlassung der Euler Hermes SA
Friedensallee 254
22763 Hamburg
Phone:
Fax:
Email:
Website:

Applications for guarantees (up to €10 million in the new federal states) are received by the surety mandataries of the states or Ministries of Agriculture insofar
as guarantee banks are not responsible.

+49 (0)40 883 435 36
+49 (0)40 883 477 44
info.de@eulerhermes.com
eulerhermes.de

PricewaterhouseCoopers GmbH
Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft
Kapelle-Ufer 4
10117 Berlin
Phone:
Fax:
Website:

Tailored advice for companies and funding with grants and low-interest loans

+49 (0)30 240 000
+49 (0)30 240 003 30
info@auma.de
auma.de

+49 (0)30 263 612 04
+49 (0)30 263 612 21
pwc.de

Investitionsbank
des Landes Brandenburg (ILB)
Babelsberger Straße 21
14473 Potsdam

►►Information on market opportunities and market conditions in other countries
►►Setting up branch offices abroad
►►Providing services abroad
►►EU funding programmes
►►Export of goods
►►Co-operation with foreign sub-contractors within the EU

Handwerkskammer (HWK) Potsdam
Charlottenstraße 34-36
14467 Potsdam

Consultation and support in setting up and developing foreign business

Handwerkskammer (HWK) Cottbus
Altmarkt 17
03046 Cottbus

Foreign trade

ILB funding advice hotline
Info Hotline for Economy & Infrastructure
+49 (0)331 660 22 11
Phone:
+49 (0)331 660 16 90
Fax:
Email:
beratung@ilb.de
Website: ilb.de

Contact: Sarah Dinter
Foreign Trade Advisor
Phone:
+49 (0)331 370 31 57
+49 (0)331 370 381 57
Fax:
Email:
sarah.dinter@hwkpotsdam.de
Website: hwk-potsdam.de

Contact: Heike Dettmann
Phone:
+49 (0)355 783 51 74
Fax:
+49 (0)355 783 52 84
Email:
dettmann@hwk-cottbus.de
Website: hwk-cottbus.de
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What personal consulting and support services are there?
Description and explanation

Target group

Handwerkskammer (HWK) Frankfurt (Oder) - Region
Ostbrandenburg

Craft businesses

Foreign trade sector

Industrie- und Handelskammer (IHK) Potsdam

Companies

International Division

Industrie- und Handelskammer (IHK) Cottbus

Companies to advise

International/IT/Innovation/Industry Division

Industrie- und Handelskammer (IHK) Ostbrandenburg

Companies

Business Division

Which publications and online portals provide helpful information?
Online portal of the Verband der deutschen Messewirtschaft (AUMA)
►► auma.de
The AUMA trade fair database can be found at:
►► auma.de ► Ausstellen ► Messen finden

“Messebeteiligungen Berlin-Brandenburg”
of the Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy of the State of Brandenburg (MWE)
►► mwe.brandenburg.de ► Wirtschaft ► Förderung ► Außenwirtschaft
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Services

Contact/Website

Individual consultation
►►Information on market opportunities and market conditions in other countries
►►Research and bringing together foreign cooperation partners
►►Setting up branch offices abroad
►►Providing services abroad
►►EU funding programmes

Handwerkskammer (HWK) Frankfurt (Oder)
Region Ostbrandenburg
Bahnhofstraße 12
15230 Frankfurt (Oder)

Colleagues from the international division will be happy to advise you
on foreign trade issues.

Contact: Jakub Plonski
Foreign Trade and Business Advisor
+49 (0)335 561 91 30
Phone:
Fax:
+49 (0)335 565 773 58
Email:
jakub.plonski@hwk-ff.de
Website: hwk-ff.de
Industrie- und Handelskammer (IHK) Potsdam
Breite Straße 2 a-c
14467 Potsdam
Contact: Jens Ullmann
Division Manager
Phone:
+49 (0)331 278 61 90
Email:
jens.ullmann@ihk-potsdam.de
Website: ihk-potsdam.de

Colleagues from the international/IT/innovation/industry division will be happy to
advise you on foreign trade issues.

Industrie- und Handelskammer (IHK) Cottbus
Goethestraße 1
03046 Cottbus
Contact: Silke Schwabe
Division Manager
Phone:
+49 (0)355 365 15 03
Fax:
+49 (0)355 365 261 503
Email:
schwabe@cottbus.ihk.de
Website: cottbus.ihk.de

Colleagues from the Business Division will be happy to advise you on foreign
trade issues.

Industrie- und Handelskammer (IHK) Ostbrandenburg
Puschkinstraße 12 b
15236 Frankfurt (Oder)

Foreign trade

Contact: Dr. Knuth Thiel
Head of Business Division
Phone:
+49 (0)335 562 113 00
Email:
thiel@ihk-ostbrandenburg.de
Website: ihk-ostbrandenburg.de

Online portal Außenwirtschaftsberatung der Handwerkskammer Potsdam (HWK)
The HWK supports you in your international activities and provides you with
all the information you need.
►► hwk-potsdam.de ► Betriebsführung ► Außenwirtschaft

Other contacts and addresses
Contacts and contact information can be found in the service section of this brochure.
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Advice &
Consultation

PROMOTION OF
MANAGEMENT CONSULTANCY

How does the state of Brandenburg support management consulting?
Whether innovative or energy-saving projects,
business start-up consulting or increasing the
competitiveness of companies through the targeted funding of entrepreneurial expertise – in
the state of Brandenburg, citizens, companies
and institutions alike can avail themselves of
specific consultation and support services for a
variety of funding purposes. Many of them are
funded by the European Union. The Ministry
for Economic Affairs and Energy (MWE), and
other ministries of the State of Brandenburg,
in particular the Ministry for Labour, Social Affairs, Health and Women (MASGF), are also

available when it comes to obtaining information on funding instruments and programmes.
Please note: please find out in advance and
clarify the funding requirements for your project. In addition to the “Brandenburg Economic
Support Guide”, you can also get an overview
of the funding programmes at the online portal foerdernavigator-brandenburg.de. Links
provide detailed information about the contact person and details of the application process. Further helpful links can be found in the
service section of this brochure.

What funding programmes might come into question?
The “Brandenburg Economic Support Guide”
provides an overview of funding programmes
for the consultation of companies in Brandenburg. Funding programmes are always aimed
at specific target groups and funding objectives.
For further assistance, you can also find the
contact details for the corresponding consulting offices, central points of contact and bodies
that offer advice on specific issues, with the respective reference to their online presence. The
funding programmes listed in the “Brandenburg

Economic Support Guide” are a selection of the
most important funding options. The funding
programmes are organised according to the
type of contribution – from grants and loans
to equity investments and guarantees or equity financing, so as to provide some guidance
in the list according to your financing needs. A
personal consultation with one of the specified
contact points will clarify whether your project is
eligible for other funding programmes.

What do I need to observe when applying for funding?
If you are looking for, or wish to make use of,
a funding programme for your project, you
should:
►► 
Examine your professional and personal
requirements,
►► Review your business plan,
►► Choose a start-up type and legal form,
►► Plan the financing; starting with the financial
plan, calculating the required seed capital,
right through to reviewing the various funding programmes in Brandenburg and applying for funding,
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►► Find out which types of insurance are imperative for your business activity,
►► And finally, find support for dealing with the
necessary formalities ranging from business
registration to applying for special permits.

What funding programmes are currently available?
Grants and consulting

In the “Brandenburg Economic
Support Guide” on page

Consultation with EAFRD Funding Recipients

10

Energy Performance Contracting Consultation

11

BMWi Innovation Voucher (go-inno)

13

Brandenburg Innovation Voucher (BIG)

14

Energy Consulting for SMEs

17

Aid Scouts

18

Start-up Guidelines

20

Federal Funding Advisory Service “Research and Innovation”

22

“Go Digital” Funding Programme

22

Promotion of Safety and Environmental Protection in Heavy Road
Haulage Companies with (de minimis)

25

Promotion of Entrepreneurial Know-How

26

IMI Innovation Centre of Modern Industry in Brandenburg

31

Company value: HR

41

Company value: HR Plus

41

What can grants be applied for?
You will find advice and support for start-up companies at Gründungsnetz Brandenburg, where
all the relevant partners for business start-up
promotion are united. More information can be
found at:
►► gruendungsnetz-brandenburg.de

Advice &
Consultation

The state of Brandenburg offers a variety of innovative funding instruments, such as:
►► Consultation of beneficiaries from the
EAFRD programme
►► Energy consultation
►► Development cooperation
►► Business start-ups
►► Promotion of entrepreneurial know-how
►► Investment in digitalisation
►► Investment in innovation
►► Investment in innovative automation,
digital factories and Industry 4.0
►► Investment in research and development
►► Investment in safety and environment of
road haulage companies
►► Investment in sustainably securing skilled
labour and digital learning and experimental
spaces.

The Chambers of Commerce and Industry and
the Chambers of Craft in Brandenburg also offer
a variety of company consultation services. Additionally, the municipal and regional business
development agencies, the employment agencies and regional pilotage services are also
available for consultations.
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What are the benefits of the Brandenburg Innovation Voucher (BIG)?
With the Brandenburg Innovation Grant (BIG),
the Brandenburg Ministry of Economic Affairs
and Energy (MWE) has launched a special programme to increase competitiveness and innovation.
This programme is aimed at small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), particularly those in the industry and crafts businesses in the
state of Brandenburg.
 ith the Brandenburg Innovation Grant (BIG),
W
the Ministry issues grants for:
►► Contract R&D work for finding solutions to
scientific, technological issues (Small and
Large BIG-Transfer),
►► In-house R&D activities (BIG-R&D module),
►► Digitalisation activities at your own company
(BIG Digital)

►► Consultancy services to assist in application
processes associated with an EU funding
programme (BIG-EU).
Information on the Brandenburg Innovation
Voucher (BIG) can be found at
Investitionsbank
des Landes Brandenburg (ILB)
Information hotline for business & infrastructure
Babelsberger Straße 21
14473 Potsdam
ILB funding consultation
Hotline: +49 (0)331 660 22 11
Fax:
+49 (0)331 660 16 90
Email: beratung@ilb.de
Website: ilb.de

What personal consulting and support services are there?
Description and explanation

Target group

Handwerkskammer (HWK) Potsdam

Craft enterprises with headquarters or branches in the state
of Brandenburg

Business consulting/business development

Handwerkskammer (HWK) Cottbus
Management consultancy
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Craft enterprises with headquarters or branches in the state
of Brandenburg

How can the Innovation Center of Modern Industry in Brandenburg (IMI) provide support?
Free support in the development and implementation of innovations in the areas of automation
technology, digital factories and Industry 4.0 is
offered by the Innovation Centre of Modern Industry in Brandenburg (IMI) at the BUT Cottbus’
Chair for Automation Technology.
Here you can receive advice if you are interested in
► Funding instruments
► Technology scouting
► Development and implementation partners
► Initiating collaborative projects.
The target group of the Innovation Centre of
Modern Industry in Brandenburg (IMI) (Innovation Centre of Modern Industry) is commercial
small and medium-sized enterprises in Brandenburg.

The Innovation Centre of Modern Industry in
Brandenburg (IMI) is funded by the Federal
Ministry for Labour, Social Affairs, Health and
Women (MASGF) and the Ministry for Economic
Affairs and Energy of the State of Brandenburg
(MWE) with funds from the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF). The Innovation
Centre of Modern Industry in Brandenburg (IMI)
can be found at the following address:
BTU Cottbus-Senftenberg
Lehrstuhl Automatisierungstechnik
Siemens-Halske-Ring 14
03046 Cottbus
Phone: +49 (0)355 694 228
Fax:
+49 (0)355 692 387
Email:
imi4bb@b-tu.de
Website: imi4bb.de

Services

Contact/Website

Start-up consultation, from the brainstorming to the creation of a
professional business plan, right through to meeting with the bank

Handwerkskammer (HWK) Potsdam
Charlottenstraße 34-36
14467 Potsdam
Contact: Dagmar Grüner
Phone:
+49 (0)331 370 33 00
Fax:
+49 (0)331 370 31 89
Email:
dagmar.gruener@hwkpotsdam.de
Website: hwk-potsdam.de
Handwerkskammer (HWK) Cottbus
Altmarkt 17
03046 Cottbus

Advice &
Consultation

Business consulting among other things on the subjects of:
►►Business start-ups
►►Legal forms
►►Operations management
►►Profitability preview
►►Comments on public funding assistance
►►State and federal funding programmes
►►Credit consultations
►►Business succession: business transfer and acquisition

Contact: Christina Lukas
Phone:
+49 (0)0355 783 51 53
Fax:
+49 (0)0355 783 52 84
Email:
lukas@hwk-cottbus.de
Website: hwk-cottbus.de
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What personal consulting and support services are there?
Description and explanation

Target group

Handwerkskammer (HWK) Frankfurt (Oder) - Region
Ostbrandenburg

Craft enterprises with headquarters or branches in the state
of Brandenburg

Trade promotion

Industrie- und Handelskammer (IHK) Potsdam

Companies

Business division
Department of business start-ups/business support

Industrie- und Handelskammer (IHK) Cottbus

Companies

Department of business support/business succession/start-up

Industrie- und Handelskammer (IHK) Ostbrandenburg

Companies

Department of business support

Investitionsbank des Landes Brandenburg (ILB)
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Companies (SMEs and non-SMEs) in Brandenburg

Services

Contact/Website

Comprehensive consulting on trade promotion

Handwerkskammer (HWK) Frankfurt (Oder)
Region Ostbrandenburg
Bahnhofstraße 12
15230 Frankfurt (Oder)
Contact: Astrid Köbsch
Department Manager
Phone:
+49 (0)335 561 91 20
Fax:
+49 (0)335 561 91 23
Email:
astrid.koebsch@hwk-ff.de
Website: hwk-ff.de

The department of business start-ups in the business division advises on fundamental issues of business start-ups and business succession and oversees the
trade, tourism and services (insurance and financial services) sectors. Information events, industry days and workshops are also offered.

Personal consultation, seminars and placement assistance from foundation to
consolidation and growth phases, right through to crises and company succession.

Industrie- und Handelskammer (IHK) Potsdam
Breite Straße 2 a-c
14467 Potsdam
Contact: Barbara Nitsche
Department Manager
+49 (0)331 278 61 63
Phone:
barbara.nitsche@ihk-potsdam.de
Email:
Website: ihk-potsdam.de
Industrie- und Handelskammer (IHK) Cottbus
Goethestraße 1
03046 Cottbus
Contact: Bernd Hahn
Business Area Manager
Phone:
+49 (0)355 365 14 00
Fax:
+49 (0)355 365 261 400
Email:
hahn@cottbus.ihk.de
Website: cottbus.ihk.de

Consultation on all economic, financial, personnel and organisational issues of
corporate management

Industrie- und Handelskammer (IHK)
Ostbrandenburg
Puschkinstraße 12 B
15236 Frankfurt (Oder)
Contact: Ute Häusler
Trade and E-Business Expert
Phone:
+49 (0)335 562 113 10
Fax:
+49 (0)335 562 113 99
Email:
u.haeusler@ihk-ostbrandenburg.de
Website: ihk-ostbrandenburg.de
Investitionsbank des Landes Brandenburg (ILB)
Babelsberger Straße 21
14473 Potsdam

Advice &
Consultation

Tailored advice on funding with grants, low-interest loans liability exemption, sureties, venture capital and private equity

ILB funding advice hotline
Info Hotline for Economy & Infrastructure
Phone:
+49 (0)331 660 22 11
Fax:
+49 (0)331 660 16 90
beratung@ilb.de
Email:
Website: ilb.de
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Which publications and online portals provide helpful information?
Online portal Bürgschaftsbank Brandenburg (BB)
Bürgschaftsbank Brandenburg helps prospective founders and companies gain access to credit
financing, even in the absence of customary bank collateral.
►► bbimweb.de

Leaflet “Beratungsarten und -themen”
Leaflet “Beratung/Beratungsbericht”
Leaflet “Unternehmen in Schwierigkeiten”
►► bafa.de ► Wirtschafts- und Mittelstandsförderung ► Beratung und Finanzierung ►
Unternehmensberatung ► Publikationen

Online portal Investitionsbank des Landes Brandenburg (ILB)
The business development bank for the State of Brandenburg funds public and private investment in business, labour, infrastructure and housing construction.

►► ilb.de

Online portal Federal Ministry for Economic Affair and Energy (BMWi)
At the online portal of the Federal Ministry for Economic Affair and Energy (BMWi), you will find a
large number of informational offers under the search term “management consultancy”.
►► bmwi.de

Online portal HWK Potsdam - advice for businesses in difficulties
The Chamber of Crafts in Potsdam (HWK) will try to identify reasons for any difficulties together with
you and introduce the initial suitable measures to address it. If any further advice should be required,
you can contact a freelance, funded management consultant. Their consulting fees can be funded
with a funding rate of up to 90%, max. €2,700. As a regional partner, the HWK Potsdam is your first
and a reliable partner to receive further information and external consultancy support from.
►► www.hwk-potsdam.de ► Betriebsführung ► Unternehmensführung ► Krise und Sanierung

Online portal Mittelstand 4.0 – Kompetenzzentrum Cottbus
Support in the introduction of digital solutions and work processes through targeted training
and educational measures for executives, skilled workers and staff representatives
► kompetenzzentrum-cottbus.digital
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Online portal Brandenburg Invest (WFBB)
Free and provider-neutral initial consulting on issues of the efficient use of energy, increasing the
share of renewable energies, energy management and funding programmes of the state of Brandenburg and the Federal Government, as well as information on benefits, funding opportunities and
events.
►► energie.wfbb.de

Online portal Landwirtschaftliche Rentenbank
The support consultant of Landwirtschaftliche Rentenbank, which acts as a development bank for the
agricultural industry and rural areas, shows all programmes that are principally suitable for your project.
►► rentenbank.de

Other contacts and addresses

Advice &
Consultation

Contacts and contact information can be found in the service section of this brochure.
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EDUCATION IN THE STATE OF BRANDENBURG
Brandenburg

is

constantly

Public education in millions of €

increasing expenditure its per
capita education spending.
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€3.1 billion in 2017.
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Qualifications
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How does the state of Brandenburg support qualification and training?
Have you completed training or successfully
completed a course of study? Youʼre ready to
begin your professional career, but you lack
some specific skills to find the right job? In order
to solve this problem, the state of Brandenburg
provides support with specially tailored training and further education opportunities. These
serve to help young people to get their first job,
to help skilled workers to keep up to date, but
also to strengthen competitiveness, particularly that of small and medium-sized enterprises.
Many of them are supported by EU funds, for
example the European Social Fund (ESF).
The ILB, KfW and the Bürgschaftsbank Brandenburg provide advice on training projects,
as do the employment agencies and private
institutions in the state of Brandenburg. Please
always inform yourself in advance and clarify
your professional and personal requirements.
Continuing vocational training remains an important instrument for further strengthening the

economy in the state of Brandenburg and increasing individual employability. Highly-qualified professionals are urgently needed. On
the one hand, the rapid advancement of technology and digitalisation of the working world
continues unabated and requires constant updating of knowledge. On the other hand, due
to future demographic trends, we will see ever
fewer skilled workers available on the labour
market. It is therefore more expedient than ever
to invest in the existing labour force potential.
Further education plays a key role in strengthening professional and social skills and thus
improving employability.
In addition to the “Brandenburg Economic Support Guide”, you can also find an overview of
the funding programmes online at foerdernavigator-brandenburg.de. Further links provide
detailed information on contact partners and the
application process. Other helpful links can be
found in the service section of this brochure.

What funding programmes might come into question?
The “Brandenburg Economic Support Guide”
provides an overview of funding programmes
for qualification and training in Brandenburg.
All funding programmes are aimed at specific
target groups and funding objectives.
Further assistance is provided here with contact details for the relevant consultation centres, single point of contact and offices offering
advice on specific issues. The funding programmes listed in the “Brandenburg Econom-
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ic Support Guide” are a selection of the most
important funding options. The funding programmes are arranged according to the type of
contribution – from grants and loans to equity
interests and sureties or equity financing, so as
to provide some orientation in the list according
to your financing needs.
A personal consultation with one of the named
contact points will clarify whether your project is
eligible for other funding programmes.

What do I need to consider when applying for funding?
If you are looking for, or wish to make use of,
a funding programme for your project, you
should:

Fotolia.de
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►► 
Examine your professional and personal
requirements,
►► Review your business plan,
►► Choose a start-up type and legal form,
►► Plan the financing; starting with the financial
plan, calculating the required seed capital,
right through to reviewing the various funding programmes in Brandenburg and applying for funding,
►► Find out which types of insurance are imperative for your business activity,
►► And finally, find support for dealing with the
necessary formalities ranging from business
registration to applying for special permits.
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What funding programmes are currently available?
Grants and advice

In the “Brandenburg Economic
Support Guide” on page

Aufstiegs-BAföG (formerly Meister-BAföG)

10

Education vouchers

11

Education Grant - Funding for Professional Training

12

Employee Integration Grant

15

Aid for Young Adults in Brandenburg –
Unemployed or at Risk of Unemployment

16

Federal ESF Programme: Reduction of Long-Term Unemployment

19

Gifted and Talented Professionals – Promotion During
Higher Education (Advancement Scholarship)

23

Funding for Road Haulage Apprenticeships

25

Funding for Road Haulage Advanced Training

26

Further Training for Under-Qualified and Older Company Employees
in companies (WeGeBau)

42

Brandenburg Further Training Guidelines

42

Further Training Bursary

42

What can grants be applied for?
A variety of attractive inclusion, qualification
and further education grants are available in
the state of Brandenburg, for example:
►► Aufstiegs-BAföG (formerly Meister-BAföG)
►► The Education Voucher or the integration
subsidy of the German Federal Employment Agency
►► The education grant (Bildungsprämie) from
the Federal Ministry of Education
The “Einstiegszeit” (Entry time) programme
aims to support to unemployed young people
or young people facing unemployment in Brandenburg. More information can be found at:
►► foerdernavi.online/hmvr6
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The Brandenburg Further Training Guidelines
promotes the participation of employees and
owners in further education measures for individual and workplace-independent vocational
further education, as well as the participation in
further vocational training for developing competence in companies and associations.
An overview of all the grants and advice for
qualification and further training purposes available in the state of Brandenburg can be found
online at:
►► foerdernavigator-brandenburg.de

What are the benefits of the Brandenburg Innovation Grant (BIG)?

The target group for this programme is small
and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) in particular, the industrial economy, including craft
operations in Brandenburg.
 he ministry uses the Brandenburg Innovation
T
Grant (BIG) to issue grants:
► For commissioned R&D to solve scientific
and technological issues (BIG Transfer for
small and large enterprises),
► For private R&D activities (BIG-R&D),
► For digitisation activities in your own company (BIG-Digital),
► For consulting services to provide support in
applications in connection with an EU funding
measure (BIG-EU).

Information on the Brandenburg Innovation
Grant (BIG) can be obtained from the
Investitionsbank
des Landes Brandenburg (ILB)
Info Hotline for Economy & Infrastructure
Babelsberger Straße 21
14473 Potsdam
ILB funding advice hotline:
Hotline: +49 (0)331 660 22 11
Fax:
+49 (0)331 660 16 90
Email: beratung@ilb.de
Website: ilb.de

Qualifications

By means of the Brandenburg Innovation Grant
(BIG), the Ministry of Economy and Energy of
the State of Brandenburg (MWE), has set up a
special programme to strengthen competitiveness and strength of innovation.
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What personal consulting and support services are there?
Description and explanation

Target group

Bundesagentur für Arbeit

Citizens, companies, institutions and associations

Handwerkskammer (HWK) Potsdam

Craft trade enterprises with headquarters or a branch in the
state of Brandenburg and private individuals

Training and further education consultation

Handwerkskammer (HWK) Cottbus

Craft trade enterprises and private individuals

Training and further education

Handwerkskammer (HWK) Frankfurt (Oder) - Region
Ostbrandenburg
Consultation on further training
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Craft trade enterprises and private individuals

Services

Contact/Website

Information on all aspects of professional development, qualification and training

Bundesagentur für Arbeit
Website:

Monthly consultation appointments for master or further training courses and
funding options at the Chamber of Crafts in Potsdam and in the district association of craftsmen and women in Nauen

arbeitsagentur.de

Handwerkskammer (HWK) Potsdam
Zentrum für Gewerbeförderung
Am Mühlenberg 15
14550 Groß Kreutz (Havel)
Contact: Malte Hübel
Beratung zu Fortbildungs- und Meisterkursen
+49 (0)33207 341 05
Phone:
Fax:
+49 (0)33207 343 40
malte.huebel@hwkpotsdam.de
Email:
Website: hwk-potsdam.de

►►Consultation on further training for employees and employers
►►Assistance in individual career planning
►►Consultation on funding programmes

Handwerkskammer (HWK) Cottbus
Altmarkt 17
03046 Cottbus
Phone:
Fax:
Email:
Website:

+49 (0)355 783 55 55
+49 (0)355 783 53 15
bildung@hwk-cottbus.de
hwk-cottbus.de/kurse

Handwerkskammer (HWK) Frankfurt (Oder)
Region Ostbrandenburg
Bahnhofstraße 12
15230 Frankfurt (Oder)
Contact: Volkmar Zibulski
Leitung des Ressorts Meisterschule/Weiterbildung
Phone:
+49 (0)335 555 42 33
Fax:
+49 (0)335 555 42 03
Email:
volkmar.zibulski@hwk-ff.de
Website: hwk-ff.de

Qualifications

Consultation among other things on the further education opportunities in the
areas of:
►►Commerce | Law | Business Administration
►►Plumbing | Heating | Air conditioning,
►►Metal construction | Welding
►►Electrical engineering
►►Automotive | Bodywork
►►Construction | Expansion
►►Hairdressing | Cosmetics
►►Woodworking | Wood processing
►►Building cleaning,
►►Food crafts
►►Machine licenses
►►Master school
►►Building energy consultants
►►Digital construction
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What personal consulting and support services are there?
Industrie- und Handelskammer (IHK) Potsdam

Businesses and private individuals

Further training department

Description and explanation

Target group

Industrie- und Handelskammer (IHK) Cottbus

Businesses and private individuals

Department of further training/examinations

Industrie- und Handelskammer (IHK) Ostbrandenburg

Companies

Department of education and further training

Investitionsbank des Landes Brandenburg (ILB)

Companies, natural persons, associations and support organisations of youth welfare in the state of Brandenburg

Weiterbildungs-Informationssystem (WIS) der
DIHK Service GmbH

Specialists and management staff in enterprises

WFBB Arbeit

Companies headquartered in the state of Brandenburg

Brandenburg Invest’s team for employment, skilled workers and
training
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Independently supported consultation on training opportunities

Industrie- und Handelskammer (IHK) Potsdam
Breite Straße 2 a-c
14467 Potsdam
Contact: Mandy Daub
Fachberaterin
Phone:
+49 (0)331 278 63 16
Fax:
+49 (0)331 278 62 92
Email:
mandy.daub@ihk-potsdam.de
Website: ihk-potsdam.de

Services

Contact/Website

Colleagues from the department of further training/examinations will be happy to
provide advice on funding opportunities.

Industrie- und Handelskammer (IHK) Cottbus
Goethestraße 1
03046 Cottbus
Contact: Regina Altmann
Business Area Manager
Phone:
+49 (0)355 365 12 50
Fax:
+49 (0)355 365 261 250
altmann@cottbus.ihk.de
Email:
Website: cottbus.ihk.de

Consulting on further education and training, promotion of co-operation between
schools and companies, providing support to businesses and trainees before and
during training, organising training and further training exams

Industrie- und Handelskammer (IHK) Ostbrandenburg
Puschkinstraße 12 b
15236 Frankfurt (Oder)
Contact: Michael Völker
Business Area Manager
Phone:
+49 (0)335 562 115 00
Fax:
+49 (0)335 562 115 90
Email:
voelker@ihk-ostbrandenburg.de
Website: ihk-ostbrandenburg.de

Tailored advice and grant funding of education, training, skills development, as
well as employment and scholarships

Investitionsbank des Landes Brandenburg (ILB)
Babelsberger Straße 21
14473 Potsdam
ILB funding advice hotline
Info Hotline employment
Phone:
+49 (0)331 660 22 00
Fax:
+49 (0)331 660 24 00
Email:
beratung@ilb.de
Website: ilb.de

Competent service on skilled workers, employment and training, among others on:
►►Strategic personnel development
►►Attracting and developing the required skilled workers
►►Funding information
►►Tailored further training offers
►►Planning and organising family-friendly concepts
►►Alternative paths o tap into additional labour potential
WFBB Arbeit offers comprehensive information and consultation services in
Potsdam, Cottbus, Eberswalde, Frankfurt (Oder) and Neuruppin.

DIHK Service GmbH
Breite Straße 29
10178 Berlin
Phone:
Email:
Website:

+49 (0)30 203 082 770
info@wis.ihk.de
wis.ihk.de

WFBB Arbeit
c/o Wirtschaftsförderung
Land Brandenburg GmbH (WFBB)
Friedrich-Engels-Straße 103
14473 Potsdam
Phone:
Email:
Website:

Qualifications

WIS is committed to promoting professional development, focusing on the target
group of skilled workers and executives. It serves to increase the transparency on
the German market for further vocational training and to allow independent, rational consumer decisions. Seminars found in the WIS are guaranteed to be valid as
scheduled seminars are automatically taken out of the search once they begin.

+49 (0)331 704 457 22
weiterbildung@wfbb.de
arbeit.wfbb.de
wdb-brandenburg.de
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PROMOTION OF
QUALIFICATION AND TRAINING

Which publications and online portals provide helpful information?
Vom Meister- zum Aufstiegs-BAföG - Das neue Aufstiegsfortbildungsgesetz (AFBG)
(“Law for the Promotion of Advanced Vocational Education and Training”)
Information and improvements that have come into effect since 1st August 2016 with the amendment
to the Aufstiegsförderungsgesetz (AFGBG).
► aufstiegs-bafoeg.de ► Informationsmaterialien

Further Training Guidelines
Here you can find publications from the state of Brandenburg concerning the European Social Fund
as a PDF download.
► esf.brandenburg.de ► Archiv ► Publikationen

The portal of the state of Brandenburg for skilled workers
► fachkraefteportal-brandenburg.de

Online portal WFBB Arbeit
► wfbb.arbeit.de

Online portal Berufliche Weiterbildung in Brandenburg (WDB) (occupational further training
in Brandenburg)
Provides an overview on the current programmes of the state of Brandenburg, the Federal Government and the EU. More than 50 types of funding for, in some cases widely varying, training topics and
target groups listed in a clear manner.
► wdb-brandenburg.de

Online portal of the Ministry for Labour, Social Affairs, Health, Women and Family of the
State of Brandenburg (MASGF)
► masgf.brandenburg.de

Online portal of the ILB for the promotion of vocational training in the state of Brandenburg
► ilb.de/arbeit

Online portal KURS – the Federal Employment Agency’s offers of further education and training
The largest online database for training and further training opportunities
► arbeitsagentur.de

Other contacts and addresses
Contacts and contact information can be found in the service section of this brochure.
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FOR YOUR NOTES:
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Founding
a Business

Growing
Expanding
Investing

Succession
Transfer

Energy
Environment
Mobility
Research
Innovation
Technology

Foreign trade

Advice &
Consultation

Qualifications

SERVICE/GLOSSARY
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On the following pages, you will find addresses and
contacts who can provide you with support and assistance according to your aims. The individual funding
objectives are colour coded with symbols.
In addition to the “Brandenburg Economic Suppoort
Guide”, you can also get an overview of all the funding
programmes currently available in the state of Brandenburg online at foerdernavigator-brandenburg.de.

Service
Glossary

fotolia © LIGHTFIELD STUDIOS
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Who provides personal consultation on the issues of start-ups,
succession and investments?
Ministerium für Wirtschaft und Energie
des Landes Brandenburg (MWE)
The central task of the Ministry of Economic Affairs and
Energy of the State of Brandenburg (MWE) is to create
optimal framework conditions for the development of a
dynamic economy in Brandenburg and to provide support and guidance to companies from start-up to IPO.
Service offers:
►► Information for prospective founders
►► Financial support to business start-ups
►► Providing support to partnerships and networks
►► Promotion of market access for companies in
Brandenburg

Ministerium für Arbeit, Soziales, Gesundheit,
Frauen und Familie des Landes Brandenburg
(MASGF)
The tasks of the Ministry include the creation and
further development of relevant instruments in the
areas of “labour, qualifications, skilled workers”, securing and expanding social and health care and ensuring equality between women and socially disadvantaged population groups.

Phone:	+49 (0)331 866 0
(switchboard)
Fax:	+49 (0)331 866 15 33
(mail room)
Email: poststelle@
mwe.brandenburg.de
mwe.brandenburg.de

Contact:
Ministerium für Arbeit, Soziales, Gesundheit, Frauen und Familie des Landes
Brandenburg (MASGF)
Henning-von-Tresckow-Straße 2-13
14467 Potsdam
Phone: +49 (0)331 866 0
Fax:
+49 (0)331 866 58 01
Email: poststelle@masgf.brandenburg.de

Pilotage

masgf.brandenburg.de

Pilotage services advise entrepreneurs from the startup phase up to the foundation. The main focus is providing professional support in the work on the corporate concept, as is required for the application of start-up
grants and reintegration benefit.

MASGF offers:
►► Pilotage services for unemployed
and (part-time) employed people and
migrants interested in start-ups
►► Information for prospective founders
►► Information and consulting centres for
continuing professional development

►► masgf.brandenburg.de ► Arbeit ►
Existenzgründung ► Lotsendienste
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Contact:
Ministerium für Wirtschaft und Energie
des Landes Brandenburg (MWE)
Heinrich-Mann-Allee 107
14473 Potsdam

gruendung-in-brandenburg.de

Contact partner for investors, local companies and
technology-oriented start-ups in the state of Brandenburg. With its five regional centres, Brandenburg Invest
(WFBB) offers comprehensive services for economic
and employment support from a single source – from
providing support in settling and expanding through
innovations, internationalisation and networking, right
through to the acquisition and training of specialist staff.
Brandenburg Invest (WFBB), as a sponsor of the
energy savings agency, is also closely invested in implementing the state’s energy strategy.
Service offers:
►► Service package “Investment”
►► Service package “Innovations”
►► Service package “Skilled workers”
►► Service package “Internationalisation”
►► Service package “Energy”
►► Service package “Start-up”
►► Consultation on issues concerning all issues
surrounding establishing a business
Investitionsbank des Landes Brandenburg (ILB)
The business development bank for the state of Brandenburg funds public and private investment in business, work, infrastructure and housing construction.
Target groups
Prospective founders, entrepreneurs, investors, and
private individuals
Service offers:
►► Grants, low-interest loans, indemnities, sureties
and risk equity capital
►► Consultation on all aspects of support and funding
for private individuals, founders and companies
►► Regular consultation days in co-operation with
the Brandenburg Economic Development Agency
(WFBB), the chambers and the regional institutions of economic support - individually and free of
charge at over 30 locations throughout the state
of Brandenburg.

Contact:
Wirtschaftsförderung
Land Brandenburg GmbH (WFBB)
Babelsberger Straße 21
14473 Potsdam
Phone: +49 (0)331 730 610
Fax:
+49 (0)331 730 611 09
Email: info@wfbb.de
Department of Investment & Innovation
Contact: Peter Effenberger
Phone: +49 (0)331 730 612 01
Fax:
+49 (0)331 730 612 09
Email: peter.effenberger@wfbb.de
Employment, Energy, Start-up &
Internationalisation Department
Contact: Dr. Peter Eulenhöfer
Phone: +49 (0)331 730 613 01
Fax:
+49 (0)331 730 612 09
Email: peter.eulenhoefer@wfbb.de
wfbb.de

Contact:
Investitionsbank
des Landes Brandenburg (ILB)
Babelsberger Straße 21
14473 Potsdam
Phone: +49 (0)331 66 00
Fax:
+49 (0)331 660 12 34
Email: postbox@ilb.de
ILB funding advice
Hotline: +49 (0)331 660 22 11
+49 (0)331 660 16 90
Fax:
Email: beratung@ilb.de
ilb.de

Service
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Wirtschaftsförderung
Land Brandenburg GmbH (WFBB)
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Bundesministerium
für Wirtschaft und Energie (BMWi)
Provides information on:
►► Sectors, networks and centres of excellence
►► Business start-ups
►► Support funding programmes and funding
►► Corporate crises
►► Start-up funding for the creation of co-operation
networks (instrument: GRW cluster management)

Contact:
Bundesministerium
für Wirtschaft und Energie (BMWi)
Scharnhorststraße 34-37
10115 Berlin
Phone: +49 (0)30 340 606 560
Email: kontakt@bmwi.de
bmwi.de

Handwerkskammern und
Industrie- und Handelskammern
im Land Brandenburg

Provides consultation on the issues of
start-up and corporate succession

Vereinigung der Unternehmensverbände
Berlin-Brandenburg (UVB)

Contact:
Vereinigung der Unternehmensverbände Berlin Brandenburg e. V. (UVB)

The UVB represents the positions and goals of its
members vis-a-vis civil society. The UVB thus supports companies in global competition.
As a state association of the Confederation of Employersʼ Associations (BDA) and state representative
of the Federation of German Industries (BDI), the
UVB is committed to safeguarding the interests of the
regional economy at the federal level.

ihk-potsdam.de
cottbus.ihk.de
ihk-ostbrandenburg.de
hwk-potsdam.de
hwk-cottbus.de
hwk-ff.de

Potsdam office
Schlaatzweg 1
14473 Potsdam
Phone: +49 (0)331 271 650
Email: uvb-potsdam@uvb-online.de
Cottbus office
Inselstraße 24
03046 Cottbus
Phone: +49 (0)355 780 290
Email: uvb-cottbus@uvb-online.de
Frankfurt (Oder) office
Potsdamer Straße 1-2
15234 Frankfurt (Oder)
Phone: +49 (0)335 556 93 18
Email: uvb-frankfurt@uvb-online.de
uvb-online.de
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Unternehmerverband
Brandenburg-Berlin e. V.
The trade association Brandenburg-Berlin represents
the interests of mid-tier businesses and operates
branch and politically independently. It forms a network of communication within the network and builds
bridges for communication between research and science, politics and society.

Contact:
Unternehmerverband
Brandenburg-Berlin e. V.
Potsdam office
Drewitzer Straße 47
14478 Potsdam
Phone: +49 (0)331 810 306
Fax:
+49 (0)331 817 08 35
Email: potsdam@uv-bb.de
Cottbus office
Schillerstraße 71
03046 Cottbus
Phone: +49 (0)355 226 58
Fax:
+49 (0)355 226 59
Email: cottbus@uv-bb.de
uv-bb.de

As a business development bank, KfW Bankengruppe
supports change, promotes forward-looking ideas and
funds private individuals as well as companies, cities,
municipalities and charitable and social organisations.
Although the KfW has no bank branches, it collaborates with numerous partners in the regions. As a
national and state business development bank, the
KfW bears special responsibility for the sustainable
improvement of economic, social and environmental
living conditions. KfW offers advice and above all financial support for founders and mid-tier businesses,
e.g. through traditional, long-term loans or through
innovative programmes that aim to improve the equity base of companies. Both subsidies are offered
through local banks.
KfW Information centre:
Telephone consultation on all KfW support/
development programmes at:
Phone: 0800 539 90 01 (free service number
►► Commercial credit programmes home and abroad
►► Commercial environmental programmes
►► Participation programmes
►► KfW consulting service (round tables, agencies)
►► KfW film funding
►► Housing programmes and bank-led infrastructure
programmes

Direct credit infrastructure
Phone: +49 (0)30 202 645 555
Email: info@kfw.de
Advice exchange platform of
KfW Mittelstandsbank
Email: beraterboerse@kfw.de
Business exchange platform for company
succession nexxt-change
nexxt-change.org
KfW/DIHK-Patencoaching
(together with the German Chamber of
Industry and Commerce (DIHK))
Accompanying management support to
improve operational procedures and processes.
Contact:
KfW Bankengruppe
Palmengartenstraße 5 - 9
60325 Frankfurt/Main
Phone: +49 (0)69 743 10
Fax:
+49 (0)69 743 129 44
Email: info@kfw.de
Berlin branch
Charlottenstraße 33/33a
10117 Berlin
Phone: +49 (0)30 202 640
Fax
+49 (0)30 202 645 188
Email: info@kfw.de
kfw.de

Service
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KfW Bankengruppe
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Where can I get more information on start-up and succession?
akademie.de
Internet knowledge platform for entrepreneurs,
prospective company founders, self-employed
people and freelancers
Bundesarbeitsgemeinschaft der
Wirtschafts-Senioren Alt hilft Jung e. V.
Placement of partners for voluntary consultation
on business start-ups and securing a business

Link collection on the issue of business
start-ups
akademie.de ► Sitemap ► Gründung

Contact:
Berliner Beratungsdienst e. V.
Wirtschaftssenioren für Berlin-Brandenburg (bbd)
Lahnstraße 52
12055 Berlin
Phone: +49 (0)30 425 20 30
+49 (0)30 425 96 50
Fax:
Email: info@bbdev.de
althilftjung.de

Business Angels Club
Berlin-Brandenburg e. V. (BAC)
Voluntary support of young and innovative companies during the start-up phase and in ensuring
a sustainable business existence

Contact:
Business Angels Club
Berlin-Brandenburg e. V. (BAC)
Otto-Suhr-Allee 25
10585 Berlin
Phone: +49 (0)30 257 858 69
Email: info@bacb.de (Berlin)
Email: potsdam@bacb.de (Potsdam)
bacb.de

Franchiseportal
In franchising, a franchisor grants a franchisee
the use of a branded business concept for a fee.

Nachfolgebörse nexxt-change
The objective of the nexxt-change business succession exchange platform is to bring interested
parties together. Entrepreneurs can research in
the ads of the platform or place their own. The
portal is only available for advertisements that
aim to bring together suitable companies in the
context of corporate succession.
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Those interested in franchising can find
a suitable system via the following portals:
www.franchiseportal.net
www.franchiseportal.de
www.franchisedirekt.com
www.franchise-net.de
nexxt-change.org

Association covering sectors ranging from the
service industry and industry through to crafts
with more than 10,000 entrepreneurs and executives up to the age of 40.
The main focus lies in further developing Germany as a place for business, ensuring growth and
competitiveness, and enriching social discourse.
“young companies”
The STIC Wirtschaftsfördergesellschaft Märkisch-Oderland mbH “young companies” project
is supported by the Ministry for Labour, Social
Affairs, Health, Women and Family (MASGF)
and the Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy of the State of Brandenburg (MWE) with
funding from the European Social Fund (ESF)
and the State of Brandenburg.

Contact:
Wirtschaftsjunioren Berlin-Brandenburg e. V.
Fasanenstraße 85
10623 Berlin
Phone: +49 (0)30 315 103 40
Email: kontakt@wjbb.de
wjbb.de

Contact:
STIC Wirtschaftsfördergesellschaft
Märkisch-Oderland mbH
Garzauer Chaussee
15344 Strausberg
Phone: +49 (0)3341 335 213
Fax:
+49 (0)3341 335 216
Email: info@young-companies.de
Frankfurt (Oder)
Contact: Manuela Salomon
Phone: +49 (0)3361 357 15 14
Email: m.salomon@young-companies.de
Bernau/Prenzlau/Schwedt
Contact: Björn Baugatz
Phone: +49 (0)3334 826 04 01
Email: b.baugatz@young-companies.de
Erkner
Contact: Constanze Schütt
Phone: +49 (0)3341 335 213
Fax:
+49 (0)3341 335 216
Email: c.schuett@young-companies.de
www.young-companies.de

Service
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Wirtschaftsjunioren Berlin-Brandenburg e. V.
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Who can advise me on guarantees and investments?
Bürgschaftsbank Brandenburg (BB)
The BB facilitates loan financing for prospective company founders and companies even in the absence
of standard bank collateral. In this way, it supports
the local economy together with its shareholders: the
Chambers of Industry and Commerce, Chambers of
Crafts, business associations and guilds, insurance
companies, as well as banks and savings banks of
the state of Brandenburg.
Mittelständische Beteiligungsgesellschaft
Berlin-Brandenburg mbH (MBG)
The MBG Berlin-Brandenburg is a non-profit self-help
commercial organisation. It helps SMEs obtain important equity capital and provides capital for almost
the entire spectrum of corporate financing needs (excluding renovation).

Contact:
Bürgschaftsbank Brandenburg
Schwarzschildstraße 94
14480 Potsdam
Phone: +49 (0)331 649 630
Fax:
+49 (0)331 649 63 21
Email: info@bbimweb.de
bbimweb.de
Contact:
MBG Brandenburg
Schwarzschildstraße 94
14480 Potsdam
Phone: +49 (0)331 649 630
Fax:
+49 (0)331 649 63 21
Email: brandenburg@mbg-bb.de
mbg-bb.de

BFB Brandenburg Kapital GmbH
BFB Brandenburg Kapital GmbH is a wholly owned
subsidiary of the ILB. Its aim is to improve the equity
base of small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs)
in the state of Brandenburg. To this extent, BFB Brandenburg Kapital GmbH acquires, manages, holds and
sells active and silent partnerships in high-growth
technology companies in early and growth phases.
The funds for the equity interest business come from
the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF),
the Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy of the
State of Brandenburg (MWE) and from the ILB itself.
Verband Deutscher Bürgschaftsbanken

Contact:
BFB Brandenburg Kapital GmbH
Bereich Eigenkapital/Gründung
Babelsberger Straße 21
14473 Potsdam
Phone: +49 (0)331 660 16 98
Fax:
+49 (0)331 660 16 99
Email: eigenkapital@ilb.de
ilb.de
brandenburg-kapital.de

Information on completion guarantees and participation guarantees

Contact:
Verband Deutscher Bürgschaftsbanken
Schützenstraße 6a
10117 Berlin

Banks and investment companies advise and fund
company founders and mid-tier businesses, especially in growth-oriented, sustainable industries.

Phone: +49 (0)30 263 965 40
Fax:
+49 (0)30 263 965 420
Email: info@vdb-info.de
vdb-info.de
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Who supports the film industry in Brandenburg?

Medienboard Berlin-Brandenburg GmbH is the first
point of contact for all creatives in the film and media industry in Berlin-Brandenburg. The company has
been involved in film promotion and location marketing in the capital city region since 2004 and ensures
cross-state and cross-sector networking of the film
and media industries.
The aims of Medienboard are
►► Strengthening the media region under/in artistic,
economic and technical aspects
►► Supporting audio-visual film and media creation
in all phases of development and usage including
film screenings
►► To support innovative audio-visual content
►► Other measures to strengthen the media industry
►► The presentation and representation of the media
region at home and abroad
Its target groups are
►► Producers with their business headquarters,
a branch office or at least one office in
Berlin-Brandenburg
It supports the development, production, rental and
distribution of cinematographic works, films and serial
formats, as well as cinemas themselves. In addition,
innovative audio-visual content for non-linear distribution channels and innovative and interactive audio-visual content can also be funded.
Funding categories: screenwriting, material and project development, promotion of production and young
talent, rental, distribution, along with other projects
(such as presentations, events, professionalisation
measures, etc.)

Contact:
Medienboard BerlinBrandenburg GmbH
August-Bebel-Straße 26-53
14482 Potsdam-Babelsberg
Film funding
Contact: Christian Berg
Phone: +49 (0)331 743 87 23
Fax:
+49 (0)331 743 87 99
Email: info@medienboard.de
Location development/
location funding
Contact: Anna-Sarah Vielhaber
Phone: +49 (0)331 743 87 83
Fax:
+49 (0)331 743 87 99
Email: info@medienboard.de
Berlin Brandenburg
Film Commission (BBFC)
Contact: Christiane Raab
Phone: +49 (0)331 743 87 31
Fax:
+49 (0)331 743 87 99
Email: c.raab@medienboard.de
Creative Europe Desk
Berlin-Brandenburg
Contact: Susanne Schmitt
Phone: +49 (0)331 743 87 51
Email: s.schmitt@ced-bb.eu
medienboard.de
creative-europe-desk.de

Service
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Medienboard Berlin-Brandenburg
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Who can advise me on foreign trade activities?
Verband der deutschen Messewirtschaft
(AUMA)
The association provides information on potential
and current exhibitors and visitors at trade fairs,
awards research projects and supports training and
further training in the trade fair industry. It represents
the interests of its members at national and international level.
Außenwirtschaftsförderung des Bundes
Supports the activities of German companies to tap
into and secure foreign markets

Contact:
Verband der Deutschen
Messewirtschaft (AUMA)
Littenstraße 9
10179 Berlin
Phone: +49 (0)30 240 000
Email: info@auma.de
auma.de
bmwi.de ► Themen ► Außenwirtschaft
► Außenwirtschaftsförderung

Außenwirtschaft des Landes Brandenburg

mwe.brandenburg.de ► Wirtschaft ►
Förderung ► Außenwirtschaft

Bundesamt für Wirtschaft und Ausfuhrkontrolle
(BAFA)

Contact:
Bundesamt für Wirtschaft und
Ausfuhrkontrolle (BAFA) 		
Frankfurter Straße 29 - 35
65760 Eschborn

Higher federal authority of the Federal Ministry for
Economic Affairs and Energy; it also performs tasks
for other federal ministries in the fields of foreign
trade, business and SME promotion, energy and
statutory auditors.

Germany Trade & Invest (GTAI)
Economic development agency of the Federal Republic of Germany. With more than 50 locations
worldwide and a strong partner network, GTAI supports German companies in their forays abroad,
promotes Germany as a business location and provides foreign companies with assistance in settling
in Germany
iXPOS Das Außenwirtschaftsportal

Phone: +49 (0)6196 90 80
Fax:
+49 (0)6196 908 18 00
Email: poststelle@bafa.bund.de
bafa.de
Contact:
Germany Trade & Invest (GTAI)
Friedrichstraße 60
10117 Berlin
Phone: +49 (0)30 200 09 90
Email: office@gtai.com
gtai.de

ixpos.de

Guide of the Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs
and Energy (BMWi) on consulting services and programmes in the field of foreign trade
Messebeteiligungen
Berlin-Brandenburg
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mwe.brandenburg.de ► Service ► Veröffentlichungen ► Messepläne

Service Centre Polen
German-Polish mediation of co-operation partners
and legal consulting in German and Polish law

Contact:
Industrie- und Handelskammer (IHK)
Ostbrandenburg
Phone: +49 (0)335 562 10
Email: info@ihk-ostbrandenburg.de
Eberswalde office
Phone: +49 (0)3334 253 70
Email: gsebw@ihk-ostbrandenburg.de
Fürstenwalde office
Phone: +49 (0)3361 711 140
Email: gsfuewa@ihk-ostbrandenburg.de
ihk-ostbrandenburg.de ► Außenwirtschaft ► Nachbar Polen

Where can I get information on EU support instruments and projects?
Europäischer Fonds
für regionale Entwicklung (EFRE)

efre.brandenburg.de

Information on ERFD funding in Brandenburg
Europäischer Landwirtschaftsfonds für die
Entwicklung des ländlichen Raums (ELER)

eler.brandenburg.de

Information on the promotion of rural areas in
Brandenburg
Europäischer Sozialfonds im Land Brandenburg

esf.brandenburg.de

Information on ESF investment in Brandenburg
INTERREG IV

interreg.brandenburg.de

Information on European territorial Co-operation in
Brandenburg
Enterprise Europe Network
Berlin-Brandenburg (EEN)

een-bb.de

Service
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The Enterprise Europe Network Berlin-Brandenburg
grants small and medium-sized enterprises practical
and largely free support in the organisation of business, technology and project partnerships in Europe
and beyond.
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ADDRESSES AND ONLINE INFORMATION
This information is relevant for:

REPRESENTATION OF THE INTERESTS OF THE ECONOMY
Brandenburgische Ingenieurkammer
The Brandenburg Chamber of Engineers represents
the professional-political, economic and professional
interests of its members. It is the self-regulatory public
body for engineers in the state of Brandenburg.

Bund versicherter Unternehmer e. V. (BvU)
The team of experts consisting of insurance consultants, pension consultants, financial consultants, business consultants, lawyers and tax consultants sees itself as a solidarity community for mid-tier businesses.

Bundesverband des Deutschen
Exporthandels e. V. (BDEx)
The international trading companies, primarily in regional associations, have together formed BDEx to
ensure the exchange of information and the joint representation of their interests. The BDEx competently
and reliably pursues the protection and promotion of
its members’ foreign trade interests.
Bundesverband Großhandel, Außenhandel, Dienstleistungen e. V.
Bundesverband Großhandel, Außenhandel, Dienstleistungen e. V. (BGA) is a German umbrella organisation of associations for these branches of industry. It
has nearly 70 member associations and represents
the interest of the German wholesale and foreign
trade and the sector services.
Bundesverband Deutscher Inkassounternehmen
(BDIU)
The BDIU represents the interests of the debt collection industry and is a partner to business and mediator
to the public and politics.
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Contact:
Brandenburgische Ingenieurkammer
Schlaatzweg 1
14473 Potsdam
Phone: +49 (0)331 743 180
Email: info@bbik.de
bbik.de
Contact:
Bund versicherter Unternehmer e. V. (BvU)
Am Markt 7
93077 Bad Abbach
Phone: +49 (0)9405 955 10 30
Email: service@bvuev.de
bvuev.de
Contact:
Bundesverband des Deutschen
Exporthandels e. V. (BDEx)
Am Weidendamm 1A
10117 Berlin
Phone: +49 (0)30 726 257 90
Email: contact@bdex.de
bdex.de
Contact:
Am Weidendamm 1A
10117 Berlin
Phone: +49 (0)30 590 099 50
Email: info@bga.de
bga.de

Contact:
Bundesverband Deutscher
Inkassounternehmen (BDIU)
Friedrichstraße 50-55
10117 Berlin
Phone: +49 (0)30 206 073 60
Email: bdin@inkasso.de
inkasso.de

This information is relevant for:

Bundersverband Deutscher Kapitalbeteiligungsgesellschaften (BVK) represents the interests of the
private equity industry in Germany.

Bundesverband digitale Wirtschaft (BVDW) e. V.
The BVDW is the representation of interests for companies that operate digital business models or whose
value creation is based on the use of digital technologies.

Bundesverband Junger Unternehmer
A business association that sees itself as an advocacy
group for young family and owner entrepreneurs.
Among other things, the association is committed to
improving the framework conditions for young company founders and successors in Germany.

Centralvereinigung Deutscher Wirtschaftsverbände für Handelsvermittlung und Vertrieb e. V.
The association represents the more than 48,000 trading broker companies from all industries. Members include self-employed companies that place products
between industrial companies, between industry and
commerce or between wholesalers and retailers. The
CDH is, however, also open for other companies that
operate independently in sales.

Contact:
Bundesverband Deutscher Kapitalbeteiligungsgesellschaften German Venture
Capital Association e. V. (BKVs)
Reinhardtstraße 29B
10117 Berlin
Phone: +49 (0)30 698 20
Email: bvk@bvkap.de
bvkap.de
Contact:
Bundesverband digitale Wirtschaft
(BVDW) e. V.
Schumannstraße 2
10117 Berlin
Phone: +49 (0)30 206 218 60
Email: info@bvdw.org
bvdw.org
Contact:
Bundesverband Junger Unternehmer
Charlottenstraße 24
10117 Berlin
Phone: +49 (0)30 300 650
Email: kontakt@junge-unternehmer.eu
junge-unternehmer.eu
Contact:
Centralvereinigung Deutscher Wirtschaftsverbände für Handelsvermittlung und
Vertrieb (CDH) e. V.
Am Weidendamm 1 A
10117 Berlin
Phone: +49 (0)30 726 256 00
Email: centralvereinigung@cdh.de
cdh.de
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Deutscher Franchise-Verband e. V. (DFV)
A German economic association for the franchise
industry with its headquarters in Berlin. The primary
objective is to represent the interests of the franchise
industry economically, socially and politically.

Contact:
Luisenstraße 41
10117 Berlin
Phone: +49 (0)30 278 90 20
Email: info@franchiseverband.com
franchiseverband.com

Deutscher Hotel- und Gaststättenverband
Brandenburg e. V. (DEHOGA Brandenburg)
The DEHOGA Brandenburg represents the interests
of its 1,200 members in the hotel industry and gastronomy, advocating for favourable economic and political conditions, and performs numerous services for
its members.
The central concern of the DEHOGA Brandenburg is
to promote business success through its activities. At
the same time, DEHOGA Brandenburgʼs commitment
and endeavours are intended to help secure jobs and
promote quality of life, tourist attractiveness and hospitality in the state of Brandenburg.
Deutscher Industrie- und Handelskammertag
(DIHK)
The Deutscher Industrie- und Handelskammertag
(DIHK) acts as an umbrella organisation on behalf of
and in co-ordination with the Chamber of Industry and
Commerce (IHK) to represent the interests of the German commercial sector vis-a-vis decision makers in
national politics and the European institutions.

Europaverband der Selbständigen Deutschland ESD e. V.
A party-independent representation of the interests of
self-employed people, members of freelance professions, small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs),
trade, industrial associations, business associations
and guilds.

Contact:
Deutscher Hotel- und Gaststättenverband Brandenburg e. V.
(DEHOGA Brandenburg)
Schwarzschildstraße 94
14480 Potsdam
Phone: +49 (0)331 862 368
Email: info@dehoga-brandenburg.de
dehoga-brandenburg.de

Contact:
Deutscher Industrie- und
Handelskammertag (DIHK)
Breite Straße 29
10178 Berlin
Phone: +49 (0)30 203 080
Email: info@dihk.de
dihk.de
kooperationsboerse.ihk.de
technologieboerse.ihk.de
ihk-recyclingboerse.de
ihk-umkis.de
Contact:
Europaverband der Selbständigen
Deutschland - ESD e. V.
Wilhelmstraße 77
10117 Berlin
Phone: +49 (0)30 204 598 54
Email: info@esd-ev.de
esd-ev.de
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Gesamtverband der versicherungsnehmenden
Wirtschaft e. V.
The GVNW represents the interests of policyholding
businesses and advises them in the various areas of
insurance coverage.

Contact:
Gesamtverband der versicherungsnehmenden Wirtschaft e. V.
Breite Straße 98
53111 Bonn
Phone: +49 (0)228 982 230
Email: gvnw@gvnw.de
www.gvnw.de

A chamber of crafts is a self-regulatory public body for
the crafts as a whole for one chamber region organised in the legal form of a public body. The objective of
chambers of crafts is to represent the interests of the
overall trade as a whole and to govern the interests of
the trade in the course of self-administration. Among
the members of chambers of crafts are owners of
crafts businesses and craft-like trades, journeymen
and women and workers with completed vocational
training and apprentices.

Handelsverband Deutschland (HDE) e. V.
As the flagship organisation of the German retail industry, the HDE is the legitimised mouthpiece of the
industry on federal and EU policies, other sectors of
the economy, the media and the public. It is able to
build on the broad support of regional and regional
associations and professional associations.
The HDE is active for its members in all aspects of
economic policy, tax policy, legislation and quality assurance. Issues of consumer and environmental protection take on particular significance.

Contact:
Handwerkskammer (HWK) Potsdam
Phone: +49 (0)331 370 30
Email: info@hwkpotsdam.de
hwk-potsdam.de
Handwerkskammer (HWK) Cottbus
Phone: +49 (0)355 783 54 44
Email: hwk@hwk-cottbus.de
hwk-cottbus.de
Handwerkskammer (HWK) Frankfurt
(Oder)
Region Ostbrandenburg
Phone: +49 (0)335 561 90
Email: info@hwk-ff.de
hwk-ff.de
Contact:
Handelsverband Deutschland (HDE) e. V.
Am Weidendamm 1A
10117 Berlin
Phone: +49 (0)30 726 250 62
Email: hde@einzelhandel.de
einzelhandel.de
Handelsverband
Berlin-Brandenburg e. V. (HBB)
Phone: +49 (0)331 292 869
Email: info-potsdam@hbb-ev.de
hbb-ev.de
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Rationalisierungs- und Innovationszentrum der
Deutschen Wirtschaft e. V. (RKW)
The RKW Competence Centre is a non-profit research
and development institution of the RKW Rationalisierungs- und Innovationszentrums der Deutschen
Wirtschaft e. V.
The RKW Competence Centre sees itself as a platform where all those involved in economic activities
work together. It represents companies, social partners, associations, politics and science. At the RKW
Competence Centre, experts work with and for mid-tier businesses on solutions to the challenges of the future – in securing skilled workers, on innovations and
corporate development.
Verband Beratender Ingenieure VBI –
Landesverband Berlin-Brandenburg
Verband Beratender Ingenieure VBI is the leading
professional organisation of independent consulting
and planning engineers in Germany. They stand for
the solution of complex tasks in the technical, economic and ecological sectors. The VBI therefore places high demands on the professional qualification, the
independent consulting status and the integrity of its
members.

Contact:
Rationalisierungs- und Innovationszentrum
der Deutschen Wirtschaft e. V. (RKW)
Kompetenzzentrum
Düsseldorfer Straße 40 A
65760 Eschborn
Phone: +49 (0)6196 49 50
Email: kommunikation@rkw.de
Landesverein Berlin
RKW Projekt GmbH
Phone: +49 (0)30 346 554 259
Email: projekt@rkw.de
rwk-kompetenzzentrum.de
Contact:
Verband Beratender Ingenieure VBI
Bundesgeschäftsstelle
Budapester Straße 31
10787 Berlin
Phone: +49 (0)30 260 620
Fax:
+49 (0)30 260 621 00
Email: vbi@vbi.de
Landesverband Berlin-Brandenburg
c/o OEM Consult
Blankenseer Chaussee 46
14959 Trebbin
Phone: +49 (0)33731 801 88
Email: bb@vbi.de
vdi-bb.de

Verband Deutscher Unternehmerinnen (VdU)
The VdU is a trade association and represents the
interests of female entrepreneurs across all sectors.
For more than 60 years, the VdU has been advocating increased female entrepreneurship, more women
in leadership positions and better conditions for women in business.
Currently, the VdU represents more than 1,800 women-owned, particularly mid-tier businesses from industry, trade, commerce and service.
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Contact:
Verband Deutscher Unternehmerinnen
(VdU)
Glinkastraße 32
10117 Berlin
Phone: +49 (0)30 810 034 70
Email: schwarz@salkaschwarz.com
vdu.de

This information is relevant for:

Vereinigung der Unternehmensverbände Berlin
Brandenburg e. V. (UVB)
The UVB represents the positions and goals of its
members to civil society. The UVB thus supports companies in global competition.
As a national association of the Confederation of German Employersʼ Associations (BDA) and State Representative of the Federation of German Industries
(BDI), the UVB is committed to representing the interests of the regional economy at a federal level.

Contact:
Vereinigung der Unternehmensverbände
Berlin Brandenburg (UVB) e. V.
Potsdam office
Schlaatzweg 1
14473 Potsdam
Phone: +49 (0)331 271 650
Email: uvb-potsdam@uvb-online.de
Cottbus office
Inselstraße 24
03046 Cottbus
Phone: +49 (0)355 780 290
Email: uvb-cottbus@uvb-online.de
Frankfurt (Oder) office
Potsdamer Straße 1-2
15234 Frankfurt (Oder)
Phone: +49 (0)335 556 93 18
Email: uvb-frankfurt@uvb-online.de
uvb-online.de

Unternehmerverband Brandenburg-Berlin represents
the interests of mid-tier businesses and operates
branch and politically independently.
It forms a network of communication amongst its
members and builds bridges for communication with
research and science, politics and society.
Zentralverband des Deutschen Handwerks e. V.
Zentralverband des Deutschen Handwerk e. V. (ZDH)
represents the interest of 1 million craft businesses
in Germany. As the leading organisation for business,
the ZDH bundles the work of 53 chambers of crafts,
48 craft trade associations at a federal level, and important key economic and other institutions in the craft
industry in Germany.

Contact:
Unternehmerverband
Berlin-Brandenburg e. V.
Drewitzer Straße 47
14478 Potsdam
Email: info@uv-bb.de
Phone: +49 (0)331 810 306
uv-bb.de
Contact:
Zentralverband
des Deutschen Handwerks (ZDH) e. V.
Mohrenstraße 20-21
10117 Berlin
Phone: +49 (0)30 206 190
Email: info@zdh.de
zdh.de
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CLUSTERS AND NETWORKS IN BERLIN AND BRANDENBURG
In the implementation of the Regional Innovation Strategy of the state of Brandenburg (innoBBplus),
so-called clusters (associations of companies and institutions in important growth sectors) were formed. To this end, the fields of competence with the greatest economic potential among the key sectors were selected.
Cluster Transport, Mobility and Logistics

mobilitaet-bb.de

Cluster Life Sciences and Healthcare

healthcapital.de

Cluster Photonics

optik-bb.de

Cluster Energy Technology

energietechnik-bb.de

Cluster ICT, Media and Creative Industries

digital-bb.de

Cluster Food Industry

ernaehrungswirtschaftbrandenburg.de

Cluster Metal

metall-brandenburg.de

Cluster Plastics and Chemistry

kunststoffe-chemie-brandenburg.de

Cluster Tourism

tourismuscluster-brandenburg.de

As part of the Joint Agreement for the Improvement of Regional Economic Structures (GRW), co-operation networks have been supported since 2005 to assist regional and supra-regional co-operation between companies and business-related institutions. There are five Berlin and Brandenburg
cross-state clusters and four Brandenburg clusters that reflect the state’s specific strengths. You
can find an overview of the clusters online at: innovatives-brandenburg.de ► Cluster
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Cluster traffic, mobility and logistics

►► automotive BerlinBrandenburg
(aBB)
ac-bb.de
►► Logistiknetz Berlin-Brandenburg e. V.
logistiknetz-bb.de
►► Netzwerk Luftfahrt Berlin-Brandenburg (BBAA)
bbaa.de
►► Netzwerk zivile Nutzung unbemannter Flugsysteme (CURPAS)
curpas.de

Cluster Life Sciences and Healthcare

►► DiagnostikNet-BB e. V.
diagnostiknet-bb.de
►► glyconet Berlin Brandenburg e. V.
glyconetbb.de

Cluster Photonics

►► optic alliance brandenburg berlin
(oabb)
oabb.de

Cluster Energy Technology

►► Centrum für Energietechnologie
Brandenburg
cebra-ev.de

Cluster ICT, Media and Creative Industries

►► media.connect brandenburg
mediaconnect-bb.de
►► SIBB region
sibb.de/sibb-region.html
►► Virtual Reality Berlin Brandenburg
virtualrealitybb.org
►► GEOkomm
geokomm.de

Cluster Metal

►► profil.metall
profil-metall.de
►► ME-Netzwerk der Metall- und Elektroindustrie in der Hauptstadtregion
Berlin-Brandenburg
me-netzwerk.de
►► Leichtbau Metall Brandenburg
leichtbau-bb.de

Cluster Plastics and Chemistry

►► Kunststoffverbund Brandenburg
(KuVBB)
kuvbb.de

Cluster Tourism

►► Netzwerk Aktiv in der Natur
brandenburg-aktiv.info

Cluster Food Industry

►► ARGE Marktgenuss
marktgenuss.de
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Netzwerk Technologiekooperation

aif.de

Maintained by Arbeitsgemeinschaft industrieller Forschungsvereinigungen “Otto von Guericke” e. V.
(AiF), this online platform provides addresses of consulting institutions for the promotion of entrepreneurial
innovations.
Zentrales Innovationsprogramm
Mittelstand (ZIM)
A federal initiative for the promotion of innovative networks in the context of the ZIM
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Cluster

A cluster is the geographical concentration of companies and institutions that are thematically related connected to the activity in an economic sector, in the affiliation to a value chain or in the use of the
same or similar technologies or similar interests. Both the co-operation
between the players and the competition creates positive effects that
firstly have a positive effect on value creation and employment in the
region and secondly create incentives for potential investors.

Consolidation
investment

The Investment for the consolidation of existence in the phase after
the company foundation.

Europa 2020

Europe 2020 is a ten-year economic programme of the European Union, officially proposed by the European Commission on 3rd
March 2010 and adopted by the European Council in June 2010.
The aim is “smart, sustainable and inclusive growth” with better
co-ordination of the national and European economy. Europe 2020
is the successor to the Lisbon Strategy, which was pursued from
2000 to 2010.

Equity capital base

Equity capital consists of the funds that owners or shareholders
contribute to the company besides the debt financing.

GRW

Joint Agreement for the Improvement of Regional Economic Structures

Guaranteed credit

In the case of a guarantee with a guaranteed credit, the bank does
not provide any money, but the principal bank assumes the liability
for a debt vis-a-vis a third party.

Guaranteed credit line

Companies that require sureties more frequently can be granted a
credit line by a local bank. Individual sureties can then be issued upon
request and without renewed credit checks within the guaranteed
credit line.

Management-buy-in

Acquisition of a company (with the help of an investor) through
third-party management

Management-buy-out

Acquisition of a company by managers already working at the
company.

Overdraft facility

A loan within the framework of short-term debt. Similar to a credit
line, the bank grants the borrower a credit limit that can be used at
any time without prior consultation.

Partnership, active

In active partnerships, the investment company acquires a share in
the company’s capital with all the associated rights and obligations/
duties.

Partnership, silent

A silent partnership is agreed upon when an investor makes a contribution as shareholder into their assets. The main advantage of a
silent partnership is that it is subordinate to all other liabilities and
that no standard bank collateral is required.

Primary effect

The primary effect is a pre-requisite for receiving investment grants
from the Joint Scheme. This is generally the case if one or more of
the activities specified in the positive list are predominantly carried
out at the company and the goods or services produced are sold on
a predominantly supra-regional scale (radius of more than 50 km).

Profit-participating
loan

Also called a participating loan. Here, the parties agree a share of
the profit or turnover of the company or business for which the loan
has been granted.

SMEs

Small and medium-sized enterprises – definition of the EU
dated 1st January 2005:
Medium
Small
Micro

Number of
Turnover
employees		
fewer than 250
max. €50 million
fewer than 50
max. €10 million
fewer than 10
max. €2 millio

Balance sheet
total
max. €43 million
max. €10 million
max. €2 million

Structural effect

A structural effect arises if the project is particularly well suited to improving the economic structure and providing jobs in the supported
area in terms of quantity and quality.

Subordinated loan

In a sub-ordinated loan, the lender is outranked by all other lenders.
Sub-ordinated loans improve the creditworthiness of a company
and improve access to further financing.
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